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NUCLEAR DOUBLE RESONANCE DYNAMICS 

David Alexander McArthur 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, JJa\'Jrence Radiation Laboratory, 
and Department of Physics, 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

This is the first det.ailed, quantitative study of the validity of 

the master equation with spin temperature assumption as used to describe 

the nuclear double resonance detection of a rare spin species, 

The technique of nuclear double resonance following adiabatic demag

netization of Fl9 nuclei in the rotating frame (ADRF) , has been used to 

study the resonance of .13% abundant ca43 in CaF
2
,Radio frequency (rf) 

pulses were applied near the ca43 Larmor frequ~ncy after ADRF} and a 

study of cross-relaxation betvleen F19 dipolar energy and Ca 43 Zeeman 

energy in the rotating-frame effective field ReB' measured the 1',19 dipolar 

spectrum in CaF2 for this kind of transition. The measured cross-relaxation 

rate decreases exponentially with increasing HeB at 8 == 90°, 60°, 45°, and 

30°, and is proportional to sin2
8 where 8 is the angle between the labora-

J. -lo 

tory magnetic field, Ho' and HeB • A thermal-reservoir model of the 

cross-relaxation process, assuming slowly-varying spin temperatures for 

. 19 43 both the F and Ca nuclei, and assuming infinitely fast spin diffusion 

among F19 nuclei, agrees with experiment at all values of G, if a five-

to ten-degree misorientation of the crystal with respect to R is postulated. 
o 

Audio saturation double resonance measurements of cross-relaxation rates 

yielded results in agreement with the. pulsed experiments,· Pulsed. experi

ments showed no evidence of a. finite F19 spin diffusion rate. The "first-

order change in the cross-relaxation rate for small random quadrupole 
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splittings of the Ca 43 resonance line is shmoJU to vanish, and the second-

order correction is partially calculated. 'l'he first measurements using 

double resonance were made of the transverse (T2 ) and longitudinal (T
l

) 

. t· f .. ( 1~3) A . - . relaxatlon lmes 0 _ a rare spln specles Ca .: UdlO saturatlon double 

resonance follmving ADRF was 'tised to separate the dipolar and inhomogeneous 

broadening ()f theCa 43 resonance line; a method Ivas also devised to measure 

21-3 . , 
the Ca- free induction decay indirectly. Both these methods showed that 

motionally narrowed dipolar broadening of the ca43 iine ~las dominant for 

Ho parallel to the [lllJ and [llOJ directions in CaF2', the quadrupolar 

contribution to .!the linewidth being only about 200 Hz. A method was de-

vised to measure indirectly the spin-lattice relaxation time Tlof- ca43 

in CaF2 • - The temperature dependence of Tl agrees with the electric 

quadrupolar relaxation mechanism, and the values are: T10000K) =: 2)6±27 sec, 

T1055°K) = 169125 sec. 

The technique of double resonance follm·ling ADRF was also used to 

- "17 43 33': 
search for renonances of the rare spins D, 0 - ,Ca and S in gypsum, 

caSOJ.~·2H20. -- A double quantum spin transition of D was observed near :the 
-, 

'D Larmor _ frequency, and other resonances were observed which are tentativel'y 

associated with ca43 and 833• 

- I 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Definition of Nuclear Dbuble Resonance 

Many diamagnetic compounds contain'more than one species of nucleus 

\vith nonvanishing spin, but some of the more interesting isotopes have very 

\'leak nuclear resonance signals because of their 1m'l'natural abundance or 
, 1 

small magnetic moments. But many compounds contain in addition at least 

one nuclear sp'ecies vrith a larr:;e natural abundance and magnetic moment 

( 1 _'11 19 J 23 35 37) . e.g.) H ) EY , F ,Na } Cl ) Cl '} which yields a large nuclear mag-

netic or quadrupole res::mance signal. The nuclear double resonance method 

takes advantage of the presence of this abundant spin species to observe 

indirectly the interesting rare-spin nuclear resonance in the same compound. 

The nuclear dc.uble resonance method first places the ensemble of abund-

ant spins (the lrA" spins) in an ordered magnetic state vlhich persists for a 

time To seconds, of the order of the A spin-lattice relaxatbn time TlA . 

This ordered magnetic state of the A spins can be a state of phase coherence 
" 2 

(as vlhen an A ma.gnetization. is "locked" along a rad.io frequency (rf) field)} 

or it can be an ordered dipolar· state created by isentropic demagnetization 

in either the laboratory frame (LO\{ DOR), 3,4,5 or the reference frame rotat-

6 ing at the A'Larmor frequency (ADRF-DR). ,7 Then during the relatively long 

time To ~ TlA an rf field (the B rf field) is' applied near the resonance 

frequency of the rare spin of interest (the "B" spin), ''lhich causes the B 

spj~s to modulate the nuciear dipole-dipole and exchange couplings between 

the A and B spins. This modulation represents a coupling which transfers 

energy between the A and B spin systems} until they reach a dynamic equil-

ibrium} and A spin order is transferred to the B spins.' If by some means 

this acquired B spin order is continually destroyed as the A-B cross-
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relaxation proceeds, the modulation of the ,local field at the A spin sites 

near a B spin slO1vlydestroys the ordered magnetic state of the A spins. . .', . 

The amount.of A sp'in order remaining afterthis"double resonance process",' 

lasting - T seconds, can be sampled by techniques which depend on the o , 

na.ture of the ordered A spin state. Suppose .the double resonance experiment 

is repeated many times, sweeping the frequency of the B rf field; . then since 

the A-B coupling is strongly modulated on;ly "Then the B rf field is near the 

B nuclear resonance frequency f Bo' the double resonance indication is a 

sudden decrease in the remaining A signal, when the B rf frequency fB is 

near the Bspin resonance frequencyfBo (see Fig. 1). 
2 Hartmann and Hahn developed the theory of spin-locked double resonance 

(SLDR), and experimentally verified the double-resonance line shape as a, 

function of f B, the exponential double resonance decay of the A signal, and 

the need to periodically destroy the B spin order to obtain a large double 

resonance signal if the B spins are rare. They studied the K39 and 

resonances in KCI0
3 

in zero laboratory magnetic fi~ld, by using the 

signal. Also in zero field, Redfield3 measured the p).lre quadrupole res-

onances of Cu nuclei nearAg and Zn impurities in metallic Cu, and Slusher 

and Hahn 
4 

studied the pure quadrupole resonances of Na 23 and C135 and C137 

nuclei near rare impurities in NaCl. 

Several double resonance studies have also been made in high field: 

·8· Bloembergen and Sorokin investigated cross-relaxation betw.een tlvO abundant 

spin ~pec'ies, Hartland9 observed the high-field quadrupole spiittings of 

, \ 

39 i . i i .' - 19 1 . l' d 's h h 10 K nucle around Dllpur. ties n KF ~ the F. nuc ear slgna ,an c umac er 

has observed quadJ:'Ll.pole spUttings around Ag impurities in the' alkali halides. 

The high-field .double resonance ,verk which is 'closest to tha t· described· 

. 11 
in this thesis was done by Lurie and Slichter, "Tho tested a s imp Ie but 
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is ~9,B spin is ca43 , in CaF2- Closed circles: 

single line for illaud::: 'YB~B; open circles: 

double line for illaud > 'YBHlB 
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exactly calculable equilibrium thermodynamic-reservoir model of the double' 

resonance process by applying rf pulses at fB = f
Bo 

follol'ring spin loc~ing 

or adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame (ADRF). They studied 

the resonance of 7.43% abundant Li
6 

in Li metal using the 92.57% abundant 

Li 7; their theory of the double resonance process assumed that each B rf 

pulse lasted so long that the A and B systems came completely to thermal 

equilibrium with each other during the pulse. They derived an expression 

for the A-B cross-relaxation rate, assuming a Gaussian form for the A 

dipolar spectrum, and made a brief study of nonequilibrium effects, but 

, they obtaine~ experimental rates for large HIB which were too large. 

B. Purpose of This Investigation 

There are at least three kinds of applications vlhich can utilize the 

technique of nuclear double resonance: (1) Chemical stUdies "Jhich involve 

the observation of quadrupole splittings of rare spin species such as S33, 

017, and D ina series of different chemical compounds,12 (2) the direct 

measuremen't of the unlmovm electric quadrupole moment interaction of a 

rare spin species, and (3) studies of the spin dynamics of a rare spin 

species, which can in principle diffel' significantl:y- from those of an 

abundant spin species. 
,j 

The spin dynamics of a rare spin species in a solid is of interest 

because one of the approximations often valid for a system of ablmc1ant 

spins in a solid, the assumption of a slovrly varying spin temperature 

during dynamic processes, is not neces,sarily valid for a rare spin species. 

The assu.rnption of a spatially homogeneous. spin temperature for an ensemble 

of nuclear spins requires'astrong means of internal coupling ,~hich can 

restore internal thermal equilibrium in the ensemble faster than the ex-

ternal perturbation (spin-lattice relaxation, ,rf field, coupling to:-other 

species of nuclear spins) can disturb it from equilibrium. In a solid 
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this coupling consists of the nuclear dipole-dipole coupling bet'lreer~ Eke 

spins: the I+i I _j terms cause mutu.al spin flips bebreen neigr.::oring '::~J.cle i 

\\'21ich 2-re allowed bec2.use they conserve the Zeeman energy in ti,e la1)::!::.'2. tory 

~"2,gnetic f i.eld.13, 14 This !;:~tue.l spin flip process provides for spatial 

diffusion of spin energy and tends to restore a Boltzmann popuJRtion dis-

tribution to the Zeeman levels if the distribution is disturbed. 

But this dipole-dipole coupling is proportional to (1' ~~) ",.here r ij is 

the distance bet,veen neighboring like spins, so for the rare spins i'~ is 
. 

negligible. This means that theories of spin-lattice relaxation and~ross-

relaxation processes vrhich assume .spin temperatures for the nuclear species .. 
are not necessarily correct for the rare spins. Therefore it will be of 

interest to measure T
l

, T2, and cross-relaxation rates for a rare spin 

species. nle double resonance process itself relies also upon the spin-

diffusion process betvleen abundant spins to carry the energy out frO!;l the 

isolated rare spin sites to the bulk of the abundant nuclei. I:f thL spin 

diffusion process is not· fast compared. to A-B cross-relaxat:i.on rates, b.· 

calculating the double resonance rate it would be necessary to take into 

account the actual spin temperatUl'e distribution of the A spins around 

each B spin • 

.-The .bulk ·of this thesis will be concerned with the high-field double 

resonance dynamics of the B spin ca 43 in CaF
2

, using as A spins the FL9 

nuclei (see Fig. 2 and Table I). 

'l'able I. Properties of the nuclear. species in CaF2 • 

Nucleus Spin Abundance (Yn/2rr) (kHz/gauss) 

Ca43 7/2 0.13% .2865 

F19 1/2 10o{a 4.0055 _._-



XBL 676-4149 

Fig. 2 Lattice of CaF2 near a Ca43 spin ~ite, showing 

the eight nearest ;-9 neighbors; a is the edge 

of the cubic lattice of F- ions 
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To test 'vhether rare spins obey the same dynamics as abund.ant :::pins, 

shall make our calculations assumlng that the ca43 spins ~ desc:ribed 

by a spin temperature during·cross-relaxation. He shall also assume 

(justifiably) infinitelY fast spin diffusion among p19 spins, so the p19 

spins i'lill be described during A-B cross-relaxation by a spatially llOmo-. 

geneous spin temperature •. Then if there is significant disagreement be-

t"reen theory' and experiment, and if this disagreement cannot be completely 

explained by such perturbations as random quadrupole splittings, we shall 

have an idea of the importance of finite A spin diffusion rates, or lack 

of a B spin temperature in some processes • 

. The case of Ca 43 in CaP2 is particularly attractive because it should 

allov1 a precise comparision between theory and experiment: 

(1) No other A or B spin species are present to complicate our cal

culations, and the average concentration of isol~ted Ca 43 nuclei is ac-

curately known because it is a naturally-occurring isotope rather than an 

impurity, which might form clusters. 

(2) Because the s~in = ~ p19 nuclei have no quadrupole splittings 

near the ever-present crystalline imperfections,' spin diffusion rates 

should be exactly ca1culable.15 It is conceivable that the low relative 

abundance of Cal~3 in CaF2 would introduce spin diffusion effects which 

. might be i~portant for large cross -relaxation rates (see Appendix A for 

a discussion of this point). 'l'he experimental results, however,show no 

effects of diffusion in this case. 
.. 2 

Because CaY is an insulator and readily available in large single 

crystals, our results will not be complicated by skin depth effects or 

11 , powder averages. He' are also able to vary the A-B dipolar coupling .over 

a wide range by rotating the crystal with respect to the laboratory magnetic 

field H 0 o 
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(4 ) In high field H the A-A, A-B, and B-B spin-spin Hamiltonians o 

simpl::'fy considerably, and since the relative abundance of Ca 43 is 2,bout 

10-2 of the relative abundance of 1i6 in Li metal, we can neglect the B-B 

coupling entirely. 
. 4 ~ 

(5) Because the environment of Ca 3 in CaF
2 

is cubic there 'trill be 

no quadrupole splitting of the ca43 resonance line (;xcept by crystalline 

imperfections), so calculations can be carried out in an operator formalism, 

rather than dealing with explicit B eigenstates. ·On the other hand, it is 

~j 
fortunate for our investigation of B spin temperature effects that Ca 

possesses an electric quadrupole moment, because the presence or absence 

of a spin temperature during relaxation affects the details of the quadru-:" 

polar spin-lattice relaxation mechanism, which is expected to be dominant 

43 . for Ca at room temperature. 

In the work reported here the ordered A spin state was formed by 

adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame. (ADRF) , for three reasons: 

(1) Double resonance on this ordered state requires only one rf field, so 

only its amplitude and frequency require setting and monitoring. (2) Only 

,vi th this ordered A spin state can one use the rotary saturation method of 
I 16 . . ,6 

Redfield and of Anderson and Hartmann to destroy the B spin order, be-

cause only the ADRF state of the A spins is not affected directly by the 
.' 

. applied audio field. (3) A study of the A dipolar - B Zeeman cross-

: ' relaxation rate traces out the A dipolar spectrum for this kind of cross-

relaxation transition (se~ Fig. 5). 
. ' , 

The following is a list of the original work reported in this thesis: 

(i). A detailed study 'vas made of the cross-relaxation process between 

13 . 43 
F19 dipolar energy, and the Ca ~ Zeeman energy of the Ca spins i'n the 

effective field HeB in the rotating fraom (see Fig. 7). A digital computer 
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• .~ 1 

ivas used to extract the A-B cross -relaxation parameters from p'.lJ.sed -

B rf double resonance measurements related to those of Lurie and 

Slichter.ll The exact cross-relaxation equations were used, including 

the effects of finite A spin-lattice relaxation and large Bsptnhe~.~~ 

. capacity. As a result the A dipolar spectrwn for the cross-l'e1.'-1xat~~on 

type of transition was obtained as a ftmction of the angle e "lhich the 

effective field HeB in the B rotating frame makes with the laboratory 

z-axis. This study confirms that the spin temperature assumption for 

the B spins during cross-relaxation is a good one, since the e I- 90° 

measurements show that ·first-order time dependent perturbation theory 

is'sufficient to calculate the rates, and the first-order transition 

probabilities preserve a Boltzmann distribution during relaxation. The 
. 

cross-relaxation spectra, which are usually assumed to be Gaussian in 

2,11 . shape, were measured to be accurately e)~onential for high frequency, 

which implies that the correlatton ftmction of the local field at a ca43 

spin site'is Lorentztan in time, for short times. 

1~3 (2) A small transient oscillation of the Ca magnetization along 

the field HeB, at the beginning of each B rf pulse, was also studied. 

Analogues of this oscillation have been observed before,17,l8 but this is 

the first such case involving two different spin species, and it is rel-

atively easy to calculate the expected shape of the oscillation. The decay 

of the oscillation is related to the local field correlationfilnction 

mentioned above, and was fotmd to be in agreement with theory. 

(3) A detailed study has been made of the rotary saturation (llaudio 

saturation") method of destroying the B spin order. Audio saturatj.on 

double resonance vTaS always used to measure the B effective field HeB 

in the rotating frame, and the a.ngle e ",hich the B" effective field makes 
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with the laboratory magnetic field (see Fig. 7). Audio saturation was 

used to measure a cross-relaxation parameter which determines the maximum. 

possible double resonance rate at a given HeBand e. A study was made of 

the audio saturation linewidths as a function of 8, Which allows separa-

tion of the dipolar contribution from the quadrupolar and inhomogeneous 

contributions to the ordinary B spin linewidth. 

(4) An indirect method of measuring·the free induction decay of a 

ca43 magnetization transverse to the laboratory field wasdeveloped,and 

this free induction decay was related to the A di.polar spectrum. for the 

case of ca43 in CaF2• 

(5) An indirect method of measuring the 0.13% abundant ca43 spin-

lattice relaxation time TIB was devised to look for anisotropic or non-

, 43 
exponential relaxation of the Ca magnetization along H.. No anisotropy .. 

o 

was found, which confirmed certain properties of the noise spectrum. which 

causes quadrupole relaxation~ This is the first type of measurement in 

which spin-lattice relaxation of a. low abundance nucelar·species has been· 

carried out. 

(6) , 43 
In addition to the work reported above on Ca in CaF2, a search 

for rare-spin quadrupole resonances in gypsum (CaS04·2H20) was made, using 

the protons in waters of hydration as the A spins.. A double:';;qtiantum. spin 

transition of naturally":occurring deuterium. was observed, but no ordinary 

quadrupolar satellites. Other doable resonance lines were observed which .~, 

are probably associated with the rare sEins ca43 and g33. 
i • 
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II. DOUBLE RESONANCE FOLLOWING ADIABATIC 

DEMAGNETIZATION IN THE ROTATING FRAME (ADRF) 

A. Qualitative Description of ADRF Double Resonance 

1. Definition of the A Dipolar System 

Since we are interested in high-field nuclear double resonance, we 

shall restrict our discussion to the case of A and B nuclear spins in a 

laboratory magnetic field Ho much larger than the local fields (~l gauss) 

produced at a nuclear spin site by neighboring nuclei, and much larger 

than any rf fields HlA or HIB which are applied to the sample. Then if 

we work with nuclear spin temperatures Ts» lo-5o K) the high temperature 

approximation holds % hoo /kT «1, where ill = ~H , and ~ is theA or B 
o s 0 0 

spin gyromagnetic ratio. 

To describe the A dipolar state we shall assume that no audio or rf 

fields are applied to the sample, and consider only the effects of the 

laboratory magnetic field, and nuclear dipole-dipole coupling between the 

A and B spins. We also neglect A and B spin-lattice interaction, and 

assume that the A and B spins have no large electric quadrupole inter

actions, as is the case for Ca43 in CaF2 - We shall write our Hamiltonians 

in angular frequency units because of the many exponential operators used 

in the theory. Then the total Hamiltonian becomes: 

where ~ and ~~ are the Zeeman interactions of the A and B spins with HOl 
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..... :~ 

and Ik~ ,and sk~are the angular momentwn vectors for t"he 'k;th) , 'A and 'B 

spins, respectively.' ~ and ~B are ,the nuclear dipole-dipole inter

actions among A spins, and between A and B spins,,19 We neglect dipole-, 

dipole coupling between the rare B spins because they are on the average 

'far from each other, and the dipolar field falls off a~ r -3 . 

Because we are in high field, the dipolar terms are a small perturba

tion on ~ + ~B, so we can retain only the diagonal, or secular, parts of z z 

~ + ~~ in the representation in which '(J~, + J:!~) is, diagonal. There..:.' 

fore we separate each'term in the dipolar Hamiltonian into secular, (s) 

and non-secular (ns) parts: 

~ = ~(s) + ~(ns). 

Then the approximate Hamiltonian including, only the secular dipolar terms , 

'becomes: 

where 

~B(S) ~ 
AB 

= AiklziSzk 1 
i,k 

A 2, 2, -3 
Aij = 'YA~ (1-3cos etJ)r ij 

" 

and 

'. ' 

, 

I . ! 

I 
I 
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~ 
8ij is the angle between the laboratory magnetic field and the vectorrij 

connecting the i th and j th nuclear spins • 
. A . 

Since by definition~z and ~(s) commute, they are approximately 

independent, being coupled only·weakly·in high f.ield by the non-secular 

perturbation ~~(ns). 20 Philippot has shown that if H is large and the high. 
o 

temperature condition above is satisfied, the Zeeman Hamiltonians ~ and 

~B 
·z in the absence of rf fields can be assigned spin temperatures inde-· 

pendently of the spin temperature of the "dipolar" Hamiltonian ~(s) + 

~B(s). ~(s) is responsible for the close coupling among abundant spins 

mentioned above, since the I iI . terms cause mutual spin flips between 
x XJ 

neighboring A spins. 

If there are two species of abundant spins (A and At) in the sample, 

~J(s) will strongly couple ~(s) and ~t (s) since it does not commute 

with either of them. This means that in the absence of rf fields there 

exists only a single secular I!dipolar" reservoir for all the spiris in the 

sample, with spin temperature Tss and Hamiltonian ~d(s)t 

The presence of more than one A spin species in the sample may increase the 

sensitivity of ADRF double resonance, since alIA spin species in the total 

dipolar reservoir will couple to the B spin of interest. Perhaps Af_B 

coupling will compensate for the weakness of A-B dipolar coupling for 

certain directions of H • o 

2. Formation- oftheOI-deredDi;eolar state .... 

We assume that there is no quadrupole interaction in the A Hamiltoni~n, 

either because the A spin I.~ ~, or because the crystal is cubic. If the 

A spin system is allowed to come .into thermal equilibrium with the lattice, 
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~(s) an~ ~ will be at the lattice temperature TL... Beca~se ~ » ~(s), 
.' .. . 

most of>:the A spin order will reside in the A magnetization, which is· shown 

parallel to the laboratory z-axis in Fig. 3a. 

If we now apply an rf' field with rotating component HlA at the A Larmor .. · 

frequency, and view the A system from a reference frame rotating at this 

frequency, the effective field HeA = HlA will be constant and perpendicular 

to H since we are on resonance. 
o If HlA » Rx.A and is applied for a time 

\,: = 2 'IT ,where ro
lA 

rolA = 'YAHlA' the A magnetization MbA will rotate through 

90° perpendicular to HlA- If at time \,. the phase of the rf field is 

shifted by 90o,HlA will lie alorig MoA -
.. 16 

According to Redfield t s hypo-

thesis of a spin temperature in t.he rotating frame, the A dipolar inter

action ~(s) and ~f = -ro1BIx will come into thermal equilibrium in the 

rotating frame, but this -idll not change MA much if HIA » HU. - This 

Ifspin lock~d" state will not decay except by A spin-lattice relaxation, in-

a time of' order TlA.. If HlA » Ht LA' the rotating frame A spin temperature 
_ J 

in the "spin l()cked" state is then given by 

= 

If HlA is now reduced to zero in a time long compared to T2A, the internal-. 

thermal equilibration time of the A spin system, the demagnetization is 

isentropic and the A system spin temperature TA obeys the law:13 

. where 
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and 

o == 'YA'I. x x 

The A dipolar spin temperature TAi' after ADRF, is thus 

(TAi } - HU TL(:~ )~ (~) T ' 

~~lA+~ 
L ~ 

As can be seen in Fig. 3b, preferential alignment of each spin along HlA 

has been converted by the adiabatic demagnetization process into prefer- , 

ential alignment along the local field each A spin sees at its spin ~ite. 

Since these local fields are random there is no net magnetization associ-

ated with this ordered dipolar state... This process is called "adiabatic 

demagnetization in the rotating frame" (ADRF). 6 , 

To sample the order in the dipolar state an rf pulse of width eO at 

the A larmor frequency can be applied (E :s e:s ~), which results in a 

, "dipolar" free induction decay of a characteristic shape6 (see Fig. 4b), 

90° out of phase with the rf field producing it. The amplitude of this 

free induction decay is proportional to TA~' where TAf is the A dipolar 

spin temperature following the doUble resonance process. Another way of 

sampling TAf which is particularly useful for the case of several abundant 

spin species in the same sample is to reverse the adiabatic demagnetization 
, 

process, increasing HlA until it is »l1A' so that an A magnetization MfA 

develops along HlA- Then if HlA is sUddenJ.:Y:turned off, the A magnetiza

tion will produce an ordinary A Zeeman free induction decay, the amplitude 

-1 ul of which is again proportio~alto TAf • Adiabatic remagnetization res ts 

in larger signals when there is more than one kind of A spin, because all 

A spin species contribute to the order in the magnetization MfA. 

',*\ 
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Fig. 4a F19 Zeeman signal at detector; horizontal: 

20~sec/div.; vertical; 2 vOlts/div.; 

Ho II [lllJ in CaF2 

XBB 677-3643 

Fig. 4b F19 dipolar signal at detector; horizontal: 

20~sec/div.; vertical: 1 volt/div. ; 

Holl[lllJ in CaF2 
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3. Mechanism of the ADRF Double R,esonance Coupling" 

If an rf field with fnquency f Bo and amplitude 2HIB large compared 

to local dipolar fields applied to the sam:ple, J{~B(s) is no longer part. of 

the !'dipolar" Hamiltonian, but instead couples the Zeeman energy of the' B 

spins in HIB to the dipolar energy of the A system. The B rf field 

Hamiltonian can be written (neglecting the~ffect of HlB on the A spins 

because f Bo I fAo): 

In a reference frame rotating around Ho at the frequency f Bo' and in. the 

same sense as the precession of the B spins around H ) one of the rotating 
, 0 

components HlB of the oscillating'B rf field is stationary. As the B spins 

precess around ~ in the rotating frame, they produce local fields os

cillating along the Ho direction ut.their A neighbors. These oscillating 

local fields induce transitions between the eigenstates of the A dipolar 

Hamilt,onian ~(s), causing cross-relaxation. If the crystal is thought 
, 

of as' broken up into subsystems; .each. subsystem contain:l,ng one B spin plus 

the average number of A spins per B sJ:)in, then the dipolar eigenstates of 

~(s) will be unknown, but their energies should be well represented by 

a continuum, as in, Fig. 5, because there are so many A spins per B spin 

(-1540 in CaF2). Since ~B(s) qoes not commute with either the BZeeman 
. .' :. BI 

Hamiltonian in the rotating frame ~BrfJ. 

= 

or ~(s), ~B(s) induces transitions in which.the A dipolar system goes 

between two. A dipolar levels separated in energy by *YBH1B in' the 
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II contiriuum" , and a B'spin simultaneously makes a transition between two 

of its 2S + 1 equally spaced Zeeman levels in HlB• ' In this way energy 

is exchanged between the A and B systems' until they reach a common spin 

, temperature" 

4... Thermal Reservoir Model of the A-B Cross-relaxation, Process 

- Because there is strong dipolar coupling between A. sp~ns and because,' 

the A~B coupling is a small perturbation on the A dipolar system if the B ' 

,spins are rare, it is reasonable to regard the A dipolar system as a thermal 

reservoir with a spin temperature TA(t)'which changes slowly because,of th~ 

A..;B couplingo: The B Zeeman system does -not have a similar mechanism for 

,restoring internal thermal equilibrium if the B system is disturbed 'from a 

Boltzmann popUlation distribution .. But it may be possible to describe the 

B system during cross~relaxation by a varying 'spin temperatureTB(t), if 

the B system starts out in a Boltzmann distribution and the matrix elements 

of the A-B coupling are proportional to S~? which preserves a high-temp,erature 

Boltzmann distribution.TB(t) is then really a parameter describing the 

approach of the B system toward the A spin temperature TA, rather than a 

true spin temperature., 

If we regard both the A and B spin systems as thermal ,reservoirs, the 

heat capacity of the A reservoir will be much larger than the B heat capac-
, ,-1 

ity because·~the::Bspins are rare. We define the coupling rate WAB ,,;; 'rAB 

for the exchange of energy between the reservoirs; and denote the ratio of 

heat capacities (at the same temperature) by €t 

€ == <<- 1. 

" 
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The ADRF process places the A reservoir in a state of low spin temperature 

(see Fig. 6). ,When the B rf field "is turned on the B reservoir is created, 

with TB much higher than TA, and if f B ;; f Bo andH
1B 

is, not too ia.rge, <the 

resonant AB coupling transfers energy from the hot B Zeeman system to the 

cold A dipolar system with t~me constant ~AB. If we can neglect A and B 

spin-lattice interaction, the total energy will be conserved: 

(1) 

For t,» TAB' TB ;; TA, and the energy flow will stop; in this condition 

according to the definition of €, since E = -Te(T), 

(2) 

If our initial conditions were EB = 0, EA = EAo' Eqs. (1) and (2) imply! 

1 
1 + € 

Thus a single contact between the cold A reservoir and the hot B reservoir 

. will result in an unobservable change in t1?-e A signal if € is small. It is 

therefore necessary to continually reheat the Breservoir and bring it into 

contact again and again. This reheating can be acc~mplished in several ways: 

2 4 
(1) 180

0 
phase shifting of the B rfabout every TAB seconds,' (2) pUlsing 

the B rf, on' for several TAB and then off' for several T~, or (3) continually 

saturating the B magnetization in the rotating frame by an audio field . 

parallel to Ho' which satisfies the Redfield rotary saturation condition 

6 7' 
(.l)aud = 'YBHlB'" ,Methods (2) and (3) have been p3.rticularly useful for the 

, 4 
case of Ca 3 in CaF 2' for measuring € and TAB- In a :time t - T1dip ~"Tli, 

N ~ t/3 TAB pulses can be applied (if T2B « TAB)' resulting in the 

following decay of the A dipolar energy! 
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Thus (E/TAB) is a parameter characterizing the. strength of the double 

resonance rate. 

B. Derivation of the A Dipolar ~ B Zeeman 

Cross-Relaxation Equations 

1. Laboratbry Frame Hamiltonian 

Now we proceed to calculate the equation which describes the cross 
4 . . 

relaxation between the Ca 3 Zeeman energy in the rotating frame, and the 

F19 dipolar energy.. Suppose that we are doing pulsed ADRF:...DR, so that 

when an rf pulse is applied to the sample, the laboratory frame Hamiltonian 

~L is given by 

where we neglect the spin-lattice interaction of both the A and B spins, 

and neglect the dipole~dipo1e coupling of the rare B spins because the 

average distance between B spins is, S? large. J{ZA and J{ZBare the Zeeman ' 

interaction of the A and B spins with the laboratory magnetic field, ~ 
~~B ' 

,and $fdd are the dipo1e~dipole interaction between abundant A spins and 

between abundant A and rare B,spins, respectively, and ~rf1 and J{~f are 

the coupling of A and B spins with the rf field near the Bresonance fre-

quency.The laboratory frame density matrix obeys the equation: 

(4) 
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Since the'A and B spins are assumed to have different'resonance 

frequencies, the B rf pulse is far off resonance for the A spins and 

has no direct effect on them, so JlBrf can be dropped from the Hamil-

tonian .. 

2.. Transformation to the Rotating Frame 

-The near-resonant B rf field in conjunction with the A-B. cross-

relaxation can cause a phase coherence to develop among the B spins; 

ahd thus. a large component of B magnetization plrecessfng; perpendicuJ...8.r 

to the laboratory magnetic field.. But this implies that thelaborato;ry 

frame density matrix PL will have large off diagonal components, so 

the B spin system cannot be described by a spin temperature in the 

laboratory :frame. Therefore, In the presence of a resonant rf field ' 

it is necessary to transform to a frame rotating with the in-phase 

component of the rf field, in order to obtain an approximately time

independent Hamiltonian whose behavior can be described by'slowly

varying spin temperatures. 

The transformation to the rotating _frame is accomplished by the 

operation 

where PR is the rotating frame density matrix and 

One can derive the equation of motion'of PR by using the definition (5) of 

T(t) and the equation of motion (4) for PL: 
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The approximation in Eq. (5a) is the neglect of time dependent terms in 

~R which are non-secular because they oscillate at frequencies of the 

order of wAo' wBo' which are much greater than any rotating-frame reson

ance frequencies ~ ~R is given by: 

where 

~Bt == 
Brf 

-and where 

and 

-(W - ro:s) _ Bo L: S k' k Z 

(8) 

~A and ~B are the gyromagnetic ratios of the A and B spin species, eij 
...... 

'd.s the angle between the laboratory magnetic field ,and the vector r ij 
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. ~ ~. 

connecting theithand jth nuclear spins, and Hi. and Sfi are the A and B 

angular momentum vectors; respectively. 

. 'LfBf. B" 
The two terms ~Z +}!Brfform'the effective field in the rotating 

frame, which' makes' an angle e with the laboratory z-axis' (Fig. 7). Since 

the rf field HIB is chosen to be much larger than the local field at a B 

spin ,site due to its A neighbors, to a firstapprox1mation the strong 

Zeeman interaction with the effective field HeB forms the B spin Hamiltonian 

in the rotating fra.me. Thus one must satisfy the larmor resonancecondi-

tion in the rotating frame~which corresponds to 'YBHeB ::: ~, ~ ~ ::: "YBHIB. 

The existence of a double peak as m.s is swept (for the c~ndition illaud 

> 'Y
B

H
IB

), and the e f 90° audio resonan~es confirm that Ji
BB 

is the correct: . 

zero-order Hamiltonian in the rotating frame, at least for large HIB (see 

Fig .1) ., It has been shown experimentally that this approx1mat ion breaks 

21 
down for small RlB. In order to single out the zero-order (effect i ve ' 

field HeB) part of the B spin Hamiltonian, it is convenient to rotate the 

axis of quantization of .theB spins through e degrees about the y-axis in 

./ 2 2 
the rotating frame to lie along HeBI ,Defining' illeB :::,~ + ~,'so that' 

'LfBt + "'\JB' ' 
W B ::: illeB cose and rolE = illeB sine, ~z ~Brf can be rewritten: 

'l.f,Bt' + 'l.rBt (' ) 
<» <» ::: -ill B cose S + sine S . 

Z Brf e z x . 

ie~- . ' 
. Thus the transformation R = e -:/ will make the newz-axia lie along H B. , e 

Furthermore, since R is not a funotio~ of time and [~( s),. Sy] = 0, the 

new density matrix, PR and the new Hamiltonian ~ 'Will be given ,by 

, 
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(10) 

and 

where 

(ll) 

and 

J:lB = _ ill S .. 
e eB z (13) 

3. Spin Temperature Ass~tion During Cr,oss-Relaxation 

The question now ,arises as to whether both ~ and ~ are perturbations. 

Note that ~ is coupled strongly to J{(s), since [J{(s), ~ II 0, but it is 

not coupled to J:l:A ~ corresponds to the component of the A local field 

which is parallel to HeB at a B spin site.. ~~ does not transfer energy into 

J:!.:, so it sh'ould be a good ~pprOXimation to lump it with ~(s) into a "spin':' 

spin" reservoir J:lss' with a spin temperature Tss. The rest of the A-B 

coupling, Jf~, gives the local field component perpendicular to H
eB

, and 

this component is the perturbation which is responsible for the cross-

relaxation energy transfer. 

, At this point we must ask whether we can describe the energy changes 

which take' place in the spin-spin and Zeeman reservoirs by slowly-varying 

spin temperatures. The spin-spin reservoir has a mechanism (in the form 
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of the A-A mutual spin flip) which can restore a Boltzmann population 

distribution if the spin-spin reservoir is disturbed from thermal equil-

ibrium. As long as -the cross relaxation rate is much smalle.r than the 

thermal equilibration rate of the spln-spinreservoir (T~~« T;;:), we 

can use the spin temperature approximation for the change of J,{SS % 

(14) 

Note that the Eq. (14) implies a spatially uniform spin temperature 

for <the A spins, which cannot be true for those A spins near a B spin, as 

discussed below in Appendix A. But this approximation is surprisingly 

well justified in CaF2, as shown by the experimental results. 

Now we come to the question of whether the growth of the B magnetiza

tion along HeB can be described by a: spin temperature, TB(t). When e = 90°, 

and the ~ term in the Hamiltonian vanishes, the transiti~n probabilities 

(to the second order in Jf~) between the B Zeeman'states in the rotating 

frams are proportional to 1 -(: m 1 s Imt ) 12 e But these matrix elements x 

are the usual ones for rf saturation of a spin system ,and will preserve 

a Boltzmann population distribution if the B system starts out in one. 

ThuB for e = 90°, and MB(initial) c: O(TB = co, that is) we should be able 

.to use a spin temperature for the B system during cross-relaxation, be-

cause the B system starts out in a Boltzmann distribution, is maintained 

in one by the perturbation, and tends toward a Boltzmann distribution as 

TB approaches TSS· 

For e I 90° the situation is not so clear. To second order in the 

small quantities ~,: Jl:' the above arguments hold, but to third order 

there exists an interference between ~ and (Jf~ ~) which gives transition 
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probabilities "prop;rtional to (m t I : sxI' m) ( m' I Sz I mil), (m" I S) m).22 . 

These matrix elements will not preserve a Boltzmarm population dis"; 

tribution, but their' effects may be small if. the A-B· coupling is really a 

small perturbation on the spin-spin ,system; so that perturbation theory to"·. 
. l 

second order in ~~ is a very good approximation. For the time being we 

will assume that the B spin system is still described by a spin temperature . 
. '. 

T
B

( t) dUring the .cross-relaxation process, even for e l 90° • 

To describe the cross-relaxation process, we will then assume that the 

density matrix of the ensemble of A and B spins is given approximately by, 

: ~ ." .. 

where 

J{ss :: ~(s) + ~~, (15) 

and J{B is. given by Eq. (13). We are interested in calculating the change 
e 

of :Uss caused by cross-relaxation, because the va:lue of TSS at the' end 

of the B rf pulse determines the size of the dipolar signal obta .ined from 

the F19 nuclei (this ne~lects a small increasedn T
SS

' which occurs when 

J{ss comes into thermal equilibrium with ~~ within a few T2A following the 

end of the B rf pulse; this change is' associated with transient oscillations 

described in Section II.C and is of the order of (1 + 8), where 

~ t2 3 
8 ~ (CnB/CARfA) ~ 10-). 

4. Solution of the Density Matrix Equation 

Sincewe.:are interested in calculating the change of one of the zero ... 

order parts of the rotating frame Hamiltonion J{R' it is possible to derive 

an equation of motion for the approximate density matrix PR(t), which is 

accurate to s.econd order in the perturbation J:t!:. This equation of motion' 

'. -.~ " 

.. 

, .. 

-, 
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for PR can then be used to derive equations for (J.{SS) aI!d (~z), which· 

we can solve exactly and compare with our experimental results. To derive 

this equation it is useful to transform out the rapid time dependence of 
B . . 

~R caused byJ.{o = ~SS + ~e ; so we make a transformation to the interaction 

representatioh:, where the density matrix (p*) is given by: 

(16) 

where 

As before, the equation of motion can be obtained from the equation for 

PRO Using Eqs. (17), (16), and (10) we have: 

NI'I* * ~ c-i[J{ (t), p*] , (18) 

where 
tuot ... tAB· -:tHot 

. J{* (-t)= e Md:x e 

Using 

[}t JiB]::: 0 
SS' e 

and 

-iaS +iaS 
e Z Sxke Z = (S kcosa + S ksina) 

x· . y 

* . we can rewrite .J:! (t) in the form: 

. (19) 

where 
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and 

As we see from Eq .. (19)" Jt(t) contains two kinds of· tinie dependence: 

a coherent oscillation at frequency ~eB associated ,with precession around 

HeB, and an approximately random fluctuating fieldgiven by Izi(t). The. 
AB . .. 

quantity t Aik Izi(t)/"YB can be thought of as. a fluctuating local field 

at the kth B spin sit~ caused py its A neighbors~ If we imagine analyzing 

Izi(t) into its frequency components, the component at illeB will combine with 

the coherent oscillation at IDeB to give a secular perturbation which changes 

p*(t) slowly; but the effects of the fluctuating components of Izi (t) at . 

other frequencies than (J)eB will average to zero, even when combined with 

the coherent oscillation at (J)eB. 

. -1 
We can cl).aracterize the II slow" (slow compared to (J) e B and the carre - . 

. lation time 'rc.of Izi(t))~ime-development of p*(t) by plotting one of the . 

temperatures which appears in it (see Fig. 8). Equation (18) can be used' 

to calculate p*(t +~) ifp*(t) is known, and an equation for the diagonal 

dp* '1.1* part ,of dt to second order in ~ (t) can be found, which averages over 
. * .. . 

the rapid fluctuations:.of J{ (t) to find the long-term effects on p*( t) • 

!n Appendix B a crude but hopefully understandable derivation of the 

dp* 
approximate equation (the master equation) for the diagonal part of at 

is given; for a more complete treatment of the derivation and exam,ples of 

. . 23 24 25 26 . 
its use, many references can be given •. ' " . 

The result of AppendixB is an equation of motion for any operator 

o vThich commutes with both zero order parts of the Hamiltonian (J{SSi J{!) t . 

i 
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Fig. 8 ·Diagram of various times involved in the 
cross-relaxation calculation 
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~t (0)=- { dT T:r: Ib~(O),[Jt(T)'P*(t)] J I. (20) 

Since we have aSS~~dthat PH is given by assurriing a spin temperature for 

~SS and~! during cross~relaxation, Eqs~ (16) and (17) state that: 

(21) 

Since ~LA' nooeB « kTA, kTB we can use the high temperature eXpansion 

for p*(t), so that Eq. (20) becomes (with a = ~SS) 

f.J:{ 1illB J] -~-~ 
kTSS kTB 

where 

a :: Tr (I} • 

But 

so that Eq. (22) becomes 

d~ (lISS) ~ c! (( df T:r:1 lISS [u*(O); [u*( -~), lIss]]/) ~~~ - T;~ 

-00<\ t dT T:r:. {lIss [lI*(O), [lI*( -T), lIo]] }. (23) 

But it can be shown~ that the second term in Eq" (23) vanishes, since it 

is proportional to the correlation function of ~(t) for T » Te' the 

. . * 
. correlation time of the random function ~ (t). This result is to be ex-

pected on physical grounds because Eq. (23) then implies that cross-
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relaxation stops when the spin-spin and Zeeman systems have reached the 

same spin temperature. 

To relate the left side of Eq. (23) to a spin temperature we use 

Eq. (21) and the high temperature approximation to give 

2 . 
Tr {J{SS} , 

so that 

(24) 

Using Eq. (24), Eq. (23) becomes an equation for the rate of change of 

26 
TSS! 

or, 

d -1) 
dt (TSS 

€ 
= -

'!AB 
( -1 -1)· 

TSS - TB .. (26) 

* When we put in expressions for J{ (t) from Eq .. (19) we can write the 

trace in Eq. (25) as: 

. 2 = sin e 

Tr h~· [ It (0 ), I Jt( -T) J{SS II I 
Tr I MSS r Mb<' I}/b< ( -T) MSS J] I coSO) eB T 

Tr h~ [Mb<' I M1y( -T) MSS J] I sinal eB; 

• 



The¢omrnutators appearing in the correlation functions above can be re-

duced to time derivatives of the correlation functions by noting the 

following relationship: 

d ( ) d. ( o:-:D:lSS-r +:tl!ss-r) - }I ( ':'-r) ::: - e }Ie d-r 1x, . dT . lx 

::: 

Using the relations 

Tr {A [B,C]} =, 'Tr ([A,13] C) 

and 

[A,B]::: - [B,AT , 

we find 

Tr { J>SS [J>h' [}Ilx( --r), .' J>ss]] } 
..J 

. Tr { J>lx [J>ss' [J>ss' J>lx ( -T) J] } =- ... 

Using Eg.· (28) twice enables us to show finally 

E -

. and. 

2 . 
, d g (--r) 

x 
2· d-r 

, 

(2B) 

(31) . 

.,I!.>" 
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But it can be shown that .~-(.:..'T) vanishes, by considering a rotation 

of the entire spin system by 18o~ around the x-axis: 

Under this 

sign. Thus 

I -?: I S -? S x x X X 

I -?-I 
Y y 

S -?-S 
Y Y 

I -?-I z z S -?-S 
:4 Z 

rotation, J{(s),; Jf~, and S!1y are unchanged,' but J:!lx 

g (--r):c: -g (-'T),so that g (-'T) = O. 
xy xy xy . . 

changes 

Before attempting to evaluate g (-'T), we first note that it is even 
x 

in l' since: 

= g (1'). 
x 

-1 We can also show that the cross-relaxation rate TAB is p:r.oportional 
, . 

to the Fourier component of the fluctuating local field at (l)eB' the B spin 

. Larmor frequency in the rotating frame.. Using Egs. (27), (25), and (31), 

we find: 

00 2 d2g
x

(T) 
1. d-r. sin e 

dT2 
cos (l) BT 

.. 0 . e 
€ - c: 

2 TAB Tr CUSS } 

If we integrate Eq. (32) twice by parts, using the results that ~('T) is 

even in 'T' and approaches zero asymptotically for 'T »'T .:::l. T~ .• we find t . c '. <::a' 

,(~ , 

~c '= 
'TAB ." 

2 2 
sin eroeB 
, 2 
Tr(J:!SS } 

00 

f d'T COS(l) B'T g ('T) 9 o e x 
(33 ) 



Thus (€ojT AB) is proportional. to the spectral component of the fluctuating. 

local field at frequencymeB", 

In principle one can evaluate the correlation fUnction g (,,) exactly~ 
x 

but in practice the Hamiltonian terms are so complicated that ~(T) can 

only be written down for small 'r. It is thus necessary to assume a func

ti~nal form for g (1'), and use the expansion for small" to find the 
x 

constants appearing in the functional form. 

2 " yields the following approximationr 

2 
g(O) (1 - " 2) 

. " c 

Expansion' of g (T) to order 
x .. 

In Appendix C the following expressions for g(O)and,,,-2 are derived, c . 

along with values of the lattice sums for the case of CaF2 t 

'2 '1..f2 2 sin eg( 0) c Tr( <l-ll.z} sin e 

Suppose we let the assumed functional form of g (T) be given by 
x 

g (T) = g(O) f(,,). 
x , 

(35) 

UsuallY the 
. . 2 11 26 

functional form assumed. for f(T). is a Gaussian in 'rt.' , 

. _,,2 jT c 2 

f(T) = e 

If we insert this into Eq.. (33), we find that the cross-relaxation rate 

should be a Gaussian in meBt 

€ 
-ex: 
'TAB 

, '2 2' 
-meB'Tc /4 

e 
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But the experimental data, as seen in Figs. 43 and 44, fit an exPonential 

ftmction of (l)eB much better~ This implies that f('T) is closer to a 

Lorentzian in time: 

f('T) :: 

If we assume that f('T) has this form, and use Eqs. (34), (15), (;Ll), 

and (6) and evaluate the traces explicitly we find as before 

€ = 

-1 
but for 'T AJ3 : 

, 

'-m B'T (e) . e c 
e 

Here CA and CB are the nuclear Curie constants, ~'is an effective local 

field for the A spins given by 

.~. 

and (~!) AA and ~ EA.) are the Van Vleck second moments ... 19 

If we calculate (J.{B) in a s1.milar manner from Eq. (20) we find an 
. e 

d .' 
equation ,(36) analogous to Eq. (25) for dt (~/TB). Equations (36) and 

(37) can be used to calculate the behavior o~ the A dipolar and B Zeeman 

systems during cross-relaxation, when isolated from the lattices 

(36) 



-, 
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l' ( 1 1), 
.,. AB' 'T A - T B • (37) 

Equations (36) and (37) are the foundation of the analysis of our double, 

resonance data. Their solutions with audio saturation effects and A spin:" 

lattice relaxation taken into account ~ill be discussed in Sec. II.D.4 and 

II.E, and comparison with experiment will be made. 

Equations (36) and (37) are a special case of the equations derived 
2 "', " ' 

by Schumacher 7 to describe cross-relaxation between the Zeeman energies 

of two spin species in low laboratory magnetic field. The sets of equations 

are the same, because they both treat the cross-relaxation as a small per- ' 

turbation on the mairi energy reservoirs of the two spin systems, and both 

assume spin temperatures for the energy reservoirs during relaxation. 

-1 -1 
Although he gave theoretical expressions for 7' AB and €! 'T' AB ' Schumacher 

d.id not calculate them explicitly. In his work he was concerned with strong, 

spin-lattice interaction, whereas we are interested in spin-lattice inter-, 
, , 

action only as a' small perturbation on the simple equations (36) and (37). 

We note here that for our purposes it has been necessary to make a 

1 more accurate calculation (to < 2' % error) of the Van Vleck se'cond moment 

28 formula for a simple cubic lattice. Van Vleck finds 

(bn 2) 
A VV " 

4~~ 4 4 4 
= '4' (12.3) (ex + ~ + ~ 

a 

while we find (using a' computer to evaluate the sums in, the -[111] and [110] 

directions to r,~ 5a,' and making an integral correction for farther neigh-

bors) : 

.1948) ] • 

• J..". 
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This additional accuracy has been necessary because for large (J) a small. 
eB' 

error in the value of T (in the exponential) produces a large discrepancy c 

5. Relation of the A Dipolar Correlation Function to the B Spin Free 

Induction Decay 

Instead of assuming a functional form for the tra~e obtained in the 
-1 . 

ETAB calculation, we can apply a method first used by Clough to calculate 

the relaxation time between dipolar energy and rotating-frame Zeeman energy 

of an abundant spin species. 29 If quadrupole and H inhomogeneity effects o 

are negligible, this method relates the unknown correlation funqtion in 

the' limit e ~ 00
, to the ordinary free induction decay of a transverse B 

magnetization in high field. 

If we calculate ~t (Sz) instead of ~t (lIss ) by the method of Sec .. 

II.B.4, the same spin temperature and commutation assumptions lead to an 

-1 -1 
expression for TAB ' instead of E7" AB.: 

(38) 

. where 

and 

Clough pointed out that for e f 90° the zero order spin-spin Hamiltonian 

lIss is related to the perturb~tion Hamiltonian lIlx through 
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since 

[Jf-( s ), S ] = 0 • 
. d Y 

Using the invariance of the trace under' cyclic permutation of the operators, 

and using 

gB(-T) can be rewritten: 

+iJ{ T} ss e • 

But 

i [S ,J{ ] x ss , 

so that Eq. (38a) becomes: 

Tr( S2} g (-T) ... COB -~ Tr (S [$l ; II , Sx( -,,) ]), 
z B xss ss 

where 

-:t.l! .,. 
S (-T) = e S8 
x . S xe 

Direct differentiation shows that 

[ll s s; Jl8~' S (-T)] 0: 

x 

so that gB( -T) becomes: 

·2 

gB( -T) 
d Se( -T) .. -

dT2 

d2 
S (-T), 

d,,2 x 

d2 
geC") . , ... --:2 

d'T 

(38a) 

, 
I. 

I' 

:1 

'i :1 
'; 
:t 

Ji 
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where 

dge Integrating by parts twice in Eq. (38), and'using the facts that d?T ('T):::: 0 

at 7: ':::: 0, and ge(/Xl),:::: 0 yield: 

:::: 
2 2 

(J.)eB tan e 
/Xl 

J d'T cos(J.)eB'T ge('T) 
o 

At e :::: 0°, the function ge('T) is just the dipolar-broadened free in

duction decay envelope of a transverse B magnetization,19 and'O/; , ((J.) B) is 
, 0 e 

the ordinary B line shape rela ti veto (J.)Bo' Since the B resonance line is 

motionally narrowed by mutual spin flips between A spins, and experimentally 

, -1 - (J.)eB'T c 
we know that for large (J.)eB' 'TAB oc e , it is reasonable to use for 

~o((J.)eB)a functional form similar to that of Anderson and Weiss,30 but with 

an exponential instead of a Gaussian to cut off the wings of the Lorentzian: 

r;!t ((J.) 'B) o e 

where 

-(J.) 'T eB c 
e 

and N(O) is a normalization constant. If we generalize~ ((J.) B) to include 
o e 

e f 0° by assuming 'Tc is independent of e, and thus replacing T2(0) by 

we find 
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-<J.) T ' 
eB c e 

, 31' 
But as in Sec. II.B.4, use of the Fourier integral theorem on the general 

-1 formula (38) for TAB requires that 

, where 

and ( 

, At 8 c: 900 

, , 32 
Therefore, N(8) is: 

N( ll) c '[1 J -1 
\7 ~(ci(~)sin ~-, siCs) cos/~),' , 

00 

ci(x) - J ' cos t dt, = t x 

00 
sin t si(x) f dt = t .' x 

-1 
reduces to the simple exponential, since 'TAB 

(39) 

,. 

~ = 0: 

1 ' 2 -<J.) B'T 
, - c'?! (~(J) Tc e e c,', (39a) 

'TAB · 2 B BA 

t:i J '0 -1 ( ) , -1 ' ' 2 but for,~ T·90TAB 8,0 = O. TAB increases, proportional to (J)eB to 

rv"- (' ) . 2 -1() be within lv~ of the exponen~ial ~orm Eq. 39a, if (J)eB ~ 3 cos 8 T2 0 

;:-. 

I 
I 
I 
I 



(that is, roeB ~. 27r(2kHz) for 8 = 3'0°,' parallel to Ho[lll] in CaF
2

) •. 

2· -1 2 Even when roeB »3 cos eT2 (0), there is a deviation from the sin 8 

law because of the normalization requirement 

for 0 190°, N(8) > 1. Figure'49 shows this 

-1 
on the TAB spectrum, since 

2 
deviation ·from the sin 8 

law for H parallel to [lllJ in CaF2 " If instead we use the calculated 
o . 

Tc(8) when we define T
2
(8), the deviation from the sin28 law is still large. 

C. Transient Oscillations in the Rotating Frame 

1. Qualitative Description 

When no rf pulses are being applied to the sample, there is a coupling 

between the spin-spin energy of the F19, ~(s), and the spin-spin energy 

between F19 and ca~3,:~B(s), implied by [~,J{:BJ I 0 .. This coupling 

brings these two parts of the Hamiltonian rapidly to a common spin tem-

perature, in a time of order T2A~ This process can be viewed as follows: 
. ~- 6 
The Ca:" spins have a long spin-lattice relaxation time (TIB ::;; 4 X 10 T2A), 

and the Ca-Ca interaction is negligible (T2 (Ca-Ca) ::;; 107T2A), so between 

BID' pulses the (Szi> for each ca43 spin is a consta.nt, to a very good 

43 . 
approxlmationo Thus for times of the order of T2A, the Ca spins produce 

fixed, inhomogeneous magnetic fields for their F19 neighbors. But the F19 

neighbors can adjust to these fixed magnetic fields in a time of order T2A, 

19 19 ' through the F -F mutual spin slip process. Thus after a few T2A we can 

say, approximately, 

The order represented by this low spin temperature corresponds to a 
~ . . ~ 

non-zero, time-averaged F local field in the direction of each Ca' spin9 

This may not corre~ond to any F19 magnetization if the Ca43 spins are 

randomly oriented. 
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Therefore in doing ADBFdouble resonance, as long as no rf pulses are' 

actually,being applied'to the sample, the secular spin-spin interactions 

'. '. 20 18-' between all spin species must be considered a single thermal reservoir.. ' '. 

The spin temperature T of this whole spin-spin reservoir determines the ss 

size of the dipolar signal.observed from a single spin species, when a 
·6, 

resonant rf pulse is applied at its Larmor frequency. Therefore a double 

resonance effect (i.e;, a change in T ) will be observed whenever this 
ss 

spin~spin·reservoir is disturbed in any way. The "scrambiing lf :tn an rf 

pulse of a part of this reservoir (the secul~ part of the dipole-dipole 

coupling between Ca and F spins) is responsible for the transient osci11-

at ions in the rotating frame. 

The physical basis of this:' ll scrambling!l effect can be understood as 

follows % When an rf pulse near the' Ca 43 Larmor frequency is applied to the 

sample, the major tr.ansfer of energy takes place between the dipolar energy 

of the Fl9 nuclei, and the Ca43 Zeeman energy in the rotating frame. But 
. '43 ' . 

initially there, exists also the spin-spin energy of the Ca nuclei aligned 

in the local field from their F19 neighbors, and when the .B rf pulse is 

applied, these ca43 nuclei precess in the resultant field composed of.IS.B 

and the non-zero-average fields from their Fl9neighbors~ (see Fig. 9). 

The magnetization components perpendicular to the plane of the paper cancel; 

for spins ±(~B). This precession leads to an oscillati~ component of 

43 . 
Ca ',magnetization along l1.13' which' decays to a steady state value because 

the random fluctuations of ~Bdephase the differentB spins as they precess.
l7 

.' 
19 . 

Thus thesp1n-spin interaction of the F nuclei quickly restores internal 

tpeimal equilibrium within the Fl9 dipolar part of the spin-spin reservoir, 

'when thena ture of the spin-spin reservoir is perturbed by the action of the ' 

exter.nalfield HlB-
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XBL 676-4156 

Fig. 9 PreceBsion of two different B spins in their 

instantaneous effective fields, at beginning 

,of the B rf pulse (~ = 0) 



" 
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If(1)lB » fiLB and (1).U)' the averagefi~ld ';'hich the Ca 43 spins produce 

~' " ~' 
'at their F neighbors approaches zero ,because the F sp'ins cannot follow 

the Ca
43 

local field, since (1)lB» l!T
2A 

.. Thus for times long compared to' 

(~~B) , ~~ , 
, T2A, , J:fd ~ 0, and ,the energy which formerJ..y resided in the Ca -F spin-

spin interaction is required by con~ervation of tot~l rotating frame energy 
4, ' , 

to reside in the Ca 3 Zeeman interaction in the rotating frame. But the 

transient oscillatory eXChange' between the Ca 43 Zeeman~nergy and Ca 43 _F19 

spin-spin energy is very small because onJ..y a very small part of the initial 

spin_spin order can be destroyed .. 

The usual crDss-relaxation energy exchange produces the major double

resonance effect, and this process can be made very weak for short times 

by making TAB very long Q That is, the spin temperature corresponding to 
, ~' ~A 

the F signal we observe, is determined not only by Md( s)', but to a small " 

extent ( O~B) / (~) :s 10-3 ) by ~B( s) 1 as well.. For the' case HIB » l1..B' 
the destruction of order ocrresponding to these transient oscIllations 

increases the observed (Ess)E h(~( s) + ~(s) , by an amount corresponding 

to ~B(s) ~O. Since li(~B(s) i« h~(S) + ~(s) - Ess' only a 

small heating of the F19 dipolar reservoir is possible. 

2. Calculation of the Transient Oscillations 

This small e'ffect can be made observable by applying many short B rf 

pulses to the' sample after ADRF; and observing the resultant destruction ' 

of order in the spin~spin systems. Figure 10 shows one of these B rf pulses 

and the accompanying value s of spin-spin and Zeeman, energy. ,The time 'T' 
o 

between the pulses is'always »T2A, T2B, so just be:fore, a B rf pulse is 

applied (t = -6t), ~(s) and ~(s) are in thermal equilibrium with each 

other at a spin t:emperature (T )1; as discussed above.. At t :: 0 the B rf 
ss 

pulse begins and the rotating frame Hamilto~ian changes from ~(s) + ~(s) 

, I 
I 
I 
i 

I 

I 
! 
I 

i 

I 
! 
i , 

! 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
i 
i 
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nth PULSE 

r ro r 

~ ---"TIME 

. XBL 676-4157 

Fig. 10 Properties of B rf pulses applied to observe 

transient oscillations in the B rotating frame; 

Ess is the instantaneous spin-spin energy 
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to ~(s) +~B,(S)+}!! ·(~(S», (~B(S) .. ' ~nd (}!!> , evolve under this 

Hamiltonian until the end of the B. rf pulse (t = ,,-ot), where ". ~,. T
2A

; 

'a density matrix treatment of this evolution valid for HlB » 11,B will be" 

given below o When the B rf pulse is turned off suddenly, no change occurs 

in the eXpectation valUes, excep~ that work is done on the B rf system so 

that the Ca43 Zeeman energy goes to zero! 

But for times, t --: T2A « TlA, TlB, the spin-spin interactions are 

isolated,and the total energy in the rotating frame is, conserved. After 

."A ."AB' 
a period of severalT2A, Md:( s) and Mel (s) have again come to a common spin 

temperature (T ), so that 
ss f 

Pf~' eXp:;{-~(~(s) + ~B(s))/k(TSS)f}/Tr{l} • (40) 

19 '. ' 
TAf determines the size of the F signal measured after the B rf pulse, 

and we cancalcu1ate TAf by using the conser:vation of rotating frame energy 

during the thermal equilibration time just after the end of theB rf pulse: 

, (4~) 

or 
, . , 

(~( s) )"._ + (~\ s) ),,_ ::' ~(s)' + ~B( s)~" 

= - Ok(T )f 
ss. 
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Thus to calculate the decrease of SA "by th:i..s process, it will suffice to 

calculate O~(s),._ and"(~B( s) >,._ in terms of the initial spin tempera- " 

ture (TSS)i before the B rf pulse was applied. 

Since the change in TSS produced by this "scrambling" of the weak 

A-B 

then 

interaction by the B rf pulse 

SA (f) (TSS)i 
SA (i) -

(TSS)f 

SA(f) - SA(i) 

"" SA ( i) 
ex: 

-R 

is 

-

(e p -1) ~ -R("). 
p 

Calculation of (~(s»and (~B(s» 

small, we can define 

-R 
e p. 

During the B rf pulse the density matrix of the spin system changes 

according to the equation 

where" 

," ~(s) and ~(s) are given by Eqs. (6). and (7); and 

As mentioned above, we need to calculate 
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Since in these experiments 

- H > 24 »H .' ~ 3 ... 4g, then l!e
B 

.>'.:>' Jf
d

B( s) 
lB- g .LB 

so it is useful to transform to the interaction representation to cal";" 

culate PR('T). If p* is the tr'ansformed density matrix,. then 

so that 

where 

'* . Then p (t) obeys 

where 

and using 

we' find: 

T(t) • exp H~(s) +l>~ )tl· 
~ 

d * ,.;"* ...L:: -i[Jl (t), p*] 
dt . 

e - iesx S e+i.esx. = S cose : S i e' - s n , z z y 

(42) 

. "', { ... ' 

. .. ~ 

'. 

.' 

. (44) 
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Here we define 

The sum r A~~ Izi(t) can be regarded as a randomly varying local field 

at the kth B spin site. ~ow ,,,e .can calculate <~(s) + <U::B(s) 1 by 

Eqs. (42) and Tr {AB} = Tr {EA} : 

= Tr {~*(t)} + COSCl.)lB~ Tr {J!l (t) p*(t)} 

• 

Equation (45) is still exact, but we now need to solve approximately 

for p*(t) as a power series in the small perturbation ~B(s); by iteration 

of Eq. (43): 

p*(t) ;t p*(o) - ift dt' [Jf(t'), p*(o)] 

o 

+ (_i)2 f t dt' f t' dt n [Jf(t'); [Jf(tn ), p *(0)]] , 

where p*(e) is given by 

o 0 

1 
Tr {l.}-

(46). 



,,~ . ,'. ,,'~' 

(Ari ,additional term - ~roBosz/k TBi ,can be added to p*(O) to account, 

fqr an initi~lB magnet~zation along the laboratory z-axis, 'but it does 

not cha~ge the results" tbsecond 'order in,' ~B( ~) .) Putting Egs. (46) 

and (47), into Ego (45) and keeping only terms which a~e second order or 

lower in' ~B(s); the following expression for (ii(J{(s) +~B(s) ) > results' 

, from a. calculation which does not involve arry further approximations (an 

example of each of the featUres of the calculation will be given below): 

'Ess(t)' a (11 ~(s) +~(s) )t = C +A(t) + B(t) (48) 

where 

C :::: 
2 

Tr {~(s) }, 

" 

ex :::: Tr {l} , 

A(t) 
112 

get) cos<.lJ.B t , :::: - ok (TsS)i 

get) 'Tr) ~B(s) 
~(s)t 

~B(s) 
-~(s)t 

1 ' = e e 

and 
2, ( )' d g'T' . 

d'T'2 • 

" To demonstrate the calculational procedures involved, we will carry 

through the most complicated calculation in Eg. (48), that for the term 

B(t) above. It originates in the following term of Eg. (45) above: 

.~ ;? .t~t'.(· dt" Tr)~ [,(t'), [If(t''), p *(O)J] 1-
,(49) 

. ;. 
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First we put in the explicit forms of J:r and p*(O) from Eqs. (44) 

and~(47), and use the fact ~hat some of the TrB( } vanish, to reduce Eq.> 

(49) to the following formr 

a:k(T J:" ss l 

Next, using 

Tr{BA} == Tr{AB} (51) 

and 

we find, for i = 1, 2 t " 

Tr) ~(s)[ UiH') ,[JJ;{t") ,~(s )1]\ = .. ~ Tr 1 [~( s ),Ui (t' -t") )[~(s) ,·Ui ( 0) l~ 

(52) 

Using the invariance of the trace (52) under a rotation of the B 

spins through 90° about the x-axis (so that y ~ z andz ~ -y) and defining 

T = t.t-, _ t" we see that 

Tr{t~(s), J{2(0) 1 r~(s), J{2(T)}} = Tr {f~(s), J{d(O) J [~(s), J{l(T)1}, 

(53 ) 

so that the two correlation functions in Eq. (50) are actually identical. 

Taking account of Eq. (53), using a trigonometric identity, aild changing. 

the variable of integration in the second integral, we find that Eq. (50) 



becomesr 

- Uk(~:S)i tdtft. dT Trl [J{(s), J{B(s)j [J{(~),Jjl (T) I i .cos'\BT. 
(54) 

The trace in Eq. (54) can now be rewritten, using Eq. (51) and noting 

that 

we have 

Thus our final expression for Eq. ( 49) becomes:· 

.. ,' 

where 

i'i,2 t· tt 
-,-r=--...-- . f d t tf d'T . - ak(T )i 

ss o 0 

, (55) 

This term in (i'i(~(s) + ~B(s~> given by Eq. (55) resembles an 

-1 
.earlier expression for 'TAB' since it involves the same correlation func-

·tion for the local field, g (7). ·Since g ('T) eventually approaches zero . .. x . x 

as 'T »T.c • (the correlation time of gx('T) ), the.r: d'T'will approach a . 

constant, and .Eq. (55) will ·represent a constant rate of exchange of ener gy 

between the Ca 43 Zeeman reservoir, and the F19 spin-spin reservoir. In', . 

.', 



• 
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fact, for t » r , it can be shown that Eq.(55) is just the leading term c 

in an expansion in powers of t, of the exponenti~lapproachof ~(s) + ~B(s) 
"uB . 

and~z to a common spin temperature: That is, for times t such that 

r c « t « r AB' 

B(t) = ! . t" 
1'l.2 . 

cxk(T }. dtj dr 
ss l 0 0 

Thus we see that the second-order expansion of (~(s) + ~B(s» must

become inaccurate if t ~ r
AB

, since the exponential cross-relaxation func

tion can no longer be represented by its linear term. Therefore the simple 

theory given by Eq.. (48) will fail for f lB ~ 2kHz, where r AB .... 1ms'or les s .. 

We now need to relate the calculated values of E (t) to the ex-. ss . 

perimentally observed quantity, SA (Npulses, length 'i). As can be seen 

from Fig. 11, the initial condition for each pulse is specified completely 

by (Tss) i' since MB = O. Thus the effect of a single B rf pulse on SA can 

be represented by a factor s(s :s 1) t SA (n) >= sSZ(n-l). 

served after N pulses will be given by SA (n) = ~~A:!;" 

The signal ob-

'Suppose we let s = e-Bp. 

caused by a single B rf pulse. 

Rp is thus the logarithmic decrease of SA 

Since RZ10-3 « 1, R can be calculated 
p p 

approximately (to accuracy ~ 1/2%) by 

S (ri-l) - S, (n) A A 
SA (n~l) = 

E ~(n-l) - E (n) 
Se ss -

. E (n-l) 
,. ss '~, 

{( 
_",iii 

.. J-<""~' 

Using the equality betwe'E!ll E (n) and E (r-) from Eq. (41), the value ss ss 
* . 

of P (0) from Eq. (47) to calculate Ess(n-l), and the expression for g(r) 
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given by experiment as explained above, .wefind for R (T): 
.. , .. P 
t .. ti'-

Rp (T) ;;(~~o)· (1-: f(T).:cosrolBT ) -l~o f dtf dT d
2

f(T) (5.6). cos(J.)lB'i 2 

o 6 

where 

. and (l\B = 'YB
HiB 6 For Ho parallel to the [111] direction in CaF 2' 

0:::: 10.07 X .10-3" 

D •. Theory of Audio Saturation Double Resonance 

: 1. Applications of Audio Saturation Double Resonance 

dT 

Audio saturation double resonance is very useful becaus'~it can 

reveal much information about the rare spin '.resonance being studied: 

t.' . 
, ' 

(1) AUdio saturation double resonance locates the center of the 

rare spin resonance line as a functionrof roB very accurately, by making 

use of the·symmetrically-placed resonanc~s which.occur on either side 

of the line center (roB = ro~) for certain special conditions" 

(2) When the B If frequency roB is at the center of the B resonance 

line (~=:: roEQ)' an audio resonance measures the magn~tude of the. B rf 

field in the rotatingf.r:a.me ~f the B· spin· gyromagnetic ratio 'YB is known. 

. (3) If roEb · is known, then LiliB = t:mJ'Y
B 

can be used together with the 

. measured value of HeB = illeB/'YB: frqm' an audio resonance, to determine the 

angle e between the effective field in the rotating frame· (H
eB

)' a.nd the 

laboratory magnetic field direction. 

. ' 

\ . 

.. 
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(4) ,The width of the audio resonance line gives information about 

the broadening of the rare spin resonance line, w h~ch is useful because 

this width is not easily found from the double resonance line width as a 

function of ill:B. 

(5) For the case of' rare spin double resonances which involve quadru-

pole splittings, the audio resonance in the rotating frame (or the F-M 

resonance)5 can help to identify the species of rare spin under study. 

In this section we shall develop the equations describing the audio 

saturation double resonance proces~ solve them for simple special cases, 

and give the exact solutions to these equations for corrections to be made 

to the simpler solutions, for the cases of short A spin relaxation time 

Ti,v and, large rare-spin heat capacity .. 

2. Symmetrically-Located Resonances 

We first consider the origin of the two resonances symmetrically, 

located on either side of themre spin resonance center (~(o)' which help 

to locate it more accurately. 7 For th~ case of double resonance following 

adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame (ADRF), the double reson-

-1 . 
ance cross-relaxation rate TAB is large only if energy can be conserved 

in the cross-relaxation process: that is, ' 

t 

(J)eB = I'BReB ~ 'YA Ru 

" where Hk is a magnetic field characterizing the width of the A dipolar 

spectrum. But for the case of ca43 , in CaF2, 'YB'£: ('YA/14), so large 

'effective fields ReB still satisfy.~~ Thus for almost all our measurements 
, 4 

ReB is much larger than any other local nagnetic fields seen by the Ca 3 

nuclei, and the energy levels in the rotating frame are given to a good 

approximation by 
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Figure 7 shows the effective field HeB for a particular value of(J.)B. If 

(J.)aud is held constant while (J.)B is swept through the rare spin resonance 

at (J.)Bo' the effective field decreases to its minimum value ofH1B at 

(J.)B = (J.)Bo' and increases again on ,.the other side of the re'sonance center. 

Two cases may then be distinguished, depending on the relative sizes of 

(J.)aud and "YB
H

1B ~ 

case I:. 

case II: 

As (J.)B is swept for case I the ,audio resonance condition'in the rotating 

frame, 

is never satisfied or is satisfied only at resonance(~ = (J.)BO)' Both 

these conditions give rise to only a single double resonance line. 

But for case II, the audio resonance condition (58) is satisfied 

twice during the sweep of (J.)B' at equal effective fields H~B = (J.)audl"lB 

on either side of the minimum value HeB = HiB.The open circles in. 'Fig;, 1 

show such a pair of symmetrical resonances. The case II mode of operation 

is very useful when making searches for rare spin resonances, for two 

reasons: (1) it doubles the chance that a weak resonance will be seen, and 

(2) since the audio resonance condition will not be satisfied perfectly 

during a search, and since the audio resonance near e = 90° can be quite. 

narrow, it is possible that almost no' resonance line at all will be seen 

even though (J.)aud ~(J.)lB' if case I searches are attempted. (For the case 

of Ca43 in CaF2, the double resonance appears only when (J.)aud is ~ close 

to ~B' when (J.)aud approaches wIB from below.) 

(,: 
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These symmetrical resonances can be used to locate the center of a 

rare spin resonance by the following procedure: choose a smail, fixed 

value of ~B = 'YB£).B" Make audio resonances for this fixed value of ~B' 

but with two slightly different values of B rf frequency; (l)B(l) and (l)B(2). 

Then the following equations may be solved for the unknowns ~B' (l)Eb: 

= 

(2)2 (l) 
aud = 

The solution for ~ iSI 

~b = ~ ( 041
) + ~2)) 1 

2" 

This value of (l)Eb may. be checked by making a.udio resonances at w..s,,= (l)Be 

.± ~,.and checking that the audio resonance centers .are at the same 

frequency. 

The improved accuracy of this method comes from the high accuracy 

with vrhich the aduio resonance frequencies can be measured, because the 

audio resonances near e = 90 0 are narrow. 

3. Equations for Audio Saturation Double Resonance 

The conditions meantioned above for the validity of Eqs. (36) and (37) 

are well satisfied for Ca 43 in CaF 2' because the experiments described 

in,Sec. V.C, performed using pulsed double resonance, agree with the form 

of, these equations to within the experimental error of a few percent. 

(As noted in Sec. ,r!.:s.4, Eqs .. (36) and (37) neglect the transient os-

cillations which die out in a time of order T2A after the :s rf pulse is 
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turned on; these oscillations die away as soon as the A system has come 

to internal therm~l equ1lbrium following the turn-on' <;>f the A-B perturbation.) 

By inspection of Eqs. J36) and (37) it can be seen that the cross-

relaxation proceeds until the A and" B spin systems reach a common spin 

temperature, since their steady-state solution is given byTA = TJ3: An

other important properi(Y of these equations is that the !!total energy!! 'is 

conserved during the cross-relaxation process. \ This .can be seen by re-. . . . . 
, 

expressing the equations in terms of the A dipolar energy EA, and the B 

Zeeman energy EB: 

EA 
cARJ! 

= 
TA 

r, 

EB 
CB~B 

== -- • 
TB 

Then Eqs. (36) and '(37) becomet 

1 (58a) 

and 

• 

'By inspection it can be seen that 

which expresses the conservation of rotating frame energy if one 'neglects 

A and B spin la~tice interactions, and if no audio frequency fields are 

applied to the sample. 

.' 
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The effect of the audio field applied parallel to the laboratory 

magnetic field H during audio saturation double resonance is to sat
G 

urate the B spin magnetization parallel to HeB j.n the rotating frame, '. 

without affecting the A spin dipolar order directly. The audio field 

component parallel to H will be unchanged by the transformation to the o 

rotating frame, and if a finite B rf field H1B is also being applied to 

the sample, the audio field will have a component perpe.ndicular to HeB .. 

If (J.)aud ~ (J.)eB this component can induce transitions between the 

equally spaced B Zeeman levels in the rotating frame, tending to saturate 

any B spin magnetization along HeB", 

The fact that the audio field does not directly destroy the A dipolar 

order can be seen by noting that the A dipolar Hamiltonian "J:!S$:( e.) contains 

only the secular terms or those which commute with the operat~r ·exp(i(J.)A~Izt) 

for the transformation to the rotating frame. Since the audio perturbation 

on the A spins is of the forml 

'1'ilf = aud -2-yA1'lR.~·, cos(ro dt)t:, --J. aud au :z ,. . 

and this· perturbation commutes with the A dipolar Hamiltonian, the~ ... 

component of the audio field cannot affect the A dipolar order directly. 

The accidental components of audio perpendicular to H can be neglected, o 

since they are at a frequency (J.)aud which is far off the A resonance 

frequency (J.)Ao ;;,27T(llMHz,). The audio saturation method of double resonance 

cannot be used with spin-locked double resonance (SLDR) because the Z,-

component of audio would tend to destroy the locked component of A 

magnetization as well as the B magnetization. 

The effect of the audio perturbation on the B magnetization may be 

calculated by noting the analogy between audio saturation in the rotating-

I 

I 

I 
1 

! 
I 

I 
I 
i 

I 
I 
! 

I 
! 

I 
! 

, I 
i 

1 
I 
I 

\-
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frame effective field HeB, and saturation ofa magnetization in a labora

'tory field Ho by, an rf field near the resonance freqUency.16,1 The audio 

field tends to destroy the B magnetization according 'to the equation: 

where 

(dEB) d, 
-err - dt (-MBHeB) = 

<.liJ aud 

-1 7" . 
aud 

is the aUdio saturation rate. -1 This expression for 7" d assumes a spin au 

temperature for the B Zeeman levels even during audio irradiation, and 

assumes that the audio field is a small perturbation on the B Zeeman system 

(this requirement may be violated in the 'case of extreme saturation). Since 

the audio saturation linewidth is not always much smaller than the audio 

resonance cente~ frequency meB,1t is. necessary to retain the. (maud/cneB) 

-1 factor in front of the usual 7" d- Here we implicitly assUme that the , au 

.correlation time of the broadening mechanism giving ri.se to the line shape 

function f(meB) is much shorter than ~AB. Since 7"AB determines the rate of 

change of the spin temperature TB(t), even though the energy difference be-' 

tween the mth and (m_l)th :B Zeeman levels fluctuates, the population of the 

roth level will be determined by the. average positi~n E(m) = -~e~ of the 

th m level; 

This· means 

rather than the instantaneous position caused by the 

7"-l d ex: (m d fm B) rather than 7"-
l

d -ex: (m dim B)2 .. au au I' e au au e 

broadening. 

The effects of A and B spin-lattice interactions may be included by 

adding terms to Eqs. (36) and (37), since these processes are independent 

of the cross -relaxation process. Strictly speaking, the terms to be added 

are: 



'. 

and 

( :BL. -, - ~ (E - E ) ;. 
TIB B Bo 

'(60) 

But because of the very low initial spin temperature of, the A dipoMr system 

after ADRF, the A dipolar energies W'hich produce observable signals are much 

larger than the thermal equilibrium A dipolar energy (EA(initial) - 1000E.Ao). 

This means that the B magnetizat ions are also very large, so it is a good 

approximation to neglect EAo, E
Bo 

in Eqs. (59) and (60). Finally, in our 

experiments in CaF
2 

it is found that TIB ~ 200 sec, which can be completely 

neglected in comparison with the other, shorter time constants in these 

equations (TAB 5 TlA(dip) = 4.3 sec). 

Thus the set of equations expected to describe the audio saturation 

data for ca43 in CaF2 iS1 

a:qd 

4. 

dE 
A 

dt = - ~ (EE - EB) 
TAB A 

,--
7' 'aud 

Solution of the Audio Saturation Equations 

(61) 

• (62) 

Initial Conditions... The initial conditions EA (0) and EB(O) to be inserted 

in Eqs. (61) and (62) are clear for the case e = 90>04' Because E:s'(O) 

represents the Zeeman energy of the initial B magnetization aligned along 

ReB when the B rf pulse is first turned on, there is no such component if 
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H B is perpendicular to the laboratory magnetic field H ··(we assume that 
e ' . 0 

there exist no initial Bmagnetization components perpendicular to H, 
o 

since a time much greater than T2B will have elaps.ed since the end of any 

preceding B rf pulse).... Furthermore EA (0) will always have the same value 

EAo for each experimental point; since we allow the A spin system to come 

completely to thermal equilibrium with the lattice between experiments, 

and then apply a constant ADRF pulse sequence.which results in the same 

initial A dipolar energy. Therefore for e =90'" the initial conditIons 

are clearlyl 

If 0 =I 90<>, EB(O) may be non-zero; if there remains a component of 

13 magnetization MBialortg the laboratory magnetic field after the last 

double resonance sequence.. This remaining component also depends on the 

value of TlBr If T1B is short compared to TlA, then ~i will always be 

given by the thermal equilibrium value M
Bo

, and the equations may be 
. 43 ... 

solved for this case; but if T1B »TlA, as is the case for Ca in CaF 2' 

~i depends on the details of the preceding experiment.. If there were no 

audio saturation, MBi could be as la~ge as (€/l+€)EAoCose. For the audio 

resonance experiments to be described.here, this effect is probably small 

because of the smallness of €, and because audio saturation begins to re

duce ~i sharply just when € begins to increase it... Therefore we shall 

solve Eqs. (61)' and (62) using the initial conditions of Eqo (63), even 

for e =I 90°. 

Solutions for T1M TlB ::: 00. If TlA is much longer than tB rf or TAB' 

we·can neglect it in Eqs. (61) and (62), which then become 

'. 
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(64) 

where 

and 

The two coupled first order equations involving both EA and EB are 

equivalent to. two uncoupled second-order equations for EA(t) or EB(t) 

separately. For "example I 

.... .. 
EA + (Cl + C4)E

A 
+ (C1C4- C2C

3
) = O~ 

Thus the time constants involved in EA(t) and EB(t) are given by: 

1 " ( ± V 1-
'!4( Cl ?4 - C2C32 ) , (66) k == 2"(Cl + C4) ± 2 (C

l
+ C4) 

where 

EA (t) EA(+) 
-A.+t 

EA (-) 
-A.-t (67) e + e , 

and 
-A. t 

EB(t) = EB(+) 
" + 

E (-) -A.-t (68) " e + e 
A 

To simplify working with Eqs. (64) and (65) it is useful to introduce 

the parameter 'Z", which is an "audio saturation parameter" in the sense 

that it is zero if there is no audio, and is large if the audio saturation 

is larger. 
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, 2 ' 
'IT, m 7' f (m ' ) 

,1 audAB aud:' " '(69) 

where 

(D - "'V H " 
laud - IB 1 aud' 

and f(maud) is an audio resonar:-ce line shape function which depends on the 

broadening mechanisms important for the audio resonance. A Lorentziari 

1ineshape is appropriate if the two main sources of audio resonance broad

ening are (1) lifetime broadening by theA-B interaction itself, and (2) .' 

motionally-narrowed dipolar broadening by the A-B dip?lar interaction,if "\ 

e =l 90°.. For a Lorentzian 1ineshape zbecomes: 

z = - - , ,2 

1+ (maud'" (DeB)2( T2aud)' 

At the center of the audio resonance (m d >= m B) z is exactly analogous " 
, au e , 

to the usual saturation parameter for magnetic resonance, ' ifT AB is 

regarded as an "effective T1" for the audio resonance in the rotating 

frame. The results about to be derived do not depend on the details of 

the audio resonance 1ineshape, so, it 'can be left unspecified. 

Using the initial conditions (63), Eqs. (64) and (65) yield the 
.' ... 

initial values ofE
A 

and E
B

• These conditio~ together with Eq. (63)' 

determine the constants EA (±) and E
B

(±) in Eqs~ (67)' and (68). Thus the 

exact solution (for TlA C 00; and Tl~':;' 00) for EA (t) is given bYl 

EAo (1 .., (0{1I-.+.)) 

(1- (~-/~)) 

-I-. t ' 
, ':":'B,rf e '" 

. ' 

:. 
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Brf The second term in Eq. (70) which involves e may be neglected 

if tB rf »'TAB " Since in our experiments 

then if 

then 

(Cl - f..._) 

(f...+ - Cl ) 

E <.2 

(71) 

(72) 

This second term is the decrease in A dipolar energy caused by' thermal 

equilibration between the A and B reservoirs" If tB rf » 'TAB' this 

equilibration will have proceeded to completion, and its effects are then 

contained in the factor 

(f...+ Cl ) 

Ce = . (f...+ - f... ) 

Condition (71) is satisfied in all our audio saturation experiments on 

ca43 
i t in CaF2, so we can neglect the second term n wha follows. 

For the case of rare spin double resonance, E is usually a small 

quantity because the heat capacity of the rare spin species is lowered 

by its small natural abUndance. Thus it is possible to expand the solu-

tion (70) in powers of the small quantity Eo Such an expansion for the 

quantities Ce and f..._ yields: 

1 
E 

. 2 
(1 +::z) 
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and 

is small. 
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.:.j. :" 

, , 

~'. '('~) ( ~ •• ~Z)· '\,' " ' [1 
,AB ,,' I', " " ,,' 

". . . ;. . . 

€ .. ] 

(1 + z)2 

" 
". '. 

But since' € ex:':H2, and experimentally it is 'known that 
eE' 

TAB ex: exp( +oRe B) , this crite:r1on is not easily satisfi~d tinlessTlAis 

yery long so,that observable double'resonance signals can be seen even 

with very small audio' fields, or Unless we are far in the wings of the., 

audio resonance. ", lithe audio field is large so that ~ never grows to ' " 

a large value,' then E
B

::: O,sothat the simple solution of Eq. (64) should', 

"apply: 

_
' ,( € tB rf). ' EA,(t) ::: E e 

, ' Ao " 'TAB 

," 2 ' 
The correction term €/(l + z}is less ~ha'n five percent' foral,l,e ::: 45° 

audio saturation data in CaF2, which is less' than the experimental noise. 

If the audio saturation data are normalized by dividing by the A 

dipolar ,signal for no doubleresoriance ef;f'ect, 

SA (B rf, audio) " 

== ' SA (noB rf, no audio) , 

,then i'f 'c is approximately unity it is reasonable to definE/a double 
e 

resonance time constant TAB by the equation: 

, . (73 ) 

'If the correction terms are important, an expansion of :Eq.' (73) to second 

order in €, making use, of the relation ' 

• " '0 0 ' 

" , 

i .. 
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2 
fn( 1 + X) ~ X - ~. , 

yields an approximate expression for the effective double resonance time 

t B rf 

where 

1 
zel + z) 

E 

-1 
v (74) 

Equation (74) is the ba~is of interpretation of the audio saturation 

data to be discussed in Sec. IV.A. Si.nce both E ~nd 7' AB are small for 

small HeB, the equation reduces to 

= -
(1 + z) 

E E z 

for small HeB• This equation has a simple interpretation in terms of the 

thermal reservoir model of the double resonance process. As can be seen 

from Fig. 6 the audio energy feedB continuously through the B reservoir 

into the A reservoir, raising its temperature. If either Taud or .TAB is 
',. . 1 

long there is a corresponding decrease in the double resonance rate T~B' 

since in such a series chain of energy flow, one bottleneck can block the 

flow. 

If the simple Eq. (75) is valid, it is possible to measuxe the double 

resonance parameter (E/T AB) by plotting'z TAB versus ·z. The slope of the 

resulting straight line will give the minimum double resonance time constant 

2 
TAB/E. As will be seen in Sec. IV.A.l, if (Hl aUd) TAB is plotted versus 

i 

.(Hl aUd)2 instead, ~he intercept at Hl aud = 0 will give the audio resonance, 

line width. 
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Solutions for TAB «TlA< co, T1B = co. ',If TlA is not :infinite, . the 

equations (64) and~ (65) remain almost unchanged with the exception of the 

coeffi,cient" Ci" which now becomes ' 

-1 + T-l 
Cl = ' € TAB 1A-

where'T] = TAB T~'iS assUmed to be a' sina~l 'quantity. The definitions of 

A±, z, EA(±) and EA (tB rf) in Eqs.: (66), (69), (67), (68), and (70) remain 

'. unchanged, and the condition (71) for neglecting the 'second term also re,"" 

mains valid. It is only necessary to expand the expressions forpe', and A...;' 

to second order in the three small quantities (TAB/tB rf')' €, andT],. in 

order to obtain the first order corrections to the audio saturation double, 

resonance rates. But if TlA<oo it is necessar~' to 'change the definition 

. of the normalized signal by including the decay of the ordered A dipolar .' 

state: 

SA(B rf,' audio) 

'SA,N - SA (nOB rf, no audio) 

c: 

( 
, -1), 

- A._ - TlA t 
C e B rf e : • 

Tlle 'approximate e'xpressions '(correct to first order in the small 

quantities above) for Ce,(A-:- -T~), and TAB are given by: 

\ 

, .I 

, ; 
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€ Z € 
ry ] - Z(Hz) , (l+:Z)TAB 

and 

t B rf t -1 -1 
TAB 0: 

~ 
B rf 

+ (A....; - TlA) 
.tn(SA,N) -in C e 

(l+Z)TAB -1 
(76) ~ (y~ 1 

€ ~ 

where 

y' -s € 

It will be noted from Eq. (76) that even for ~ ... 0, that is in the 

wings of the audio resonance line, there exists an effective double 

resonance rate 

€ € 

- TlA 

This double resonance rate represents a competition between two processes: 

On the one hand, the decrease of the A signal through thermal equilibra

tion- between the A and B systems ,leads to a normalized A signal (if 

, 

which yields a-double resonance "rate" (if € is small)% 

-= 
€ 

• 
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On the other hand" when 2:= 0 and ,TAB « TlA",: theA andB systems are 
. , " ,~ 

coupled cio'selY into one total system" which is:being relaxed primarily 

'by the A spin-latticeinter~ctionif TIB is very long compared to TlA., 

Then TA ~ TB, so that EB~' €EA, and Eqs. (61) and (62) (including TlA)' 

predict: 

1 • . ' 

'. so that a reduced relaxation rate [(1 +~)TlAr·l holds f,or theA sy'stem i>":':i" 

when a B rf field is applied near.the B resonance. Normalizing this'Sign~l," 

to tl],e A signal at t,= tB rf without any B rf pulses results in a normalized 

signal 

or a "double resonance" rate which 'is negative t 

, . 
, . 

The approximate form (Eq. (76) ) of the exact solution to the coupled 

" 

, .'1. 
, \., 

\ !.> 

, . 

Eqs .. (61) .and (62) exhibits these two effects clearly in .the limit :i ~O. 

5 •. Audio Resonance Lineshapes 

, Measurement of H~B~ As mentioned in the introduction to Sec. II;]) if HIB 

and fB are kept constant and only (J.)aud' is swept, the only quantity in the 

equations describing EA(t
B 

rf) which changes is the audio saturation para

meter~. The center of the audio resonance line is given by the minimum 

. '. .' 
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::: . ( dSA) (d~ ):::. ° 
dZ 20) d . au 

dS 
S. A 
~nce dz .is necessarily not zero, the center' of the audio resonance 

line is then given by 

° 
For most of our data the observed lineshapes are approximately Lorentzian. 

At small f B the (w d/W B) fa"ctor in the definition of Z can shift the. e au e 

resonance slightly toward a higher frequency than f eB.~;Including the 

(maUd/WeB) factor in z and using the Lorentzian form of f(Waud)' we find 

the center Of the resonance line to be 

where of is the audio resonance finewidth. The apparent line center is 

shifted because the ~ine is not quite symmetric about feBt the absorption 

of energy on the high side of f B is greater than on the low side, since , e 

the quanta l'iw d being absorbed are larger.. This effict is negligible. au 

unless .of is large and feB is lowo It results in a correction of a few 

percent to some audio resonances at feB ~ 2 kHz, for e c 45" and e ::: 30" •. 

Audio Resonance Linewidths,. There are four possible mechanisms of 

broadening of the audio resonance lines: broadening by inhomogeneity of 

the B rf field applied to the sample, lifetime broadening from the finite. 

lifetime TAB of a B spin in a given state caused by the A-B cross-relaxation 

process,broadening by the secular part of the A-B dipolar interaction if 

e I 90", and broadening of the resonance line by random quadrupole splittings 

around crystalline imperfections. 



.... ' 

Broadening. by inhomogeneity of the B rf field over the. sample was 

reduced by usi~g a solenoid~l·B rf 'coil about three times as long as 

the cylindrical sample. The B rf inhomogeneity should be a fixed fraction 

of the B rf amplitude, . since it i,s determined by the dimensions of the B rf 

coil. This would give rise to a contribution to the audio resonance line~. ~ 

width which is proportional to the audio resonance frequency feBo This 

component is expected to be less than one percent of f~B~ since the static 

gauss per ampere over the sample volume. is measured to be constant within 

one percent. Inhomogeneous broadening should be largest at ~ = 90° since 

~B contributes no irihomogeneous broadening to HeBl 

The lifetime broadening givepby the uncertainty~principle relation 

adds a linewidth: 

This component of broadening therefore decreases exponentially with' 

effective field magnitude: 

(af)lifetime = e 
-<J.) B" e c 

.' 

For the [111] direction and e =900 this component varies from 270 Hz at' 

fIB = 2kHz to, 1.7 Hz at flB =. 12 kHz. 

One of the most important sources of broadening for the audio reson-

. ances at e I 90° is caused by A-Bdipolarcoupling.. The secula~ component 

/ 

of the local field produced at a Bspin ·site by its near A neighbors is 

always parallel to the laboratory magnetic fiela because of the difference 

in the A and B spin Larmor frequencies •. If e I 90~, this. local field has 
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a component proportional to cose parallel to He:s in the rotating frame, 

which broadens the audio resonance. This local field fluctuates with a . 

correlation time r because of the mutual spin flips between A neighbors, c 

so it is less effective in broadening than indicated by its rms value. 

This fluctuation results in a motionally narrowed Lorentzian lineshape 

of widtb?3 

Another approach to the calculation of the secu;t.ar A-:Sdipolar contribution 

to the linewidth indicates a motionally-narrowed Lorentzian line by study-

ing the ratio of the second moment to the fourth moment of the audio 

resonance line. The total Hamiltonian of the A and :s spin systems in 

the rotating frame is (with the :S-spin quantization axis rotated para.llel 

The linewidth of the :s Zeeman resonance is determined by that part of the 

Hamiltonian which commutes with Sz' the zero order Hamiltonian for the 

:s spins: 

J{~ = ~(s) + cose ~(z). 

:Secause of the low natural abundance of the :s spins, ~(s) » cose ~:S(z), 

but ~(s) does not contribute 

because it commutes with S .19 
x 

to the second moment ~ of' the :s 

But because [~( s), ~:s( z)] :/ 0, 

spins 

contributes to the fourth moment M4, making M4 »~, and, indicating a 

Lorentzian, motionally narrowed line shape.. A more exact treatment of 

this problem30 results in approximately a Lorentzian"line of width t 
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if the correlation time'Tcis independent of 8. 

This is an important mechanism for 8 I 90 0 since it is independent 

of feB and is large. For Ho parallel to the . [111] direction in CaF2, 

¥ (~>BA. 'T c'" 737 Hz • 

43 . . 
In fact, for Ca . i:q. CaF2, this is the major contribution to the audio 

resonance linewidth for 8 I 90°. 
." '.~ 

In' cubic crystals, crystalline imperfeotionsare an. important broaden- . 

ingmechanism for nuclear spins. Vlith large quadrupole moments, because of 

·the randomly-varying electric field gradients. around each imperfection .. 

Because quadrupole splitting effects on the Ca 43. resonance in CaF 2 are I' 

observed to be small, we shall assume that the first-order quadrupole 
. 4 

splitting of the Ca 3 resonance is small compared with the aUdio· resonance 

frequency feB" .. Then the quadrupole effects are a small perturbation on. 

the B Zeeman levels in the rotating frame and can be calculated by pertur-. 

bat ion . theory. 

. 43 
We shall calculate the quadruPblar-split energy levels of a Ca . spin 

with a given quadrupole splitting parameter VQk' and then average the 

results over a Gaussian random distribution of V~~·-:. Because the quad-
, . 

rupo1e splitting is a small perturbation in. the. rotating frame, it· is 

certainly a small perturbation on the Zeeman states in the laboratory 

field Ho' so only the "secular" part of the quadrUpolar Hamiltonian (that 

part which commutes with Sz) is retained in the rotating frame Hamiltonian: 

: S(S T 1)] . 
- ··.3 • 

., 
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The parameter VQ,k is here defined so that qU8:drupole satellites are ob

served in the laboratory magnetic field Ho at VL, V
L 

± VQk' V
L 

± 2vQk
, etc., 

where vL == ('YiJIo/27r). We further specialize to the case of e = 90 6 because 

at this angle the A-B dipolar coupling is absent, and quadrupole broadening 

effects would be most easily measured •. We then rotate the axis of quantiza-

tion through 900 to lie along H1B, so the quadrupolar perturbation becomes 

(Sz ~ - S): 

The diagonal part of this per~Urbation yields in first order perturbation 

theOry:34. 

. .. vQ,k 1 . 
.•. (E

m
_:

l 
- E ) :: h(f + _. (m - -2). ) •. . m rot.frame lB 2 

Thus in the rotating frame e = 90 0 audio resonance the quadrupole satellites 

of a given spin k are spaced at one-half the distance of the satellites in . 

the laboratory frame. This means that ~ppreciable quadrupolar broadening 

should be detectable in the aud~o resonances, if it is present. 

To calculate the observed audio resonance lineEhape fora random 

distribution ofVQ,k' we assume each satellite has a Lorentzian lineshape 

with a width T2 independent of m, and average over the contributions from 

the range of VQ,k: 

(77) 
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t_, . 

'where 

l:tD(m, k) = 

a(m) 
2· 

a: I (m-l Isx I m) I· = (s+m) (S~m+l), 

and 

The function (77) has been eval'liated numerically on an IBM 1620II computer" 

for several,values ofVQ.and T2 " If (27TT2 )-'1« VQ./2 ' Eq. (77) consists 

of a sharp ~entral peak (since the ±~ line is not split) with broad wings' , 

containing most of the area of the line • But if (2f!T2) -1 :::: 3- (¢q/2 ) , 
the line is very close to Lorentzian in shape, being only a little 

narrower at the top and having slightly broader wings. Also, the haJ.f . 

width at half maximum is about 1'Jfo less than the sUm of the quadrupolar . 
, , 

and homogeneous linewidths. If appreciable quadrupolar broadening is ' 

present, it should manifest itself in the audio resonances as a non-

Lorentzian lineshape or.a smaller double resonance effect at the audio' 
1 ... 

resonance center 'because only the ±2" transition is being saturated. The 
audio re$onance quadrupolar linewidth is one-half the laborator;Y resonance· 

quadrupolar linewidth. 

It·is interesting to note that for e =I 90°, the quadrupole 'satellites 

in the rotating frame are given by 

2 1 
(3cos 8 - 1) (m ~ 2") 

This means that at e ~ 55° quadrupole broadening of the audio resonance 

line is absent in first order. This fact may be useful ,in cases of ex-

treme quadrupole broadening, as a means of narrowing the audio resonan~e 

" . 
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line to measure HeB more accurately •. Unfortunately, for the case of 

Ca 43 in CaF2, the A-Bdipolar ccupling at 8 :::: 550 contributes about 250 Hz 

to the linewidth. Since the audio resonance linewidths at e = 90 0 are 

about 100 Hz, if this linewidth were caused entirely by quadrupole splitt

ings, its disappearance at 8 = 550 would probably be masked by the A-B 

dipolar contribution to the linewidth. 

Audio Resonance Line Shape at Large Audio Atirpl1tude. 
4 . 

The Ca 3 audio 

re sonance was studied as a fUnction of the peak audio amplitude .~.z to 

check whether large audio amplitudes would introduce any error into the 

HeB measured by audio resonances. Here the audio Hamiltonian is given by 

No shift of the first order audio transition at waud =~BHeB was observed 

as the audio amplitude was increased, until the resonance peak became 

poorly defined through audio broadening and complete destruction of the 

F19 dipplarorder. No lines were observed at .~ WeB o~ 2 WeB as reported 

by Franz and Slichter,21 probably because of the simplicity of the secular 

A-B dipolar Hamiltonian ~B(s) and its small size compared with the HeB 

Zeeman interaction. Therefore the audio resonance shape is not distorted 

by audio fields nro.ch larger than necessary to observe strong lines in 

CaF2, so no error is introduced into the measured HeB• 

At e = 45(); for H~ > 2.03 gauss and H B = 40.7 gauss or 29 gauss', small 
~ - e 

audio resonance lines about half as wide as the unsaturated main transition 

were observed at ab~ut W d = W B/2. These can be interpreted either as au e' 

caused by about 1% second harmonic audio distortion, or as audio double 

quantum transitions which are analogous to the proton multiple quantum 



I 
, ' 

i 

transitions studied by ·WiJ..k:ln;5 and by Deder.ichs 'and Leibf:ded. 36 These', 

authors have shown that for a spin := 1/2 system the double quantum transi..: ' 

tion occurs at '. a frequency 

and has an amplitude proportional to 
~ .'~ ' .. 

'. 4 -2 2' ." 2 
H~:: H sin e cos e .z eB 

.. ~ . 
At H := 29' gauss and the maximum H' , eB z = ". '3 .0' gauss~ .the "fre'quency 

shift in Eq. (78) is negligible ( ... lO-3), so it cannot be used to, 

distinguish between audio harmonic distortion and audio double quantum 

transitions. , The observed lines are at leastpartly caused by harmonic' 

distortion, since even at e:= 900 small lines are, observed at (!) ~ (!)eB/2. 

But the slightly stronger lines observed at e ::: 450 obey theH~!+ and z 

H~~ dependence approximately, so there is probably some contribution 

from'double quantum transitions. This investigation has not been 

pursued because it is difficult.to eliminate the harmonic distortion 

over a wide frequency range. 

" .. 

" 

,. ~ ..... 
. , 

., 
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E. Theory of Pulsed ADRF-DR Measurements 

1. e = 90 0 Case 

The spin-temperature density matrix c~l~ulation of the cross-relaxation 

-1 
rate 'rAE neglects A and B spin lattice interactions.. If these are now 

. ) 19 ) . 43 included, Eqs. (36 and (37) for the F dipolar energy (EA ' and Ca 

Zeeman energy in the field HlB(EB) become % 

'dEB 1 ). T...;l E . - = - (EE - E -dt 'r AE A· B lB B. (80) 

ci . 
~ .1 K, w'e can assume that the A and B energies 

effectively approach zero ~or CaF2-

230 sec »Tl(~9).= 4~3 sec »'rAB, 

. 43 
Since the measured value ofT1 (Ca ) ~ 

we ~an negle~t TlB completely in 

what :follow'S for CaF2 , but not necessarily TlA~ . 

A study of the parameters E and 'rAE of Eqs. (79) and (80) as a func

tion o:f e and (l)eBJ will enable us' to trace out the ,·.spectrum of the local 

field correlation function ~('r),. and,to ~heck whether the·thermodynamic 

model of the cross relaxation process·describes our results even when the 

spin diffusion time constant 'rSD ~ 'rAE-

The e = 90° ca.se is simpler than the e ~90° cases because the initial 

value of EB for each B rf pulse is always zerOJ if'ro » T2B (see Section 

VI for the 'r 0 :s T2B case); the components of B magnetization parallel to 

~B from the preceding pulse will have decayed to zero in a time of order 

The e ~ 90° case is more complicated be~~use (1) the initial C~ 43. Zeeman 
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, " 
.. ' -

" ' energy along HeB(~~) varies from pulse to pulse so"amatrixmust be 

used to relate (EA (T) J EB( T)) to (EM' EBi ) fo!ea<;!h 'pulse.; (2) f~:r 

e t 90° the B system in principle cannot be described by a spin temperature 

during cross~relaxationJ because the transition probabilities are no longer . ' 

given by matrix elements of Sx alone; and (3) Clough29 has shown that a 

shape change in the spectrum of the dipolar system occurs for e t 90°.' 

For simplicity w'e begin by neglecting TIA in Eqs. (79) and (80) and 

finding the ',solution f?r EA(T), EB(t) at the end of a B rf pulse of length' , 

T by !nul tiplying (79) by E and subtracting (80) from it t 

, -(1 +E)T IT AB 
E EA(T) - EB(T) ::t (EEA(O): - EB(O») e ' 

" 

Using the conservation of rotating' frame ene'rgy 

Here 

and 

Cl(t) = (1 +'E E(T))/(l + E) 

C2 (T) = [1 ~E (T)]/(l + E) 

C
3

(T) = 'e[l -E (T)]/(l+E) 

C4(T) = [€ + E(T)]/(l + €} " 

E(T) ,= exp(-(l + E)T/TAB).; 

Us ing our initial condition EB ( 0) = 0 for e = 90 <> J w~ canwri te the 

value of EA (nth pulse), in terms of EA «n-l)th pulse)! 

(82) 

l' 



so the effect of a sequence of N B rf pulses is (8 == 90° and.neglecting 

E (N)=[ 1 + E E(~)lN E (0) , 
A (l+E) A 

. A crude account of TlA can be made by assuming cross-relaxation and A 

spin-lattice interaction are independent, so that 

[ 
( .) IN -N(~+~ )/T 

E (N) = l+EE ~ 0 1A E (0) 
A - l+E eA. 

We can normalize the signals we obtain by dividing by (SA)NBrf' to take 
. 19 

account of TlA relaxation. (SA)NBrf t~ the val~e of the F dipolar 

signal if the sequence in Fig~ 1 is repeated, but without B rf pulses 

applied. Then we can fit the normalized data to the following functional 

form, in the least squares senser 

(83 t) 

SinceN is known, the least squares fit37 gives us experimental values 

of E and ~AB for the particular value of .~ chosen. 

The effect of TlA in Eq .. (79) can be included, but this results in 

a much more complicated functional form for the normalized A signal than 

Eq. (83'). The derivation of this functional form (valid for all TlA) 

is described in Appendix E, but for small ~AB «< .TlA ) and .small E, the 

normalized A signal change caused by one B rf pulse is given approximately 

by: 



, 

i. 

where 

and 

~86-

_ . +a1'r -a 'r 
L A 2. 

= ~~ € .+ 2 e 

. 2EX] - -l+E: 

. ~ - dl+Efl{l + 2x(l+E)-l} 

- ( .)-1· -1 a l .,= E l+E . TlA 

a
2

; (l+E) 'r~ II __ X(l+E)-l J 

( ) -1-1 
x :::: 'r AB 1 +E TlA • 

(84) 

..' .; 

.\ . 

The form (84) is very close to (83),since x/l+€ ~ 1/40 for all our 

e = 90° measurements. 

The effects ofT
lA 

can be interpreted as follow·s.: .Normalization of 

the A signal compares £pin lattice relaxation of the combined A and B 

spin systems during the B rf pulse, to the spin lattice relaxation of the· 

A system alone. Thus a
l 

in Eq .. , (84) is positive because the slightly 

." 

larger (-(l+E)) heat capacity of the combined A and B systems makes the com].;.:;.'l';J:~:,·:"_ln 

,bination relax more slowly tow'ard the' lattice temperature than the A system 

alone would. The thermal equilibration rate ~ is smaller because of the 

additional heating from the relatively hot lattice. As can be seen from 

ECl- (80) J for TlA « 'r AB' the, thermal equilibration rate for EB should be 

. given by the smaller value l/'r
AB 

rather than (l+E)/'r
AB 

as for isolated 

A and B systems~ since EA will rapidly approach zero. The small negativ€ 

cor.r.ection in a
2 

represents the beginning ot this effect. 

To make certain all TlA·effects were included in the data analysis, 



" .. 

a computer program using the exact e = 90° equations of Appendix E was 

used to obtain the e = 90" data in Figs. 43 to 45. For this particular 

set of data E w·as affected less than 1% by the TlA correlation, while 

'rAB was changed less than the experimental error. 

2.· e f 90" Case 

As mentioned in the introduction in Section II-B.3, there exists 

the possibility that the A-B cross~relaxation for e f 90° might not be 

described by a spin temperature, thermal reservoir modeL, To investigate 

this effe·ct and see whether it is impo;rtant;it is useful to try inter

preting the e ~ 90° data in terms of the thermal reservoir model. If we 

do this, deriving "experimental" €, 'r
AB 

from the SA(N) data we .are 

assuming that Eqs. (79), (80) hold.· It i.s possible that even the form 

of these equations may be wrong, but in the absence of a detailed theory 

of this result of higher-order perturbation theory we can still check the 

importance of this modification by studying the magnitude .and sign of the 

discrepancies vtith the simple theory. The probable error derived from the 

least squares fit of the data to Eq~ (1) w·ill indicate whether a drastic 

modification of the form of the equations is necessary_ 

If e f 90 ", the general formalism of Section II.B can be used to 

calculate 'r
AB 

and €, assuming that the secular part M
1z 

cos e of the. 

Ca-F coupling can be lumped wtth J{~ to form a total "spin-spin" reservoir. 

The form of Eqs .. (E"l) and (;8.2) of Appendix E remains unchanged, so the 

expressions for EA('r) and EB('r) at tneend of a B rf pulse of length t 

should be calculable from Appendix E, if the initial values EAo ' EBo are 

known. 

Once'these relatively small cha.nges of E(e) and 't"AB(e) are made, 
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the maj or modification of. the e =1= 90? theory then: consists of taking 

into account the ~omponent of ca43 magnetization from the preceding pulse, 
. , 

. , 4 . 
which remains along R after the transverse component of Ca 3 magnetization' o 

has decayed between B rf pulses. SUppose E13,(h-l), gives the B energy just 

before the end of the preceding pulse; then the value of the magnetization 

aligned along ReB is given by: 

MB(-r J n-l) = 
-EB(h,ItP,) 

ReB 
, . 

,'If the B spin populations along ReB are given bya high-temperature Boltz

mann distribu~ion}the cos e projection law' if! ObeyedJ
38 so the component 

of ~ remaining along Ho afte,r several T2B is ~ ;::: ~ ( -r; n-l) co se, and 

when ReBts turned on again at the beginning of the next B rf pulse the 

. initial value ofE
B 

is given by 

If we neglect TlA, EA (-r,n-l) is unchanged during-ro-'so using Eqs" (81) 

and (82), w'e find'the following set of equations which describes the effects 

of one 13 rf pulse "cycle" on the A 'and B spin energies (see Fig .. ll)~. 

EA(n) ;::: cl(-r) EA(n-l) ~ C2(-r) .COB e ReB ~(n-l) 

~(n) ... -c~s e C
3

(-r) EA(n-l) + cos
2e C~(-r)~(n-l). 

;,' " :~ eB " 
(86) 

Equations (85) and (86) can be wTi tten as a matrix which re late,s the "vector" 

(EA(n-l), ~(n-~~ at the beginning of a B. rf pulse cycle to the,yalue at 

. the end: 
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The final'v~ue of EAa,fterNB rf pulses can be ea,silywritten in terms 

of a pow'er of the matrix Mt 

Here. 
M= 

I 

[ C~ 
c 3, 

• 

, 

:: ] .. 

f 

and too ct .can be found by inspe.ction from (85) and' (86).. The values of 

the, elements of J1 can be w:ritten down easily ruling' the fact that a lnatrik 

satisfies itscharacteris~ic equa.tion. As a result a 2X2matrix such as 

J1 can be w:ritten as a line,a.r combina.tion of M and the identity matrix. I r -. 

J1=.a I + (3 M 

a and (3 can easily be determined from two equations . satisfied bytheeigen

values f..+J f.. _ ofM.. 39 Explicit expressions for aand (3 for the case of 

neglect of TlA are given in Appendix E" These expressions indicate that· 

, for l' 2: TAB ' the initial value ~f~ affects the results appreciably, 

so ca~e must be taken that ~has~he ,same initial value for each sequence 

of B rf pulses during a run. The easieBt 1:nitial condition to maintain 

is ~(O) =,0.. This large d~pendence on-~(o)comes' from'the unusua.lly 

lal'ge amount of energy transferred between the A .and 13 spin systems during 

the :first B rfpulse, if ~(o) ;.0. ,The e = 30° have been analyzed with a 

computer program w:ritten to include· this effect, T , and the effects of J!' 
lA Z 

remaining between 13 r:f pulseB .. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

. A.·· Arrangement of Coils and Sample 

Figure 12 is a schematic diagram ,of the arrangement of the A rf coil, 

the B rf-Receiver coil, and the audio coil. A B rf coil with large gauss 

43 . 
per ampere is required because of the small Ca gyro~gnetic ratio, but 

HIB also must be very h6mogeneousover the sample volume if details. of the 

audio resonance line shapes are not to be obscured by large inhomogeneous 

broadening. For this. reason a solenoid about three times as long as the 

'sample was chosen for the B rf coil, and oriented perpendicular to the 

laboratory magnetic field He! A portion of this solenoid about as long 

as the sample is switched to the input to the receiver during part of 

the experimental cycle, and acts as a receiver coil at the 11 MHz A rf 

frequency. This arrangement was possible because the B spin frequency 

is much lower than the A rf frequency. Perpendicular to both Ho and the 

B rf-Receiver coil is the axis of the. A rf coil, .chosen to be a Helmholtz 

pair to give good A rf homogeneity over the sample for good spin locking 

and sharp pulse conditions. The audio field parallel to H· is provided ( 
o 

by the outer set of coils, forming approximately a Helmholtz pair for 

good audio homogeneity over the relatively small sample volume. 

The axis of the B rf-Receiyer coilwas vertical, and a rod was 

glued to the cylindrical CaF2 sample, which fit snugly into the B rf

receiver coil. The rod passed through a hole in the table over the magnet,· . 

and a pointer and a piece of circular graph paper, calibrated in degrees, 

. were used to set the angle of the sample. Since the cylinder axis of the 

cubic cylinder axis of the cubic crystal was approximately parallel to the 

[llOJ direction, rotation· about this axis could bring H· along the [lllJ, : 
. 0 
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Fig. 12 Arrangement of saJiIple,. audio : He.lmholtz coD., 
A rf Helmholtz coil, and solenoidal B rf - . 
receiver coil; the small section of the B rf 
coil between the two taps serves as a receiver 
coil 
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[llOJ, or [lOOJ directions. The angle of rotation of the crystal (n) was 

resettable with this arrangement to less than ±O.5 degree. The rotation 

rod was parallel to the magnet pole faces within ±.5 degree. 

The angle n corresponding to a particular crystalline direction was 

measured by measuring the angular variation of T2(r9,). The [lllJ, [llOJ 

and [lOOJ directions are all extrema of T2(~9) as th~ crystal is rotated 

around the [llOJ direction, WithT2(~9) dec~easing in the order [lllJ, 

[llOJ, and [100J. 19 The angles corresponding to the [111] and [llOJ 

extrema of T2 were measured to ±l degree by recording the amplitude of the 

~9 free induction decay as a function of n. The direction of the cylinder 

axis of the crystal was measured with x-rays to be rotated from the [llOJ 

axis about five degrees toward the [lOOJ axis and three degrees toward the 

[lllJ direction. This agrees with the T2(n) measurements since this small 

crystalline axis misorientation changes primarily the magnitude of T2(F19 ), 

and not the angle n at which the extremum occurs. 

During the measurement of the temperature dependence of Tl (Ca43 ) 

the A rf, B rf-receiver, and audio coils were enclosed in an insulating 

box made of styrofoam and ~sonite, and the temperature of the sample was 

regulated by passing hot air into the bottom of the box. A copper-constantan 

thermocouple junction was glued to a slot cut in the side of the ,sample, 

and the t~mperature of the sample was measured by recording the thermocouple 

voltage between an ice bath reference and the sample, with a Moseley 680 

recorder.. The input air was heated by passing over a resistance, the current 

through which was controlled by a resistance bridge.. The bridge controlled 

a relay which changed the phase of about ten percent of the current through 

the reSistance, so that it added to or subtracted from the main current. 

The main current w'as set with a Variac, and the one arm of the re sistance 
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.: ,,' 

bridge c'ontained' a thermistor which was glued to ,the sample' near the 

thermocouple junction~ ~ecause of severe' heat leaks down the various 

rf inputs to the box, this arrangement was only able to hold the tempera-, 

tUre steady within 12 degrees 

the temperature dependence of 

at 355°K, 

43 T
1

( Ca ). 

but this was adequate to check 

To measure the audio amplitude a small 'sensing coil with its axis 

parallel to Jf, was inserted into the audio Helmholtz coil, and the voltage 
. 0 . . 

induced in the sensing coil was observed with a sensitive Tektronix 

53/54D Plug-IniOThe minimum senSing coil,', voltage observable was about 

1 mv peak, so that an audio amplitude H~ 2: .03 gauss peak at faud = 1 kHz 

could be measured. 

B. Electronics 

1. Magnetic Field Re~ation 

. Figure 13 is a block diagram of the magnet::L:: regula tor' system. The 

F19 NMR frequency is fixed by an 11 MHz crystal reference OSCillator, so 

.' the laboratory magnetic field must be set to a fixed value He; at the CaF2 

sample. For this purpose the probe of a Varian F-8 A Fluxmeter containing 

a proton sample is placed at another point in the magnet gap. A very 

stable but adjustable frequency source is necessary to set Hti via the 

. ' proton re sonance, because in general the magnetic field inhomogene i ty 

in the gap makes the required proton frequency f3 vary with the F~8A 

probe position. The Gertsch FM-6 Frequency Meter produces a frequency 
, 6, . 

in the 20-40 MHz range which is stable to a few' parts in 10 ,per day when 

it, is properly locked. The FM-6 frequency is divided by 10 in the ,Gerstsch 

FM-5 Frequency Divider and multiplied by 3 in the Varian F-8A Fluxmeter 

to produce the required f3 ~ 11.6 MHz. 

The magnetic field It:. was set by first adjusting the phase sensitive 
o 
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dectector so that zero signal was· obtained at the· beginning of the r19 

free induction decay. ·If('YAHo)=211' :':{ll MHz) exactly, there will be 

no phase drift between the nuclear signal at 'YAHo, and the reference 

'oscillator at rur = 211' (11 MHz). But if the resonance. condition is not 

satisfied} the resulting phase drift yields a signal which is proportional 

to time: • 

SA (t) ~ SAo e - t2/2~) sin [(IDr - 1'A~ )tl. 

Thus the correct value of 1:1: is that which yields zero Zeeman signal for , 0 

all time, if initially the phase'is adjusted to give zero signal. By this 

method f3 (and thus lid) could be:set with an error of less than ±300 Hz 

out of ~ll. 6MHz. This results in an error of set~ing fB of (::YB ) (.6.f
3

) ~ 
, 0 ~Pl 

. I, 

:!20 Hz. Once f3 = -3fl was. set by this method, only mechanical displace-

ment of the rf head or the Varian F~A NMR probe could change :l:I6, so long 

as f3 was monitored occasionally. Because f3 ;;; ,'YA Hgi some 11.,6MHz rf is 

picked up by the receiver coil to produce - 600 kHz beats at the phase' 

sensitive detector output, but these beats 'are integrated out in the 

gated integrator. 

During accurate measurements of double resonance rates it was found 

advisable not to use the automatic regulation feature of the F-8A, because 

the FM-6 would sometimes "jump" into another stable state separated from 

the desired one by 1-2 kHz (this is probably caused by instability in ohe 

of the frequency dividers in the FM-6). If the F-8A were automatically 

regulating it would pull Ho to the new' value of f3, but, if this system 

is used as a monitor alone; such a "sudden jump in field" could be easily 

recognized as a sudden jump in ,f
3

'instead, and corrected on this basis. 

Some noise might also be contributed by the automatic regulation because 

..... , . 
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of the constant, relatively slow' "hunting" of R~ around its mean value, o " 

and because of drift in the zero setting of the F-8A discriminator. 

2. A RF System 

Figure 14 is a block diagram of the entire double resonance apparatus 

with the exceptions of the magnet regulator system and the Tektronix 

pulse generators which produce the controlling gates shown on the diagram. 

There are four main SUbsystems: the A rf system, the receiver system, 

the B rfsystem, and the audio system. 

The A rf system supplies to the A rf coils the ADRF waveform, the 

saturating pulse for signal-zero measurement, and the eo sensing pulse 

to read out the remaining A dipolar energy. The fA = IlMHz crystal 

oscillator provides cw rf to the phase sensitive detector and the A rf 

system.. The A rf gate (Fig .. 15) circuit uses a 7077 tube with grounded 

grid, the plate of which is pulsed positive to turn on the A rf. When a 
. 

+100 V pulse is applied to the A RF GATE input the F.D 200 diode is back-

biased and the DC voltage at the, 7077 plate rises to 125 volts, allowing 

the fA =: IlMHz rf to be amplified and appear at the output tank circuit. 

Unless the output DC level of the amplifier providing the A RF GATE is 

less than about -10 V, this circuit will allow' some llMHz to leak 

through. 

If zero voltage is applied to the A RF PHASE SHIFT input, the 

capacitor C, :'. is effectively not in the' 7077 tank circuit because the 
ps ' 

diode Ie is back-biased. The other capacitors in the 7077 tank circuit 

are then adjusted so that (f)t~nk~~ is higher than fA by about fA/~ank. 

This detuning of (f)t k provides a 45 degree phase shift across this . an 

circuit if D2 is back-biased., When a +lOOV pulse is applied to the A RF 

PHASE SHIFT input D2 is forward-biased, putting Cps into the tank circuit 
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and Im'lering (f)tank belo,'/' fA by about, -:-fA/Qtank' i'lhich introduces a 

:45 degl'ee phase shift into the A rf. The application of the A phase 

shift pulse thus causes a total phase shift of 90 degrees in the A rf 

appearing at the input to the 5678 cathode follm·rer. Following the 

cathode foUol-ler isa standard 6CL6 amplifier stage. The small resistors 

and the inductor in the grid and plate leads of some of the stages are to 

stop parasitic oscillations. 

The best method of adjusting C and C to provide exactly 'a 90.0 

t ps 

phase shift but no amplitude change of the A .rf ivas to use 'leal<::age into 

the phase sensitive detector (PSD). All stages fol1011ing the 6CL6 ampli-

fier i-Jere turned off, and the PSD phase was adjusted to give maximum signal 

with no phase shift pulse. Then the phase shift was tUrned on and C 
ps 

adjusted to give zero signal at the PSD output just after the beginning 

of the phase shift pulse" 'since a 90° phase shift implies orthogonality 

to the PSD reference rf. To adjust the equality of the A rf befOl"e and 

after the 90° phase shift, the PSD phase was changed by 45 degrees to give 

equal weight to the unshifted and shifted A rfJ and then C
t 

and C were ps 

adjusted for equal signals at the PSD output. Since these two adjustments 

interact they must be repeated several times. 

The gated and phase shifted A rf nm-t passes into the NODULATED A RF 

PO\<lE~ ANPLIFIER (Fig. 16" Fig. 17" Chassis 1)" which generates the pOl-rer 

needed for the A rf pulses and decreases the A rf smoothly to zero during 

the ADRF pulse. trhere are first two stages ·of class C pow'er amplification 

(tUbes 6CL6 and 5726), the screens of which are brought exponentially to 

a slightly negative voltage by the ADRF pulse from the cathode follow'er 

6DJ8. The grids of the 6DJ8 are !l.ormally held at +225V, so the capacitor Cl 

is fully charged. Then the ADRF PULSE AMPLIFIER (P.ig. 18,. Chassis 13) 

'., 
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provides a negative pulse to. the cathede .fellewer .. which allew's Cl to. 

. discharge with a timecens:l:;ant 't' ~ 2msec. determined by Cl, and Rl and 

the pewer requirements ef the screens~ The medulated A rf waveferm then 

drives the grid ef the 813 class C final amplifier to. preduce the ADRF 

pulse train. The variable air capacitor C), tunes the A rf eutput together 
. 0 

with L -, and L(A rf coil). The A rf system ceuld preduce a rotating o 

componen-b 'HlA ;;;;. 705 gauss peak .. 

If leakage i'rom the ADRF vraveferm is observed at the PSD output} there' 

is a large apparent phase shift efthe A rf near the point where the A 

r:f is finally cut off,,_ This may be a real phase shift occurring in the 

modulated amplifier stages when the screens go slightly negative, or it 

may be enly an apparent phase shift caused by the phase of the leakage 

from the 813 circuits is finally cut off. This sudden "phase shift" 

does not appear to affect ,the dipolar signal_to noiSe •. 

The two diedes (5726 and 6Ax4) are designed to. damp the ringing of 

the 11 MHz tuned circuits after the eo pulse by acting as loads on these 

circuits as leng as no. rf pew'er' is drivirig them.. The time censtant 't' 

of the RC network in the cathede circuit is chesen to. be much lengerthan , 

an A rf peried but sherter than tl,le ringing time censtant '[I' = (Q!2:TrfA) 

of the tuned circuit. If ,no rf is applied to the tuned circuit the capac iter 

C remains charged to. the DC voltage at the diede plate. When rf pewer is 

applied C charges. r~pidly to. the peak rf veltage, and draw:s little pew'er 

-1 from the A rf waveferm since '[ »fA .. , Then when the A rf drive to. the 

tuned circuit ceases, the average veltage en C falls more rapidly than 

the ringing rf voltage because.,' 'f < 2:Tr~ .. When: Vc falls belew the peak 
A 

rf voltage, power ~s drawn from the ringing tuned circuit to. recharge C. 

It is necessary to. have separate filament supplies fer these diedes because 

".'." 



of the large positive voltages reached b'y the cathodes during A rf pulses. 

3. Receiver System 

The purpose of the Receiver ~ystem is to amplify and detect the llMHz 

signals proportional to the ~9 dipolar energy and display them in a 

graphical form on a chart recorder. It consists of the RECEIVER-B .. RFFRELAY 

BOX, the IlMHz NON BLOCKING RECEIVER, the IlMHz CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR, the 

PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTOR, the LOW FREQ,UENCY .AM.PLIFIER, the GATED INTEGRATOR, 

and the CHART RECORDER.. 

The RECEIVER-B RF RELAY BOX (Fig. 19, Chassis 6) opens the receiver 

coil connections in the middle of the B rf coil during the B rf pulses, 

~~d gates the audio field Hi on at the same time if desired. During the 

B rf pulse both sides . of the input to the receiver w'ere grounded by the 

relay to prevent harmonic generation in the IN95 shorting diodes by B rf " ',",'. 

leaking across the relay contacts. If fB is hear a subharmonic of fA' 

a very small amount of harmonic generated in these diodes can feed back 

across the relay contacts and destroy some of the A dipolar order, giving 

rise to a false "double resonance" signal. This was a serious problem in 

the gypsum double resonance studies. The 'capacitors in series with the 

leads from the relay to the B RF - RECEIVER coil are to prevent burning 

out the shorting diodes if B rf should accidentally be gated on without 

also switching the relay. Since fB « fA' these capacitors are a short 

for fA' but a relatively large impedance for fBo The capacitor C tunes 

the input to the receiver when the relay is in its normal position shown 

in the schema tic. T'ne TEST LEAKAGE INPUT is used to leak some 11MHz rf 

into the receiver for tuning C. 

The relay power circuit shown is barely adequate to operate the relay 
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when only a 50 V pulse from a 162 is applied. For some of the la.ter 

experiments involving short B rf saturating pulses another relay power· 

circuit was used which gave more positive operation (chassis 15 and 16, 

Fig. 20)~ In these later experiments the audio gate was separated from 

the B rf - Receiver relay because llMHz rf leaked into the 100 WATT AUDIO 

.AMP1IFlliRt causing it to pulse the laboratory magnetic field away from 

the resonance value H., during the long ADRF pulse .. 
. 0 

The llMHz NON -BLOCKING RECEIVER (chas siS 5) cons ists 0 f a cascode 

input stage follow'ed by four similar "long-tail pair" stages, designed 

by Blum.e.. The gain of the re,ceiver w'as about 104 .and the rec.overy time 

was about 15 microseconds after the end of short « lOOJlsec) A rf pulses .. 

Unfortunately the receiver blocked for ~200Jlsec, after A rf pulses' lasting 

longer than lOOJlsec J so it could not be used to study spin-locked double 

resonance. 

The balanced output of the receiver feeds directly into the PHASE 

SENSITIVE DETECTOR (Fig. 21, Chassis 4). The reference rf at fA ~ IlMHz 

from the crystal oscillator can be shifted in phase by slightly more than 

360 degrees in the AD-YU delay line. The reference rf is then amplified, 

limited to provide astable reference level, and amplified again in the 

cathode follower circuit which drives the detector circuit" The detector 

consists of the 6AL5 diode and associated circuitry. The lk n potentio-

meter is adjusted to give zero DC level at the output.. The reference rf 

at the input to the detector is about 30 volts peak, much larger than the 

rf Signals coming out of 'the RECEIVER, so the reference rf controls the 

flow of current through the 50 pF capacitors leading to the RECEIVER. 

This current flow charges the 50 pF capacitors to DC levels determined 

by the reference rf amplitude/ and the time constant for the change of 

I 
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I 
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charge on the capacitors is given by (50 pF!2)(59 .k n) .;;; .1.25 JJ,sec» ~ • 
A 

If a small signal is present. at the RECEIVER output it w'ill add its small 

contribution to-the current in the capacitors produced by the reference 

rf, shifting the voltage read by the' second cathode fOllow'er from the 

potentiometer tap. The PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTOR and RECEIVER combination 

is linear within two percent for signals up to about 8 volts peak at the 

PSD output. 

The LOW FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER (Fig. 22, chassis 7) has a gain of about' 

seven with feedback, and is linear within 2% for output pulses up to 50 v. 

This amplifier was used to drive the GATED INTEGRATOR (or box car) when 

observing very small A dipolar signals. When TI (Ca43 ) was being studied 

. the audio amplifier gain was increased to 30. Because the G4TED INTEGRATOR. 

was designed to sample large ('" 50 V),si~als it was very helpful to amplify 

the input signals to make drifts in the integrator as negligible as possib~e. 

The GATED INTEGRATOR (chassis 8) is a Reichert-Townsend type using 

operational amplifiers. 40 The integrator was used in the sampling mode, .. 

in which a single r9 dipolar free induction decay charges a capacitor 

to a fraction of the signal voltage during the. time T2 (FI9 ) •. This charge 

is then held constant by bucking out leakage currents, and is sampled with 

an operational amplifier. Between eo pulses in successive double resonance 

cycles the ~ampling capacitor is shorted out by a relay, which is opened 

just before the next eo sampling pulse. The sampling capacitor holds the 

charge only long enough for the Mosely 680 chart recorder to deflect, 

('" 5 seconds) so very long'holding times are not necessary_ The boxcar 

is linear w'ithin one percent' for positive input signalsless than-17 

volts. 

I 
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4. B RF System 

The B rf system gates, phase shifts, and amplifies the CW' 'Output 

of the Hew'lett-Packard 606A escUlater to provide the B i'f pulses. The 

B rf PHASE SHIFTER (Fig. 23, chassis 9) shifts the phase of the B rf 

fio~ the oscillator by 180 0 when a + 25 V pulse is applied to the SQUARE 

WAVE INPUT. Because of the common cathode connection in the phase splitter 

stage the rf· voltages at the two plates are 1800 out of phase with each 

other. ~ 250k D. potentiometer provides a variable negative bias which 

allows only the rf from the second plate to reach the cathode follower 

stage, unless a positive pulse is applied to the SQUARE WAVE INPUT. 

Adjustment of the square wave amplitude V and the bias potentiometer 

allows some control. over the sharpness of the 180 degree phase change, 

which maybe useful to eliminate some of,t1.le sidebands from the phase

shifted B rf waveform and narrow' the observed double resonance spectra. 

Phase-shifted or cw' .. B rf is then gated and amplified in the B RF GATE 

AND PREAMPLIFIER (Fig. 24, chassis 9). . The B rf gate can be either a 

sequence of short pulses or a single long pulse and the gating'circuit 

is analogous to the.llMHz one~ The B rf driver stage is a class C 

amplifier with one tuning capacitor and a selection of coils which can be 

switched in to' cover the range from 265kHz to 3~l'5Mfu:o The combination L 

of oL and the 47 D. resistor in the 6CL6 plate circuit is a parasitic 

oscillation suppressor. 

The TUNABLE B RF POWER AMPLIFIER (Fig. 25, chassis 10) consists of 

an 829B class C power amplifier stage with variable capacitor C which 

tunes the B rf-Receiver coil when the relay has opened the receiver connec

tions. The screen voltage may be varied by the lO~ D. potentiometer to 
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regulate the Brf amplitude. For most of the measurements'described here, 

separate, regulated plate and,screen supplies were used because the 

unregulated ones shown in the diagram resulted in 5-10% droop on the B 

rf wave form for long B rf pulses. The internal supplies are adequate 

for searches using pulsed or 1800 phase shiftedB rf, since the B rf 

amplitude is not so critical. Tuning theB rf 829B st'age during a search ' 

is difficult, and the best arrangement so far has been to use a variable 

speed motor, such as the Electrocra'ft Series E-150-4 motor with the 

1800:1 gearhead, to drive the tuning capacitor C in step with the tuning 

of the 606A oscillator, 

To reduce, the harmonic content near fA of the B rf as Dnlch as possible, 

traps tuned at ' fA w'ere inserted between the B rf amplifier and the B 

rf-Receiver coil (chassis 11). Figure 26 show's these traps and the 

associated monitor point for the B rf amplitude. The B rf amplitude for 

long CW pulses was monitored at this point with a Hewlett-Packard 410B 

vacuum tube Voltmeter. The B rf amplitude was stable w'ithin less than 

±l percent when the regulated plate and screen supplies for the B29B were 

used, so only a single audio resonance was necessary to determined HlB-

No evidence of desctruction of SA by.B rf harmonics was observed, even 

though fB ; (1\ ) fA for Ca 4:; in CaF2" 

To generate triggers for the ten B rf saturating pulses of length 

'f'(sp) the TRIGGER GENERATOR (Fig. 27, chassis 14) was gated on at the 

end of each long B rf pulse, to produce the desired number of pulses. 

The time between trigger pulses can be adjusted around the value 1 msec 

with the 25k n potentiometer. The train of trigger pulses triggers a 

Tektronix 163 pulse generator which controls 'f (sp)~ 

~" 
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5. Audio System 

The audio system consists of the AUDIO OSCILLATOR~ ATTENUATOR, AUDIO 

GATE, 100-WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER, and the AUDIO MONITORING SYSTEM. 

The audio oscillator was a Hewlett-Packard 202C, the output of which was 

attenuated with a ten-turn Helipot :for ease of setting audio amplitudes. 

The AUDIO GATE portion of the RECEIVER-B RF RELAY BOX 'is shown in Fig. 19, 

and the 100-WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER was used on it,s feedback mode for 

less distortion at low and high audio frequencies.. The audio monitoring 

system consisted of the sensing coil inside the audio Helniholtz coil, a 

Helipot attenuator, and a Tektronix 531 oscilloscope with 53/54 D 1 milli-

volt plug-in. The 

coil} by an amount 

Heliport was 'set at each f d to attenuate V (sensing au 

proportional to (f-l
d

),· so during an audio resonance , au 

it was only necessary to keep the attenuated sensing coil voltage at the 

oscilloscope constant, to maintain H, constant. 
,z , 

Figure 20 show'S the more reliable relay gating circuit used to control 

the audio separately :from the B rf whE;!l ten short B rf saturating pulses 

were applied between the longer B rf pulses :for the e ~ 90° measurements. 
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,IV. EXPERlMENTALRESULTS OF AUDIO SATURATION 
DOUBr.;ERESONANCE IN CaF 2 • ' 

A~ Measurement of the MaXimum Double Reson~nce 'Rate, T~-I(min2 
I 

1. Experimental Method 

As mentioned above ,in Section II.D~4., a study of the effective 

double resonance time constant TAB asa function of t1).e audio saturation 

parameter Z enables us to measure the maximum possible audio saturation 

double .resonance ,rate 

E 

'r
AB 

, ' 

. If ~ and ~ are held const.ant,the effective ,field HeB has a 

fixed magnitude and ma:kes a fixed angle e W'ith the laboratory magnetic:" 

field. This means that the ratio of heat capacities'€, the A-B cross-

1 'ti' ti t' t d th d'i linewidth ,(T
2

aUd,)-I, re axs. ' on, me cons an 'r AB' an e 'au 0 re sonance , 

are all constant. To vary the saturation parameter z it is only necessary 

2 
to change IL since z ex (IL ) To obtain the gre,atest ran, ge of, z for . -~aud ~claud • 

a given maximum value of ~ud it is useful to work at the center of the 

audio resonance, where 

z = ~d 
" -.,' )2 aud ' 

= (~Ud ,T2 'rAB •• 

Workirtg near ill Kiia ;; illeB' also has two other advantagest it alloW's us to 

check that HeB is at its proper value, and it reduces noise caused by 

fluctuations of HeB and illaud' sin<:e we, are at a stationary point of SA (illaud ). 

Because the audit;> reSonances,'are so narrow' at e = 90 6
'; it is usefu;L 

to do audio saturation double resonance n~ar e = 45°, where the A-B dipolar 

coupling broadens ~he audio resonance, but where 'rAB ex (sin
2e)-1 is still 

reasonably small. ' 
\. 

! 
I 
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One of the major experimental problems of audio saturation double 

resonance is 

rates depend 

the measurement of Hlaud' since the measured double resonance 

2 
on (Hlaud ) Q This calibration of l1.~tid is complicated by 

the presence of the metal close by in the magnet pole face,s" The metal 

makes the effective gauss per ampere of the audio coil depend strongly on 

the 'audio frequency, and to some extent on the audio ronplitude. To 

measure the audio amplitude a small sensing coil was placed inside the 

, larger audio coil, with its' axis parallel to the axis of the audio Helm.-

holtz coil. The voltage induced in this 'sensing coiL w'as measured as a 
. . 

function of audio frequency, with a sensitive oscilloscope, while the 

rf he.ad and audio coil were outside the magnet gap. For constant audio 

ampli tude the sensing coil voltage w'as proportional to the audio frequency 

within 2%. Using the measured static, gauss per ampere of the audio coil, 

and the A-C current through the audio coil measured through a resistor in 

series with the coil, a relation between sensing coil voltage and peak 

audio field and frequency could be derived.. This relation remains valid 

even when the audio coil is in the magnet gap, since the audio field is 

just sampled by the sensing coil, and not distorted by the very small 

amount of current flowing in the sensing coil. To characterize the audio 

amplitude a parameter V was introduced,; which is the sensing coil voltage sc 

divided by the audio frequency} normalized to a standard frequency. There-

fore for any audio frequency V is proportional to the audio field, so se 

that 

2 ( )2 ...aud 
~6 ;::: 'YB Hlaud '.1.'2 '! AB 

whe:re 'I{ is independent of audio frequency. 
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The zero of the r9 dipolar signal w~s determined by turning off the 

o . , . '. . 
90 phase shift of the· A rfduring theADRF pulse sequence; ,so that the 

initial ;'9dipolarsi~nalw'as negligible (that is,'lessthan or equal 

to'the small thermal equilibrium value). 

To measure the effective double resonance time constant TAB' the 

experimental procedure shown in Fig. 28 was used. First, the effect of 

spin-lattice relaxation of the F19 dipolar energy was allowed for, by 

performing the procedure of Fig. 30 exactly a,s in the double resonance 

experiments, except that no audio or B rffields w'ere applied to the 

sample after the ADRF pulse sequence.. The Fl9 dipolar signal so obtained ," 

was used to normalize the double resonance data: 

.sA (no audio, no B rf):::: SAo. 

Then at a. given value o~ HlaUd (or Vsc )' a sequence of measurements', 

using the procedure of Fig. 28w'as made, while sweeping ill d through a au ' 

small range near the audio resonance center, illeB• The minimum ;'9 signal 

from, this, sw'eep (averaging over noise) was taken as the audio saturation, 

double resonance signal for this value of Hl 'aud: The double resonance 

. , 

I 

I 
I 
f 

time· cOl\stant TAB ·""a calculated according ·to, f 

-tB RF 
TAB = --£n--(-:S::-A""~-a-u-::'":"i-O-' B:::"r-f~) 

,Ao , 

As discussed; ,in Section ILD.4 .. j if 'I" AB « tBRF and € «1, TAB can 

be expressed in terms of the saturation parameter z bYI 

I 
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"EXperimental procedure for audio aaturation.double 
resonance following ADRF (times not to scale) t 
o < t < tIt formation of ordered A spin dipolar 
state; tl < t < tB t double resonance occurs; 
at t = t J3!" ,l;'emaining A dipolar order is sampled 

"-f:; 
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Thus the plot of "S·· ,TAB· versus i . will be 
. . C BC 

approximately a straight 

(for sufficiently small 'r AB and €). The slope S of this straight ,g " 
line 

line yie,lds directly the minimum audio saturation double resonance time 

constant TAB(min) for this value of ReB and e,t 

TAB 
TAB(min) = € = Sg 

The intercept I of this s:traight line is related to the audio resonance 
g 

line width (Taud ) -1 t 
2 

TAB 
-= 
€T] 

2. Results and Discussion 

Figure 29 shows silch a V;~~AB plot for the 'case of Ca 43 in CaF2-
. . . - aud 

The calculated saturation parameter Zcj' is based on a value of T2 

assuming only motionally narrowed dipolar broadening of the audio 

'" 6 aud, ' 
resonance, since 'rAB = OT2 at this value of HeB- These calculated 

Zo could be in error by,2o% because of the large angular dependence of 

'-4 ) , -
. :z.d, (0; sin e cos e, and error in measurement of II:Laud. This assumption 

. does not affect the measUred values of TAB(min). The values of the 

intercept I might be affected by the presence of inhomogeneous broadening, 
g , 

how'ever. 

..1 
Figure 30 show'S the values of 'WiA.B = TAB obtained from the audio 

saturation data by measuring TAB(min)at several value,S of HeB" for, , 

several different angles e~ Since the audio saturation method does not 

give E directly, w'e have used the value of E: measured by the, pulsed double' 

resonance technique (Figs" 45 and 46): 

.E = 1. 09xlO - 3 ~B (kHz); 

III. " 
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CALCULATED SATURATION PARAMETER 
. 2 aud 
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Fig. 29 Mea.surement·of TAB(miD.)by 'audio saturation 

double resonance; Ho II [Ill] in CaF2 , HeB = 

28 gauss, e = 45°, TAB(min) = 0.4 sec 
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AUDIO R1~:SONANCE FREQUENCY, feB (k Hz) 
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,Fig. 30 A dipolar-B Zeeman cross ... relaxation·.spectrum; 

uses audio saturation measurement 'of TAB(IDin) 

and pulsed measurement of E(meB ); Holl [lllJ 

in CaF2,' e = 45°; straight I1n~s are'least

s~uares WAB at e = 90°, 45° and 30° from pulsed' 

, ADRF-DR measurements 

',.' .. 
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-1 
1: AB is then given by: 

-1 [ () -1 
1: AB = ETAB min ] 

-1 For comparison wtth the pulsed 'rAE data, the lines obtained from the 

least squares fits to the e = 90°, 45°, and 30° pulsed data are shown' 

iri Fig. 30... It is seen that, wtthin the experimental error, the audio 

. -1 
saturation method yields the same magnitude and functional form for 'r

AB 

as found by the more accurate pulsed double resonance method. 

The error in TAB(min) becomes very large at small feB' because the 

slope of theV;CTAB curve becomes smaller than the experimental scatter .. 

. Although TAB data were taken at feB = 2kc for e = 45°, the slope was so 

small that no useful value of TAB {min),could be 'measured. 

At low' ReB large audio fields are xequired to produce appreciable 

saturation of the audio resonance, since 'rAB (the analog of Tl ) is ex

ponentially becoming smaller. But these laxge audio fields begin to 

approach HeB in size near feB = 2k~z, and since Blaud is no longer a 

perturbation on the B Zeeman system in the rotating frame, another approach 

must be used to calculate the double resonance effect. It might be more 

appropriate to take the vector sum of ReB and Blaud(t) as a zero-order 

Hamiltonian, and consider the modulation that this total magnetic field 

produces on theA-B dipolar -coupling.. Such a modulation of the A-B coupling 

would effectively ''bypass'' the resonant nature of the B Zeeman system, 

because it would result in absorption of audio energy by the A dipolar 

system at any audio frequency, so long as the .audio frequency is wtthin 

the A dipolar spectrum. The strength of this non-resonant audio absorption 

should be proportional to the angle through which the total magnetic field 

Rtot = HeB + Rlaud( t) varies during 'One audio cycle" 
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-1' .. , . . 41 
For the 'rAB data showilin Fig .. 30,the Bloch.Siegert ~ . shift of the 

audio resonance center is not important,since the maximum audio fields' 

used were ~.3 gauss, while at feB = 4~z, HeB ;;; 14 gauss •. Then the maximum 

Bloch-Siegert shift for this data is given by: 

Figure 31 show's a quantity proportional to the unsaturated effective' 

aUd)-l -audio resonance line width (T2 for various values of HeB at ~ = 45 0 
.. 

The intercept J:.g must be .multiplied by r;B to remove the frequency de

pendence of E.. Since at e = 45 0 the major contribution to the audio 

resonance line width comes from motionally narrowed A-B dipolar coupling, 

( aUd)-l T2 should be a constant because the HeB-dependent oontribution 

'r;.}s is negligible at feB = 4kHz, and quadrupole broadening would be constant 

. (a contribution from B rf inhomogeneity would probably be proportional. 

to HeB, but the observed B rf inhomogeneity is small). As can be seen from 

Fig. 31, the audio resonance line seems to broaden suddenly for feB?: 10kHz. 

Since this broadening sets in just at the point where the audio resonance 

is completely saturated, even for the smallest audio fields llsed, this 

broadening may be related to doubly-rotating frame effects, or caused by 

the presence of som~ inhomogeneous broadening of the audio resonance, as 

noted in Section II.D45~ 

The audio saturation double resonance method.gives results in agree-

ment w'ith the pulsed double resonance method, but is less useful for 

measuring double resonance rates for three reasons: (1) The audio method 

does not measure E and 'rAB independently, but only gives the ratio €/TAB, 

unles.s the unsaturated audio resonance line width (T~Ud)-l is accUrately 

• 
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known.. (2) At small HeBit is difficult to simultaneously satisfy the, 

requirements that H
laUd 

produce appreciable saturation, and yet r,emain 

a small perturbation on H
eB

; this makes it difficult to interpret the 

data, since the correspondence betw'eenthe saturation parameter and the 

observed double resonance signal is complicated by the pos,sible presence 

of non-resonant absorption., (3) Experimentally, it is difficult to 

measure the' audio 
" 2' , 

field HI d' so the (El d) dependence of Z introduces aulau ' , 

,appreciable error into the f, TAB versus ~ curves, causing more scatter' 
sc sc 

in the, audio saturation data.. But audio saturation double resonance is 

a very accurate means of measuring H
eB

, since the center of the resonance 

curve is not affected by these complications, so long as l1.aud is constant 

over the small frequency region near the audio resonaIlce 'center, and tBRF: 

is long so that very small audio fields can be used. 

B. Audio Resonance Line~dths 

1. Expe~imental Method 

If we neglect the small corrections tOT.A,i3(ffiaud) caused by large 

B spin heat capacity and finite A spin-lattice relaxation, the observed 
" 

double resonance rate is given by 

-where 
, 2 

Z = (ffi /ffi )7Till , 't" f(ffi ), 
aud eB laud AB'aud ' 

and 

Since aJJ. observed audio resonance line'shapes are approximately :Lorentzian, 

we assume this form for r(ffi )~ If ill d is chosen so that z «1, then 
aud lau ,0 

for al;:L ffia.udJ Z(ffi
aud

) «'1, and Eq. (~7) sho-w's that T;i is proportional to 

f(ffiaud)~ so the audio resonance lineshape can be read directly from the 

" , 

" 
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T~ data. Since the double resonance rate T~(rueB) at the center of 

the audio resonance line must be much larger than the minimum observable 

double resonance rate R_..t , we have the requirement: 
. llU.n 

€Z 
2 C',IO = €ru
laud . 'r

AB 

. ·aud 
T2 • (88) , 

.....a,ud -1 ( ) but in order to read '12 directly from the TAB ruaud . data we require 

z «1: 
o 

The opposing requirements (88) and (89) result in the ,reasonable require-

ment that the minimum observable double resonance rate Rmin be much less 

.than the maximum possible double resonance rate E/'r AB: 

(90) 

Since € ex IlB while 'rAB- 1 a .exp( -'YB
H B'r ), E/'r

AB 
has a peak at ru B = (2/'r ). e . e ce c 

For Ca 43 in CaF
2

, this condition (90) means that only near feB;; 4kHz will 

'. . (aud)-l it be possible to deduce the unsaturated audJ.o resonance linewJ.dth T2 

'1 
directly from the T~ (ru

aud
) data. In the' general case it is better to 

, use the measured maximum .double resonance rate (€/'r AB) obtained from 

pulsed double resonance data, and solve, Eq. (87) for z(ruaud)' which then 

yields T~Ud directly I 

where 
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For large. E ' it is also -necessary to include the cOrrections mentioned in ,- ' 

Section II.D.4, resulting in.a more complicated expresSion for Z/(ill d). au 

A computer program has been \~ritten which solves for z(ro d)' including au 

the secorrections, and fits the re sulting 'z( ill d) to a Lorentzian form; , au 

The audio saturation equation for z(ro d) (correct to first order in the - , au 

small-quantities E, 1"AB/tBRF; and 'rAB/TlA can be written: 

. 2 E ZA 
(HZ) 1) == (l+z);z + '1 - Cl+Z) , 

where 

and A = 1 

The term -AE:Z (1 +z ) -1 is riot important in the wings of the line.. as is 

the correction '1, so we first solveE'1. (91) neglecting the term propor": • 

tionalto A. The approximate solution z+ satisfies (91) (to second order 

in '1): 

where 

The effects of the remaining small term in Eq. (91) are found by solving 

(91) to first order in the perturbation- parameter A, after setting: 

The approximate solution to (91) is (to first order in A)t 

(92) , 

This last correction increases the observed.linewidths by less than two 

j 

I 
- I 

i 
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percent, so all higher corrections are probably negligible •. 

The computer gives least-squares values for both the' amplitude of 

the audio resonance line and its l1newtdth. For the case of appreciable 

inhomogeneous broadening of the audio resona.nce line the theory of the 

-1 . 
calculation of 'T d must be modified since it implicitly assumes a au 

homogeneously broadened audio resonance line. That is, the expression 

for 'T -ld (m d) is the same one that would be obtained by assuming the au au 

B spins obey Bloch's equations, in which 'TAB replaces Tl and T~Ud replaces 

T2 , and one calculates the rate of change of EB ::::: -MBHeB• Bloch's 

equations are appropriate for a liquid, in w'hich the spins are isolated 

from each other but see randomly varying local fields. which relax them. 

The case of rare B spins in a solid being influenced by the A-B dipolar 

coupling satisfies exactly these requirements if we consider a single B 

spin "isochromat" in the inhomogeneously broadened audio resonance line. 

'If there is significant inhomogeneous broadening of the audio resonance 

li~e (by quadrupole splittings or B rf inhomogeneity), w'e can still solve 

Bloch's equations for each B isochromat and then average over the inhomo

geneous distribution hex) of wtdth (T;)-l. But the "amplitude" of the 

1 ( *)-1 audio resonance line and its observed linewi.dth T2 are now no longer 

related by the simple normalized Lorentzian curve because the "amplitude" 

and width are measured in physically different w·ays. The " amplitude" z o 

(1. sq.) is determined by the amount of energy per unit time being fed into 

( aUd)-l( ) the A spin system by the audio field, while the width T2 l~ sq. ts 

determined by hex) if inhomogeneous broadenj.ng :1'1s dominant. It is possible 

that z (1. sq,,) can be small if the saturation-broadened homogene.ous line,,:, o 

( ) -1 ( '*)-1 vridth T2 is much smaller than T2 • To see this we note that in a 
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homogeneously broadened line of wtdth (T2)-l,all the ,spins eventually 

pass through the frequency maud. But for inhomogeneous broadening the 

'audio field affects only those spins wtthin (T~)-lof maud rather than 
. ' 

all the spins spread out over (T~*)-\ so the saturation effectiveness 

should be reduced by about (T~*/T~). Explicit calculationl for a Lorent

zian distribution of inhomogeneity hex) show'S that the actual reduction 

+/ 1)1/2 factor at the line center is.(T2 T2 ,~But the measured linewidth 

.,-* -1' '+ -1 
(T2 ) still gives the inhomogeneous distribution linewidth (T2 ) , 

since the homogeneous linewtdth does not change from isochromat to 

isochromat., 

For best signal to noise and least distort:1,on of the audio resonance 

lineshape by excessive saturation, tBRF was, set to'-.6TlA, and a value 

of HI and chosen which reduced SA at the center of the audio resonance 

to about e -1 of its initial value... Thisv~lue of ~~u.a- w'as less than 

0 .. 4 gauss peak in all resonances studied.. The B rf amplitude w'as moni-, 

tored with a VTVM and fB w'as checked with a Hew'lett-Packard 524D electronic 

counter before and after .the audio resonance sweep. During the sw'eep the 

,audio frequency at each point was set and monitored w"ith the electronic 

counter and faud is accurate to ± .. Ol kHz... The time tBRF was measured 

. ' 

with the electronic counter, using a Hew'lett-Packard 526B Time Interval Plug-

'In, so tBRF is accurate to ±.Ol sec. The value of IS.'i3.u~ w'as calibrated 

by measuring the sensing coil voltage at f d when a known audio current 
" au 

was passing through the audio coil (outside the magnet gap). The static 

gauss per ampere of the audio coil then relates sensing coil voltage to 

peak audio amplitude. The SA (maUd) data w'ere converted to T~ (maud) 

rates using the measured t BRF, and the resulting z(maud ) calculated from 

Eq., (92) w'ere fitted t~ a Lorentzian functional form with variable 
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ampli tude, width a11d center frequency., The rms deviation between the 

least-squares curve and the data points was usually less than two percent 

·of z (l.sq .. ) for the given audio resonance. o 

2. Results and Discussion 

To separate the contributions to the audio resonance linew·idths in 

. CaF2 it is useful to analyze the e = 90" audio resonan~es first., As noted 

in Section II.D.5, at e ::: 90" the secular A-B dipolar contribution to the 

linewidth vanishes, while the inhomogeneous broadening from H}B is largest 

and the quadrupolar broadening is at a local maximum. The maximum experi

mental error of setting e near e ::: 90" re.sulted in an AB coupling linewidth 

of less than 8Hz. Figures 32 and 33 show· such narrow audio resonance 

lines at e = 90".. As Fig. 3-4 show·s for Ca -43 in CaF2 the audio resonance 

linewidth (27TT~Ud)-l over the range from fIB::: 2 .. -44 kHz to fIB::: 12.65 kHz 

is constant at 125±15 Hz" within the experimental error. The rms deviation 

between the least-squares Lorentzian and the data was less than 2% and 

the curves seem Lorentzian w·ithin the experimental error as seen in Fig. 35. 
-1 . 

The sum of (27f'T AB) and one percent inhomogeneity broadening show·s 

considerable· curvature over this region, vrhile the data are constant within 

the experimental error. Thus there is no evidence of a significant com-

ponentproportional to fIB' so we may concl~de that the magnetic inhomo

geneous broadening is less than one percent of f lB" The constancy of the 

linewidth suggests that it may be caused mainly by quadrupolar broadening. 

If so, the rms quadrupole splitting in the laboratory frame would then be 

v Q. ::: 240 Hz. ~t is puzzling that the linew·idth at fIB ~ 2.44 kHz is less 

than the linevridth caused by 'TAB lifetime broadening alone, but there is 

considerable experimental scatter, and the computer program does not 
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Fig. 33 Fit ,of Lorentzian line to derived audio resonance 

1ineshape z(f d); H II [111] in CaF2 , e = 90°, au 0 

and H1aud = 0.085 gauss 
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properly take account of inhomogeneous breadening .. 

, aud 
The least-squares 'r

AB 
and T2 ' together w'iththe measured value of 

11.aud yield a theeretical value 'Of ze' (zo (th)), which may be compared 

w'ith the least squares z (1. sq.) obtained from the data. As the homo
o 

( )-1 ('*)-1 4 geneous linew'idth 27T'r AB becomes much less than 27TT2 ,Fig. 3 

shows that R ::::: (z (l.'sq.)/z (th)) becomes much lessth,an 1, as would be 
zoo 

expected from an inhomogeneously broadened line. 

Since the e = 90 0 data shew linewidths of the order of 120Hz, but 

the e \: 90" data have much larger linewidths (see Fig. 35), we may 

attribute the e \= 90" linewidths largely to secular A-B dipolar coupling. 

At e ::::: ,45 0 :for the [lllJ direction, the calculated value of the linewidth 

-1 
,'based on the 'rJill least squares data is 310 Hz.. The measured values 'Of the 

linewidth in Fig. 36 are 330:J:20 Hz, in reasonable agreement with theery. 

The measured values of Zo are appreximately censtant and the ratio 

R ~ ; 1.4. Since the error in measuring El d could be about 20%, this z , -~au 

is reasonable agreement between theory and experiment. It is possible 

that better agreement could be obtained by doing the audio resonance 

theory to include slight inhomogeneeus broadening, but it would be very 

complicated because a s~gle hemogeneous spin temperature cannot be used 

to describe the B spins, and a new' EB ~ould have to be calculated by 

averaging over h(x), in order ,to define 

-1 'r 
'aud 

-1 /dEB\ 
::::: ~ , ~t /audio • 
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v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PULSED DOUBLE RESONANCE IN CaF2 

A. Transient Oscillations in the Rotating Frame 

We consider the transient oscillations first because for low feB 

€ is 6'f, the.:order of 0, and the presence of the oscillations might distort 

our least-squares values of€ and TAB if we do not take account of the 

oscillations in the. functional form which we fit to the data. Figure 37 

shows the curve calculated from Eq. (56) of Section II.C.2 as a function 

.. of the, pulse length T, using the Lorentzian c9rrelation function, which 

agrees with the Clough. function for e :::: 90°. Here rs.B = 44 gauss and 
\ 

~ = 3.5 gauss, so the conditionrs.B » ~is wel.l satisfied. The data 

agree with the theory as far as the period of the OSCillations, order of 

magnitude of the decay time constant, and the added term €t/TAB are con

cerned. The magnitude of, the oscillations is 'not as large as it should 

be, and this is not understood. 

Figure 38 shows the shape of the oscilla-tionsin a region whereH1B ' ' 

is not much greater than~, since H1B = 8.5 ,gauss. ,Therefore the simple 

theory does not apply, and it can be seen that the small oscillations 

present fluctuate around a function of roughly the' form 

(1 -t/TAB) 
€ - e • 

, Therefore the oscillations should not seriously affect the measurement 

of € and TAB by the least squares fit method. 

B. Measurement of € and TAB at e = 90° 

1. Experimental Procedure 

The sample was a Harshaw' single ,crystal of CaF2 in the form of a 

cylinder w'ith the cylinder axis approximately parallel to the [110] ~xis. 
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The sample was rotated with this axis perpendicular to the laboratory 

magnetic field. 

Before a measurement of SA(:r) w'as made, the frequencies of the 
" 

Gertsch oscillator regulating the Laboratory magnetic fie~d, and. the B 

rf oscillator were checked with an electronic counter. Then the amplitude 

of the B rf pulse was set to approximately the desired value with the 

oscilloscope monitor or VTVM, and an audio saturation double resonance 

plot at this value of B rf was made, to measure IS.B in the rotating 

frame (Fig. 28). The value of the minimum of the audio resonance curve 

(SA vs. maUd) was taken as the measured value of flB in all cases, and 

the audio frequency was moni tored with an electronic counter.. Another 

a.udio resonance was taken as a check after each run at a given H ,and 
·lB 

the two values usually agreed to less than ±.05 kHz. 

Then the sequence of rf pulses of Fig. 39 was applied to the sample, 

keeping the cycle time ('r + 'r) = t , the number of B rf pulses N, and a c 

the amplitude of the B rf constant during the entire run~ Only the 

pulse length 'r WHS varied, between the limits 'r =0 and 'r = t -2ms, since c ' 

it was necessary to allow all transverse components of M:s to decay com-

pletely between pulse's. The pulse lengths 'r were measured with an elec-

tronic counter and are ,accurate. to ±. 2%, the main error coming from pulse 

length instability of the Tektronix pulse generators. At each value of 

'r J two SA('r) points were taken, plus one value of SA with no B rf pulses 
"" ".<~~~" • 

applied to the sample (S~'(NBRF)), and two zero points,oof SA' with and 

withoutBrf pulses" The zero points were obtained by applying a large 

CW pulse of A rf lasting about 5 ms to saturate the ~9 dipolar and Zeeman 

reservoirs, and then recording the resulting signa·l after the 45° A pulse, 

in its usual position in the sequence. These zero-signal points were 
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averaged and subtracted from the SA(-r) and (SA)NBRF signals.. Without 

these zero-signal points a false ':811:, >. signal-~er.o might have been caused 

by small amounts of F19 Zeeman signal adding to the dipolar signal, if 

the phase of the phase sensitive detector were set improperly, or drifted 

from the correct setting. It was not sufficient to delete the 90° A rf 

phase shift from the ADRF w'ave form to obtain the zero points, probably 

because a small off-resonance component of magnetic field 6H
A 

could allow' 

some order to be transferred from a small spin-locked magnetization 

5MA ~ MoA cos(TI/2 + 5e) to the FL9dipolarsystem during the rest of the 

ADRF wave form. This would yield a small dipolar signal" again giving a 

false zero for SA. ,The phase of the phase sensitive detector was adjusted 

by applying one of the saturating A rf pulses above and adjusting for 

zero signal after the eo A sensing pulse4 

The normalized ~9 dipolar signals as a function of -r were obtained' 

by subtracting the average "zero" s:l.gnal from the signal at -r J and dividing 

19 ' the result by the averaged F dipolar signal w'ith no B rf pulses: 

SA(-r) 
SA (NBRFj"- = 

These normalized signals were fitted to, the theoretical expression in 

Appendix E using ~n IBM l620r'r computer (see Fig" 40). 

In order -that t?-eseleast-squares E and -r AJ3 be meaningful, they 

should be independent, of -r J the ~ength of the longest B rf pulse applied 
max " 

during a measurement at fixed ~. For example, if -r is too short for 
max 

a particular value of R:t.B' the least squares fit w'ill yield € and -r AJ3 

values which are too small because the A and B spin systems have not ,come 

completely to thermal equilibrium. For these experiments) at each value 
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of rs.B' 'rmax w'as set at 3.5 'rAB and SA('r) w'as measured at fifteen eq,ually-

spaced points w'ithin the interval 0. < '! < '! • Figure' 41 shows the 
- max 

derived least-sciuares E and 'rAB for several experiments at constant I\B' 

using this procedure but with varying'! • It can be seen that if 
max 

'!max :: 3:'rAB:'~ the values of E and '!AB are found to be independent of 

'! • Figure 42 show's that the le ast-sq,uares E and TAB' are independent max 

of the number N of_B rf pulses applied to the sample •. 

2. Experimental Resul~ 

The above procedure for measuring E and'! AB was repeated at many 

values of I\B for H3 approximately parallel to the [111] and [110] 

directions of the CaF2 crystal. Plots of the T~~ (f
lB

) and E(flB ) data 

(Figs. 43 .. 45) showed that -they obeyed the following functional forms 

within the experimental error: 

- -1 
To :determine the values of A, '! c' and C ,the E and'! AB data w'ere fitted 

to these functional forms, and the least squares values of these parameters 

are shown in Tables II and III$ 

Table II! ;Hi, :H_ .[110] 

A(103 sec-l ) '! (10-6 sec) C(10-3 kHz-2 ) 
c ~ -.. ! 

Theory 2 .. 646 60.5 .5286 

Experiment 
(no sat. pulses) 2,:l-7(±.04) 57.2(±.4) • 484( ±. 008) 
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Fig. 45 Ratio of heat capacities, €, measured by pulsed 
ADRF double resonance in CaF2 ; solid lines are 
theoretical dependence of E, assuming the relative 
abundance of Ca43 is 0.13% ' 
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Table III I :Ho :11'- [Ill] 

A(103 sec-l ) TC(10~6 sec) C(lO -3 kHz -2) 

Theory 4.636 Bo.6 . 1.165 

Experiment 
(no sat .. pulses) 3.89(:l:.09) 78.4(±.5) 11'03(±.03) 

Experiment 
. (sat. pulses) 3. 77( ±.12) ··80. o(±. 6) 1.10 ( ± .• 05) . 

Table IV shows the r~lation between the experimental and theoretical 

values of AJ T and C. c 

Table :tV.: Ratio of experimental to theoretical values 

A/Ath Tc/(TC\h C/Cth Area/(A:rea)th 

[110] (no satura- .82 .94 .92 .87 . ting pulses) 

[111] (nosatura-
ting pulse s ) .84 .97 .88 .. 87 

[Ul] (satUrating 
.. pulses) .81 .99 ;94 .82·· 

.,: 
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3. Discussion 

a.Effects of crystalline misorientation. Table TV show'S that the ex-

perimental values of' A, 'T and C a1'e all somewhat smaller than the theoc 

retical values. But Table Dr .show·s that the [lllJ data taken at e = 90° 

with 10 saturating pulses (explained in detail in section V.C.) agrees 

within experimental error w·ith the data without saturating pulses.. This 

is to be expected since for e = 90 15 there should be no remaining component 

of B magnetization parallel to Ho for the saturating pulses to destroy. 
o 

The discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental values of 

A, 'T C and C are outside the expe1'imental er1'or if HS is exactly parallel 

to the [lllJ and [llOJ axes. The axis of' the cylindrical sample has been 

measured on one end by a back-reflection Laue photograph, and it w·as found 

that the cylinder axis is displaced from the [llOJ axis about five degrees 

toward the [lOOJ axis, and about three degrees tow·ard the [lllJ axis. 

The axis about which the cylindrical sample was rotated in the laborato1'Y 

magnetic field was measured to be parallel to the magnet pole faces w·ithin 

±.5 degrees. Because the [llOJ and [lllJ di1'ections of the CaF2 crystal 

·a1'e both stationary points in the A-A and A-B ~ipolar inte1'action, this 

measured angular disorientation produces only small changes in (~)BA' 

'T , and C, as can be seen in Table V. This is still not enough to bring c 

the experimental values into agreement with theory, unless the average 

o.rientation of the bulk of the crystal deviates from the orientation of 

the e;nd f'ace measured.," Adding only one degree to the angular errors 

~uoted above increases the error ~uoted in Table V by about 50 percent, 

so we a:re just on the edge of :rapid variation of A, 'T and C with angle. c 

Since the Laue photographs did show· some evidence of lineage, 42 it is 

perhaps possible that the crystal o:rientation is the primary cause of the 

disc:repancies in € a;nd 'T~. 



Table V: Effect of crystal misorientation 

A/(A\h 'rc/('l"c)th C/(C\h .. Area/(Area\h 

[lll}l .935 .. 953 .. 915 ,,982 

. [111J
2 

.986 .. 991 .. 983 .995 

[llOJ .887 .. 910 .. 955 .. 974 

b. Magnitude of E. The fact that the measured E values are about 10% 

low· means that the double resonance process .is not as efficient as it ' .. 
. . ... . -1 [SA(N)]l/N .... 

should be on the basis of the simple theory, be'Cause(l + E) 0: . SA(O) ..•. 

. The curves of Fig. 45 use the more recent value for the natural abundance 
~ . ~. ..~. 

of Ca ,that is, .13% rather than the .145% measured in 1938. The 
. 43 . 

experimental error in the measurement of the Ca relative abundance is 

about 15%,43 which brings the experimental value of. E into agreement with··· 

theory within the experimental error. 

A small quadrupole perturhation w'ould be expElcted to increase the 

B spin heat capacity .slightly, but this increase is less than the 

. experimental error for high :f
lB

, and probably could not be detected 

except at fis :: 2kHz. The perturbed E is given by 

EQ = EO [1 + (lirJflB )2 J , 

where vQ is the rms quadrupole splitting.of the ca43 resonance line" 

There is no evidence for this contribution at these low' values of flB 

(Fig. 45)~ 

. An ana;Lys:is of the sensitivity of E to the signal zero of SA show's 

that for large total destruction of A signal, there could be sizeable 

amount of error in E, if the A signal zero is inaccurate.· Iri the limit 

~ 
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T » TAB' and neglecting TLA, the erroneous measured heat capacity ratio 

E is defined by: 
m 

(SA (N) + 6S0 ) 

(SA ( ¢) + 6S0 ) 
= 

where 680 is the A dipolar signal-zero error, X = SA(N)/SA(O), and 

6 0 = 6S0/SA(0)~ If 6S0 = 0, the true E is given by 

x == (1 + €)-N , 

where usually .. 2 ;S X < 1. Since 6 0 and E are small, E ~. (l-X)/N, and 

we find the relative errors in E is% 
m 

E 

Since X varied from run to run, this source of error 'should produce 

scatter in the values of E, rather than a consistant error in E. About 

a 3% error 6 0 would be required to explain the 10% discrepancy in E., 

but the variation of the zero of SA when slightly·different methods were 

used to measure it was usually about.l to 2%, so this source of error is 

probably_ insufficient to explain the observed discrepancy. 

-1 
c. Magnitude of TAB" 

evaluated explicitly, 

Since the correl~tion fUnction gX(T) cannot be 

-B -1 
the form Ae flB assume~ for TAB is justified only 

by its agreement with experiment. To determine whether other functional 

forms for g (T) would fit the nata better, the following fUnctions were 
x 

2 
tried (each has the expansion (1 + AT) for small T): 
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'r' =;,{2 1"; 
c c 

(96) " 

-1 . 
Forms (94) and (95) yield 'rAE spectra which are concave downward ona 

semilog plot versus f lB, while (96) is concave upw:ard but approaches 

infinity as flB app'roaches zero. The data do not show'any evidence of, 

being concave within the experimental error, and using the theoretical 

. 2 -1' . 
values of 'r'c and (LmB)BA in (94), (95) ,and (96), yields 'rAE cur,,:es which, 

deviate significantly from the data at intermediate 'and high flBo 

usual assumption of a 'gaussian correlation function gx('r) yields,a 

The' 

-1 'r
AB 

spectrum which does not agree at all with experiment, as show'n in Figs ... 

-1 
'rAE • 

The exponential spectrum (39 J) and spectrum (96) b,'oth are physically 

unsatisfying because ,they have a "cusp" at flB = 0, while spectra (94) 

and (95) do not. It is possible to remove the cusp from the exponential 

spectrum by adding more parameters to the functional form. For example, 

if 

e-BflB ) , 
(flB + fo 

" 

, . 

, ,. 
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it is readily seen that the cusp is removed since djdf
lB

( T~) = 0 at 

To determine the third parameter f theoretically it 't'l'Ould be o 

necessary to 
4 

expand g (T) to order T • 
X 

(97) would still agree with the form of 

If f were much less o 
, -1 

the observed TAB .• 

than 1kHz, 

It should be noted that the Fourier transform relation betw'een g (T) 
x 

and Ji.(m) = T~ [Eq. (38)J requhes that the total area under..it (m) be 

a constant, independent of the shape of l;L (m). This means that it 'W'ill 

be difficult to fit the experimentally measured points with any form 

of correlation function since the area under the measured~(m) seems 

definitely smaller than the theoreticaL value, unless one assumes a very 

long tail to the Ji (m) function, which does not show up at fIB ~ 12kHz. 

This seems unlikely because our data fit the assumed exponential func-

tional form very well in this region. 

-1 
The decrease of TAB at low flB might be caused by inhomogeneity in 

HeS , which should change the direction of ReB aw'ay from ~B if the in

homogeneity were large enough.. The T~ data for the [lllJ direction can 

be fitted at low' flB (though not very well at high f lB ) by assuming a 

Lorentzian distribution of inhomogenei ty with a width of about 500 Hz. 

But the magnetic field inhomogeneity is given also by the shape of a 

free induction decay of a liquid proton sample, which has a (T2 )p>2ms. 

Thus 

Thus, the measured inhomogeneity of H, is far too small to account for 
o 

-1 the decrease of TAB at low' f lB• 

The B rf field RlB should be very homogeneous over the sample (~% 

inhomogeneity over the sample volume has been measured for the, case of a 
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static field in the Brf coil)~ The relative amount of inhomogeneity 

should be constant aS,the,size of HIB is changed, so B rf inhomogeneity 

should result in an overall decrease of :r ;,i. A particular average valu~' 

of ~B is measured by the audio resonance and this average should not differ' 

greatly from the average represented by :r~,particularlY since the dis

tribution of ~B is so narrow. The e = 90° audio resonances indicate that 

the B rf inhomogeneity is less than one percent of f lB• If we assume a 

Gaussian B rf inhomogeneity distribution of width (1)i = f i (1)lB' so that 

2 2 
-( (J)-(1)lB) /2(1)i 

p((1)) = e J 

-1 and average the exponential form of :rAB over this distribution, the 
, " -1 

new value of :r AB is given by: 

, 1 
Since the measured value of fi ~s ~ .01, it is clear that (:r~)i should 

,equal (:r~) within'-( ~ ~ :r~/2) = 2X10-3 for our experiments, becau~e ,the 

integral above is very nearly unity. The effects of B rf ihb,PInogeneity 

also seem to have the wrong sign to explain ,our results. 

Another more 'likely explanation of the discrepancy at low flB 'Would 

be small, Tandom quadrupole spli~tings of the ca43 resonance line by im-

purities, dislocations, and other lattice defects in the CaF2 crystal. 

, These quadrupole spli ttings ''Would influence :r ~ most st;rongJy for small ~B' 

, -, 

since 
B B', 

the eigenstates of the new' total Hamiltonian 11 (~e + ~Q, ) in the rotating 



frame would deviate significantly frem the simple Zeeman eigenstates 

assumed for the theory in Section II.B.· Thus at low RIB the matrix 

elements of S would be very different from those of the simpler theory, x 

-and the .transition probabilities between the new· Ca43 eigenstates lin> 
in the rotating frame might change sufficiently to lead to anon-Ben tzmann 

population distribution as well. 

It has been shown in Appendix D that the matrix elements ef the 

dipelar perturbation betw'een states 1m > (with quadrupole perturbation) 

do change to. first order in (VQK/flB ), and a first order splitting of the 

audio resenance in the rotating frame does occur.. But when the rate of 

change of the total B spin energy is calculated, the first order changes 

-1 cancel out, leaving only a second erder change in ~AB' This is in agree-

ment with part of the results ef the density matrix calculation of the 

quadrupele splitting effect in Appendix D.. This calculation shows that 

an rms quadrupole splitting v,Q ;;;; • 6kHz. is necessary to fit the data, but 

a quadrupole splitting as large as V"Q,/2 = 300Hz is not seen in the audio. 

resonances. However, . as explained in Appendix D, the density matrix 

calculation is probably seriously in error so. conclusions from it cannot 

be trusted. 

The finite spin diffusion rate b~tw·een ;9spins should in principle 

43 19 . -1 
affect the theoretical value of the Ca -F cross-relaxatien rate ~AB. 

The simple theory of Section II.B. assumes that spin diffusion among F19 

spins is much faster than T~' because the effective heat capacity of 

the~9 spin system is chosen as though any energy flow·ing from the Ca 43 

spin into the ~9 spin system were shared immediately by all the F19 

nuclei. In fact, those nearest F19 spins must rise to a higher spin 

temperature, thus inhibiting the energy flow' into the A spin system. If 
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we define a spin diffusion time constant 'r SDas a time which allow's 
~. " 

all 1540 F nuclei to connnunicate with each other' (see Appendi~ A), 

we would thus expect a decrease in the coupl~ng ratewhen'r
AB 

<'rSD" 

For the [lllJ 'r~ data we do not observe a lowering of the cross relaxation 

rates for tAB ::: 'r SD ;;;; 3 msec, so w'e conclude that TAB is possibly more 

closely related to immediate commUnication of' eachB spin with its nearest 

A neighbors, and it is perhaps only necessary for each B spin to share 
, , 

energy immediately with a few' A spins, without literally having to share 

it with its average number. 

C. Measurement of E and TAB at e,f'90° 

L Experimental Procedure 

Measurements of E and 'rAB for angles e other than 90° were undertaken 

in spite of the added complication of ~,remaining betw'een B rf pUlses, 

for several reasons: 

(1) Clough has shown that the dipolar spectrum vanishes at ffieB = 0 

if e ~90o J possibly leading to an observable change of 'r;i (ffieB ). , '. 

(2) Interference between the A-B dipolar perturbations ;Ulx and J,{lZ 

in second ordertime':'dependent perturbation theory could lead to changes 
1 ' . ' 

in '[~' (see Section II.B.}.) because the B Zeeman eigenstates with large 

I~I wouid tend to come to thermal eCluilibrium with the A spin system faster 

then the eigenstates with low 1In'"BI. This might result in. a cross-relaxation 

bottleneck, and would mean that a thermal-reservoir model of' the B spin 

system during cross-relaxation would lead to incorrect predictions for 

-1 
'rPJ3~ 

(3) If the B Zeeman populations deviate significantly from a high-
, . 

temperature Boltzmann distribution as a result of higher order contribu-

-1 tions to 'r
AB

, the cos e law for the projection of a B magnetization onto .the 
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laboratory z-axis would no longer hold. 38 

(4) It is of interest to check the thermal reservoir model of the 

-1 2' 
cross-relaxation process by measuring whether TAB ~ sin e, and whether 

€ ~ ~B' even for e + 90 ri • 

As discussed in Section II~E.2., it is possible to measure € and 

TAB by assuming the cos e projection law', the thermal-reservoir equations 

(79) and (80) for the change of EA, EB, and putting the B system in a 

definite state (say ~ = 0) before applying the sequence. of B rf pulses 

to the sample4 A computer program could then be used to take account of 

the B magnetization projection betw'een B rf pulses and of the initial 

condition on~... But it is theoretically easier to interpret the SA(T) 

data in terms of € and TAB' if the Ca 43 magnetization remaining along Ho 

is destroyed following each B rf pulse, so each B rf pulse sees the 

initial condition EB(O) = O. Saturating the B magnetization has several 

advantages: (1) For a given number of B rf pulses the double resonance 

signal is much larger for small Isin el, since each B rf pulse does the 

maXimUiD. amount of heating of the A dipolar system; (2) neglecting the 

projection complication greatly 'simplifies the function to which the S i..b ) 

data for e = 90° are fitted, which makes it more believable that the 

least squares € and TAB have the meaning they have in the simple thermal

reservoir equations; and finally, (3) the questionable assumption that 

the cos e projection law for a magnetization holds is removed. 

To saturate any B magnetization before each B rf pulse, a sequence 

of 10 B rf pulse s of length T (sp) spaced TOp ;;; .. 9 msec :» T2B ;;; .2 msec 

apart were applied to the sample. The first set of 10 pulses was applied 

before ADRF on the F19 spins, and thereafter the saturating pulses follow'ed 

each B rf pulse. At each angle e and each feB' T(Sp) was chosen so that 
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rotationof'the magnetization ~ around HeBthrough an angle 

¢ 0 (8) = (J)eB T (sp) would bring ~ into the x-y plane' perpendicular to Ho. 

·During the time TOp » T2B, ~ would decay to zero.. This was repeated 

ten times to ensure complete saturation, because of possible errors in '. 

(l)eB' 8, and T{ sp). For 8 :::: 45° it is always possible to bring ~ per

pendicularto H , but for 8 = 30 6 the same p;ocess as above w'ith o 

(l)eBT(sP);::: 7T, resulted in reducing,,~ o,nly by afactor(co~: '(66°))10;-, .Oo.l. 

To take account of this small 'remaining magnetization, :the computer 

program mentioned, earlier in Section II. E. 2 was used to interpret the 

t b 28 1 b ( : 8 )10 . da a) ut cos was rep aced y cos2 .• 

The saturat~g pulses also destroyed some A signal because they 

c}:ianged the local field at neighboring A spin sites as in the case of 

the transient oscillations (Section II. C.) To subtract out this effect 

from the double resonance effect of the long B rf pulses, the SA(T) data, 

were ,normalized to the value of the A signal when only the saturating 

S A,norm .. 

SA (Sp,T) 
;::: SA ( sp) 

For small feB (and thus small €),the number of B, rf pulses required to 

observe a large double resonance signal was over 10.0.. But the effect of 

the s.aturfl-ting pulses alone on SA also increases fqr small feB' because 

T (sp) (ex (l)e~) approaches TAB (ex exp((l)eBTc)~. Thus SA(sP) becomes 

much smaller) so the €and TAB data for 8 + 90° and small feB are much 

noisier than the 8 = 90.° data taken vrithout saturating pulses. 

i 
I 

I 



2. Experimental Results 

Figures 46 and 47 show the experimental E and 'r;.i, respectively,' 

for e approximatelY equal to 90°, 60", 45", and 30"<1 The E data are 

proportional to t!B} where n = 2.08, or within 4% of the theoretical 

value of n. The values of E for all four values of e are equal, within 

the experimental error.. This can be seen in Fig.. 48 w4ere the E data at 

'each value of e have been fitted to the form E = C? Figure 47 shows , eB 
, -1 ( ) that within the experimental error the form of 'rAB feB' does not change 

with e. The least-squares values of A and 'r are shown in Figs. 49 and 
c 

50, ,respectively. The value of 'r seems to decrease slightly as e de-
c , 

creases, which is in qua'litative (but not quantitative) agreement with 

the calculation of Appendix C .. , The values of 'r for e = 90" with and c 

1~'ithout saturating pulses do not quite agree w'ithin the experimental 

error derived from the least-sC].uares fit. However, it is not clear,whether 

the slight decrE!ase of 'r w'ith decreasing e is real or just experimental c 

scatter. Figure 49showB that the least-squares values of A as a function 

of e obeys the sin2e layr valid for constant 'r • within -the experimental c 

error, and that the values' of A at e = 90° 'w'ith and w'ithout saturating 

pulses agree ,within experimental error. But if woe use the calculated 

2 
'r (e), A(e) should be proportional to sin e 'r (e), which is slightly c c 

smaller than sin2e. The normalized Clough e-dependence for constant 'r c 

is the upper curve shown in Fig. 49. 

3. Discussion 

These experimental results indicate that the thermal reservoir 

model of the cross-relaxation process is obeyed very well, the main 

discrepancy being that the correlation time 'r does not become as small c 
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Ratio of heat capacities, €, measured by pulsed 
ADRF double resonance, using ten saturating pulses 
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AUDIO RESONANCE FREQUENCY, feB (kHz) 

Fig. 47 
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A dipolar-B Zeeman cross-relaxation spectrum, 
measUred by pulsed ADRF double resonance, with 
ten saturating pulses before each B rf pulse; 
Ho' II [lllJ in CaF2 ; solid lines are the le'ast
squares curves 
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Fig. 48 Dependence of the parameter C on e,measured by 
pulsed ADRF double resonance; Ho II [111] in CaF2 
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as the theory.indicates for small e. If we assume that the small variation 

of T C vre measure is the result of expe.rimental scatter., then it is con

sistent for the sin
2e law' to be obeyed. 

r 
But if we believe the calculation of T (e) for the exponential 

c 

spectrum, then the lowe!' curve, which is almost w'ithin the experimental 

error, should be obeyed~ The measured variation of T (9) is then not in c 

agreement with experiment. 

If w·e use the Clough method of evaluating gB( T), assuming T c is 

practically constant (as experiment indicates), and re~uiring the area 

under the T~i((l)eB) curve to be proportional to Sin
2
9, w'e obtain the upper 

CUrve for N(9)sin29. The disagreement between the·data and the Clough 

function 9-dependence seems to be outside the experimental error. There 

should be. little error in using the least-s~uares A(9) from the exponential 

spectrum fit to compare directly with the ~uantity N(9)sin2e of the Clough· 

theory, because for all the data pointsin the least-squares fits (except 

·for feB::::; 2kHz),· the Plough function is e~ual to the exponential within 

S 3%" 

This disagreement is· not understood .. Perhaps we should find the 

correlation function corresponding to. the Clough spectrum for e :\ 90°, 

2 and expand this function to order T , to evaluate the constants appearing 

in the spectrum. It should be noted that a combination of smaller T as c 

9 ~ 0° , and the loss of area near (l)eB = 0 would tend t~.;c~;npensate each 

2 other, but this does not restore the sin e dependence, and such a large 

TC(e) dependence is not observed either. In conclusion, to w'ithih about 5"10., 
.. 2 

the 9 :\: 90° data show' that the spectrum obeys the sin e law·, and T is 
c 

constant. 
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VI .. MEAS~ME~ OF ca43 FREE INDUCTION 
,DECAY IN OaF2 

A~ Physical Basis of the ~th?d 

The double .reBonance lineshape as a function of ~'. is :tn general 

very complicated, since e and weB change as w
B 

is swept through the 

resonance value ruB' ... . 0 

complicated fUnctions 

The double resonance parameters €)! TAB' and Tei are 

of e and WeB; in addition, no matter which method 

of saturation of the B resonance is used . (B rf pulses,audio saturation, 

o.r FM), t'he effectiveness of the saturation mechanism also depends on e. 

A more e,asily intep.reted method of measuring the B line shape makes use 

of the Fourier transform relationship between the B,lineshape :tn frequency 

space, and the transient decay of a B magnetization transverse to the 

laboratory magnetic field. 19 This "free induction decay" shape for the 

rare spin can be measured indirectly using the pulsed double resonance 

method, by 'simply placing the B rf pulses "too close together". The strength 

of the pulsed double resonance process depends ona complete decay of the 

B magnetization between B rf pulses, or a complete heating of the B spin 

reservoir back to infinite spin temperature. Suppose a.train of·a fixed 

numb1e.r N of B rf pulse s is applied to the sample after ADRF, each pulse 

having a constant lengthT, but separated from its neighbors by a variable 

time TO - T
2B

• A B rf master oscillator is used, so the B rf phase is . 

,cohe.rent from pulse to pulse; and for TO :5 T2B 'the B rf field at the beginning 

of a pulse "catches " the remaining B magnetizati0,n from the preceding pulse. 

This means that the B spin reservoir begins the cross-relaxation process in 

a somewhat "colder" state than would occur if the B magnetiza~ion were 

allow'ed to decay completely betw'een B rf pulses. If To:5 T2B, SA will rise 

toward a maximum (or minimum double .resonance effect),but for TO » T2B, 
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SA will approach a minimwn (maximwn double resonance eff~ct). A study of 

SA(To), for constant T and W, will yield the free induction decay of the 

transverse B magnetization. 

This method will be applicable to any situation in which a~fairly 

large double resonance effect is observable. 1'0 make interpretation of_ 

the experimental data easier it is convenient to choose, 'r »'r
AB

, so that 

'r
AB 

drops out of the thermodynamic equations. This entails a certain loss 

-of double resonance sensitivity, which could be regained by letting 'r ~ 'r
AB

, 

but 'using more complicated equations to calculate the free indUction decay 

shape. A further advantage of letting 'r » TAB is that more time is 

allowed for spin diffusion between the abundant spins, so spin diffusion 

effects are minimized. 

B. 43 Contributions to the Ca -.-- Linew'idth in CaF2 

Three possib'le mechanisms of broadening of the Ca 43 resonance in 

CaF2 are: (1) magnetic field inhomogeneity, (2) dipole-dipole broadening 

~ ~ -caused by theF neighbors of the Ca spin, and (3) quadrupolar broadening 

caused by lattice/strains around impurities or,dislocations~ since S = 7/2 

for ca43• The magnetic field inhomogeneity is small, because 'the-T2 of 

protons in a liquid sample is about 2 ms. This implies that (T2B \nh = 

-('Y/'Yca43)(T2p \nh ~ 36 ms. 

The dipolar broadening by F19 neighbors is expected to be large becaUBe 
-- - ~'" 

the F19 neighbors are so close (r ik - 2'::..) and have large magnetic moments, 

and because the angle betw'een H and the crystalline axes has been chosen 
o 

to maximize the Ca-F dipolar coupling for maximwn double resonance rates. 

But the correlation time of the F19 local field ('r <: 80 ) is shorter than 
_ _ _ c - ]J.s 

the time constant characterizing the Ca-F dipolar coupling 
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( «LYn~:>BArl/2 .. :;:- 170].1S.) ,so most of the Ca 43 spins precess 

one cycle in the· local field from. their ~9 neighbors before 

field changes its value. This random ";alk of the phase of a 

less 

this 

ca43 

than 

local 

spin 

meanB that the Ca-F broadening mechanism is less effective because it is 

motionally narrowed .. 

The extent of the motional narrowing can be changed by rotating the 

" .. 

crystal w·i th re spect to the laboratory magnetic 

for motional narrowing is p = J<tvl~) 't" C « 1. 

field, since the requirement 

For H parallel to the o 

[lllJ direction this parameter is ~ .. 49, but for the [llOJ it is ~,,32. Since 

p is not « 1 for our case, w'e should expect to·· see incipient rather than 

complete motional narrow'ing.. The completely nar:r:ow"ed resonance has a 

Lorentzian lineshape,30 ,33 corresponding to an exponential free inducation 

decay_ If the Ca-F dipolar coupling is the dominant broadening mechanism,' 

we should observe a free-induction decay with zero slope for t = 0, which 

becomes an exponential for times long compared with the local field corre- " 

lation time 't" '. c 

The thir~ mechanism is quadrupolar broadening caused by ~andom strains 

in the CaF
2 

lattice" which destroy the cubic symniet~y near a Ca 43 spin site' 

, . ~. 
and result in random quadrupole splitting of the Ca resonance line. 'rhis 

broadening should be independent of the angle between the magnetic field and 

the crystalline axes if the strains are random, so the amount of this con- ' 

tribution to the Ca 43 line w'idth should be derivable from the anisotropy 

of the linewidth. This broadening would be difficult to estimate because 

the quadrupole moment of ca43 and the antishielding factor of Ca are difficult 

to estimate .. 45 
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C. Theory of the Method 

As mentioned above., w'e want to apply many B rf pulses of length 

1" » 1" ABto the sample. I).B must be large enough s,o that the major 

double resonance effect comes from the buildup of a ca43 magnetization 

along HlB : that is., 

E = »0 = 

Then we can neglect the transient oscillations and use ECls. (81) and (82) 

to relate the values of EA and EB at the end of the B rf pulse to their' 

initial values. 
, , 

We will also neglect TlA in these eCluations., because 1" « TlA and 
4' , 

'E «l~ The effect of the strongCa 3_~9 coupling during cross-relaxation 

on the F19 spin-lattice interaction is to cause the combined Ca-F system 

1 to reiax at a slightly slower rate (l+E)TIA 
E, this effect For short times 1"AB and small 

toward the lattice temperature. 

is characterized by: 

( 
E1" ' ) 

=,exp (l+E)T
lA 

' 

We are justified in using 1" rather than N1" here because w'e are studying ~' 

parameter ofa single B rf pulse, so all observed signals w'ill be taken 

to the (~.,), power. The denominator ' aT~se's :becausewedivide ::' ""j',; :,' 

"*'4 SA(N,1") by SA(O). For Ho parallel to [1111, H/(l+E)TlA ; 1.5xIO- «1, 

so the effects' of TlA are negligible. 

Figure 51 shows the ~9 and ca43 energies in the r;tating frame while 
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nth B R F PULSE (n+l)th B RF PULSE 

r ro r 

t 
I..-.....! ---'"TIME 

EA (n -I) 

EB(n-l) 

XBL 676-4197 

Fig. 51 Properties of B rf pulses used to measure T
2

(Ca43 ) 
in CaF2 ; 'fo ~ T2(Ca43 ), 'f »'f

AB
· 
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B rf is on, but at the beginning and end of B rf pulses. The simplified 

eCluations (58') and (581:1) are used, which have the solutions for -r» -r AB : 

EA(n-l) E~(n-l) 
EA (-r ,N);;; (l+d + {l+E) 

Since we neglect TlA, we canDaccount for the values of E
A

, EB at the 

beginning of the next pulse by assuming EA remains constant, and ~ 

decays according to some arbitrary function of -r 0' which approaches zero 

for large -r 0: 

~ (-r o ) ;; ~(-r) f (-r o ) • 

Then EB(n)=-~(-r+'ro)HJ..B = :"~(-rO)~B f(-r o ) = EB(-r,n) f(-ro)~ 

Thus the relation betw"een EA (n), EB(n), and EA (n-l), EB(n-l) can be repre

sented by a matrix M, and the effect of N B rf pulses by a pow"er of MI 

As w"ith the case of the Ca-F cro.ss relaxation calculation for 

e t. 90 ci, ~ can be written as a polynomial in I .and M using the eigen va:lue.s; 

of M.. In this case 

(97' ) 
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, , 

To solve for',f( 'r ) we take the Nth root of Eq. ' (97') and use the fact 
,'Ef('r) 0 '-2 

th t ' 0, < 2 ... 5XlO ' 
a ,N ' 32 

1)(1' ) 
o 

« 1 for our .experimentsl 

: .... 
" 

1 
Since f('ro'-406)':=: 0,1)(00) =.(l+E) ,so we can find f('ro') to a'very 

: good approximation by: expanding the denominator in Eq. (98) 

f('r ) ;; (~) 
o E ' 

'(99 ) 

To derive Eq. (99) for f('r ), the only assumption We have made about its, o 

properties is the very reasonable one that 1'(00) = O. 

A theoretical expre s sion' f~or 1'( 'r 0) can be ,fo~d from the Ander son-
. ~ l 

Weiss model of a mot10nally-narrowed broadening mechanism, by using the " 

information we already possess about,the correlation function of ,the 

~ , "~" 
local field at a Ca spin site. The best fit to our 'rAB measurements 

at e = 90° indicates that this correlation function is given bYl 

, g( 'r) -

, '2 ' 

<~)BA 
2/ 2 (l+'r 'rc) 

I 

The Anderson-Weiss model finds the free induction 'decay shape by 

calculating the' slow accumulation of phase using the correlation function 

of the broadening mechanism, w~. ¢~('r). Suppose the kth Ca
43 

spin under

,goes a transition from state m to state n and we let ~(k) be the change 
mn 
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in the diagonal matrix elements of the broadening mechanism (Ca-F dipolar 

coupling). Then 

But Lm~) is the analogue of Anderson's Lmij , so we have the result that 

the correlation function ¢Lm~1:) appearing in Eq. (31) of reference 46 

is just the correlation function of the local field at a Ca43 spin site" 

This is a reasonable result because it is physically obvious that the same 

fluctuating local field both. causes cross-relaxation and contributes to 

the decay of a transverse ca43 magnetization. 

The theoretical curves in Fig. 52 are calculated using the Anderson~ 

Weiss theoretical expression for ¢(1:), the free induction decay envelope: 

2 2 where ill = g( 0) = {DillB)BA , and p 

,. 
¢ (1:) I 1 = (1 + 1:2/1:~) Lm ·r , .. Lorentzian 

2 2 and -1: 11: 
¢ (1:) \ . = e c (99' ) Lm. 

, . Gaussian 

The asymptotic exponential decay 1s determined mainly by the spectral den-

sity of the correlation function near zero frequency in the rotating frame. 

Since the gaussian ¢Lm(1:) in (99') spreads the spectral density over a 

wider range near low frequencies, it produces a slower decay of~.. For 

our case, the asymptotic decay rates are 
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D. Experimental Results and Discussion 

This experiment requires very good stabilization of the B rf frequency, 

and the iaboratory magnetic field, because a small ~ during the time 'fo 

betw'een pulses can give a spurious contribution to the observed relaxation 

rate~ That is, if during t the B magnetization precesses an angle o , 

6¢B'= ~'fo in the x-y plane, the initial B energy for the succeeding B rf 

pulse will be multiplied by cos 6¢B1 
., .... 

Then what is measured using Eq. (99) is f t ('f) cos 6¢B- Th,e lar,gest . rue 0 

drift of, fB during a T2B run was 6fB - 25 cycles, so cos(6¢B) for 'f 0 = 1 IDS 

is approximately 

(Here we neglect the drift of H' since,it is locked to the Gertsch oscillator 
, ' . 0 

which drifts only 1-2 cycles during a run. We assume that larger but 

short-term fluctuations of Haverage out over the many experimental o 

points taken o,n each curVl'!.') 

This source of experimental error always tends to make T2B look 

too short. It cannot account }~or the agreement with a Lorentzian corre

lation ~ction instead of a gaussian, beca~e 6¢B would have to be _60°, 

or 6fB =const - 170 cps, which is larger than, the observed drift, or 
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error of setting., of fB<i This is probably the" source of much of the 

experimental scatter, how'ever., 

The times 'r wel'e measured wtth an electronic countel' to .llls, but o 

are actually accUl'ate only to ~± lOlls because of the finite rise and fall 

, time of the B rf pulses at the B rf coil. 

YJ (00) and E in, Eq. (99) were found by averaging 3 values of. ~ for 

'r 0 = 2.0, 2" 5 J and 3.0 IDS »T2B• The accuracy of setting the lab ora tory' 

magnetic field parallel to [lllJ and [110J -w'as :5 ± :5°', including the erl'Ol' 

of the 'crystal axis. 

tive 

The slope of the asymptotic exponential deC~y of l4g define,S 
, 4 

T2 (Ca 3). In CaF2 , these measured T2 values are: 

T2 ([lllJ) 1m:::: (2l7±18) Ilsec ; 

T2 ([110 J) 1m ~,( 42~±47). Ilsec. 

an effec-

The calculated values are T2 ([lllJ) = 216 J.lsec,~([llOJ) ;:: 378 Ilsec. 

" 1 ' 
The angular dependence and magnitude of (T2B ) (slope of the asymptotic 

parl of f( 'r ~)) areappl'oximatelygiven :by' assuming ,'the'Ande'rson-Weiss:, " , 

model w'ith a Lorentzian correlation function for f1.B. ,To see this, suppo:se 

w'e assume that the Gaussian correlation function is ,actually correct,. but, ' 

,add a term caused by random quadrupole splittings: 

(100) 

, Then if -w'e at:teinpt to fit the data in, the [111] and [110] directions wt th . 

Eq. (100), w'e,derive two different values of (T;~)Q differing by -50%i 

( T2~ \,[111] ,= 1. 69><10
3 

(T;~)Q,[llO] = .95Xl03 .. 
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On the other hand, we could assume that w'e have an anisotropic contribution 

-1 
to T2B from Ca-F coupling, with the theoretical angular dependance bu~ 

arbitrary 'magnitude, and add a constant quadrupole contribution. We then 
, 1 ' 

find from, the [lllJ and [110J data that (T;B"~. is very small but negative, 

, -1 
and the magnitude of (T2B ) AB ~s approximately equal to the Lorentzian 

contribution. ThUs' it, seems that the quadrup~le broadening of 'th7 ca 43 

resonance is very small, especially since we also observe yery·:little., 

quadrupole broade!ling of the audio resonances. 

As mentioned above,spin diffusion should not affect these results, 

because the time constant 'rSD calculated in Appendix A is much shorter 

than T. Therefore during the'B rf pulse of length 'r the entire average 

,nwnber of A spins can communicate with each other and the B spin. 
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VII. SPIN-LATTIcE RELAXATION OF Ca 43 INCaF
2 

'. A. Introduction 

The neighborhood of a nuclear spin in a cubic crystal is cubic only 

if 'all ions of the 'crystal occupy their equilibrium positions., But thermal 

vib.rations de stroy the instantaneous cubic synnnetry , giving rise to an 

interaction betw'een the instap,taneous electric field grad,ientand the 

nuclear quadrupole moment.. Since the time-average field gradient vanishes", '. 

the effect of the fluctuating field gradients is to produce relaxation of,' 

the nuclear spins toward the lattice temperature. Van Kranendonk has 

calculated the transition probabilities caused by this process between the 

Zeeman eigenstates of the nuclear spin in the laboratory magnetic field .. 47 · 

Van Kranendonk finds that there exist both 16m\ = 1 and 16m\ = 2 processes, 

which would not con-serve a 'Boltzmann population distribution during' relax- '~ 

ation; he also finds that the transition probabilities depend on the angle'; 

, 47 
the laboratory magnetic field makes w'ith the crystalline axes. 

'."Tlie':spin-Iattic,e relaxation process of a rare spin species w'ith a 

, " 
quadrupole moment is of particular interest} because it is possible that ' 

the relaxation might have to, be de,scribed by more than one time constant, 

and b.ecause the relaxation·time constants might depend on the angle the 

laboratory magnetic field makes w'ith the' crystalline axes. For the case 

of an abUndant spin species w'ith a quadrupole moment in a cubic environ

ment, the equal spacing of the Zeeman energy levels allow'S mutual spin 
. . ' . 

flips ,to take place betw'een neighboring abundant spinsi b.ecause in this 

process the Zeeman energy in the laboratory magnetic field is conserved. 

The quadrupolar spin-lattice transition probabilities are anisotropic and 

tend to set up a non-Boltzmann distribution, but this strong coupling 
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between neighboring spins tends to restore a Boltzmann popuiation distribu-

tion.Thus in the case "of an abundant spin species~ it is a good approxi-

mation to calculate the spin-lattice relaxation by assuming that the popula-

tion distribution is always Boltzmann during relaxation; this assumption 

causes the anisotropy and non-exponential behavior of the relaxation to 
" " " 48 

cancel out, leaving a single, isotropic Tl -

43 ++ In the case of Ca in CaF2 , the Ca sites have cubic symmetry and 

the quadrupole interactiop. vanishes, so the ca43 eigenstates in the labora-

tory magnetic field are the equally-spaced Zeeman levels. But the low" 
4 " 4 

natural abundance of Ca 3 means that the average distance betw"een Ca 3 
. " 

spins is large", so the rate of mutual spin flips betw"een Ca 43 neighbors 

" " -19 (( )-'1 -6) is much lower than for neighboring ~ nuclei T flip a r B • 

is the dipolar coupling between Ca 43 neighbors very weak, but two 

Not only 

ca43 

neighbors may be "detuned" from each other considerably at any instant of 

43" 19 time by the large local fields produced at each Ca site by its close F 

" 43 
neighbors. The weak dipolar coupling betw"een Ca spins is modulated rapidly 

with a time constant T c 

two ca43 spins is given 

~ T2A, so the resulting mutual-spin-flip 

approximately b;3 " 

" ( 4 2 " 2 2] 1 I'n (1-3 cos e). n 1 
T( flip) ~ - 6 T2A ::- "'"'50"';"0;""s-e-c .. 

" r B 

time for 

Since the measured spin-lattice relaxation times of ca43 in CaF2 are 

Tl(3000K) - 240 sec and Tl(355°K) - 170 sec, T(flip) ::- Tl (Ca43 ), and during 
4 " 

the spin-lattice relaxation the Ca 3 spins may be treated as isolated 

from each other. Thus Van Kranendonk's transition probabilities shOUld 
4 " 

describe the relaxation process of naturally-abundant Ca 3 in CaF2 , 

" possibly leading to a non-exponential decay and an anisotropic Tl (Ca 43). 
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B. Theory of the Method 

In the foU.ow'ing,w'e W'ill use TlBto represent .a characteristic 

time of the Ca 43 spin-lattice interaction. The, ~ea~u.r.ement' of T
I

( Ca 43) 

in CaF2 observes the spin-lattice relaxation of Ca 43 indirectly, using 

the abundant ~9 nuclei of the sample twice I (1) to polarize the Ca43 

'" C H ' 
" B 0 ' 

spins in Ho to a magnetization ~i »~o = -T- , and (2) to sample the, 
4 ' ' L . 

Ca 3 magnetization ,remaining along H after it has been allowed to relax 
o 

tow'ard the lattice temperature' for a suitable'time.. As will be seen below'; 

this method makes use of the facts that for Ca 43 in CaF
2

, w'e can simul

taneously satisfy the requirements: 

Hk.« HeB, (101) 

TAB « TlA, TlB (102) 

and . 2 
€ cos e > (t) (103) 
(1+€)2 

, 

where 7fi
A 

is the ~ignalto noise of the YL9 dipolar signal ... Requirement 

(103~ simply states that the F19 signal characteristic of the remaining 

ca43 magnetization must be greater than the noise. 

Figure 53 shoW'S the sequence of operations performed to 'obtain one 

point onacurv~ of M(ca43 ) versus't" ,First' the F19 dipolar reservoir 

is placed:,in a state of loW' spin temperature' «(Tss\ « TL) by theADRF 

process.. Then.a long off-resonance :B rf pulse (e = 45°) with large ReB 

,is applied to the sample,. S~ce T » TAB (H
eB

), the ~9 ,and Ca 43 spins 

come to a cormnon spin temperature in the rotating frame. Since € is still 

relatively small, this COnDllonspin temperatur'e is nearly equal to the 

I ,43 
initial, very low', A dipolar spin temperature. Thus the Ca magnetization 

in the rot,ating frame is much greater than the Ca 43 magnetization obtained 

" '!' 
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BRF PULSE 

(e = 45°; feB= 15kc) 

I--- '" I sec.~ 
C043 RELAXATION 

"---TIME: ---..f 
15 sec. - 210 sec. 

FI9 DIPOLAR 
SYSTEM 

ENERGIZED 

SEVERAL 
e ARF 
PULSES 

'''-I 

SATURATE 
FI9 DIPOLAR 
AND ZEEMAN 

, RESONANCES 

(a ) 

(b) 

CRYSTAL 
ROTATED TO 
RELAXATION 

ANGLE 

CRYSTAL 
ROTATED TO 

BACK TO 
ORIGINAL 

ANGLE 

eO 
PULSE 

SMALL 
DIPOLAR 

(SIGNAL 

FI9 DIPOLAR 
SYSTEM 

ENERGIZED 
BY REMAINING 

C043 MAGNETIZATION 

XBL 676-4199 

Experimental procedure for measuring spin-lattice 
relaxation time Tl (Ca43); Fig. 53a f$hows B spin 
polarization process, and relaxation period; Fig. 
53b show's procedure for sampling remaining B mag-

, netization, MB(tr ) 
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by allowing the' Ca 43 spins to -come into thermal equilibrium in R at room 
. 0 

temperature.. As surning (102)( Whi-c~ doe snot quite hold ior Ca 43 in CaF 2)' 

and assuming that the the~l-reservoir model of the cross-relaxation 

process holds, the initial Bmagnetizatio~MBiparallel toRo after the 

B rf pulse of length 'L » 'rAB is given by: 

For these measurements, HeB Rl 52g, H!.A Rl jj855g, and. E ;; .25, so that 
4 ' , , 

MBi ~ 35 MBo)' so the Cs.. 3 magnetization corresponding to thermal equilibrium 
1 '19 . 

with the lattice would give - . 30 of the F signal corresponding to the 

maximum MB = MBi4We can then.say 'that the c~43magnetization relaxes 

eS,sentially tow'ardzero, because our F19 signal to noise is not large 

enough to see this small thermal equilibrium ;magnetization.. 
4 . 

Once the initial Oa 3 magnetization ~i is formed by the first B rf 

,pulse, it is allowed to relax toward the lattice temperature for a variable· < ..•.. 

'time tRe The long Ca 43 relaxation time niakes it possible to work with : 

the longe st T2 of the ~9 (Ho parallel to the [111] direction), but still 

measure TlB for other angles. It is possible to rotate the crystal quickly 

to another angle in the laboratory magnetic field for the relaxation time 

t R, and then rotate it back to the :reference angle just before sampling 

, 4 '. 
the remaining Ca 3 magnetization. " 

, , '43 
After the relaxation time tR' the rema.ining Ca magnetization is 

s~led by using the Ca-F double re,sonance process again. Just before 

the second long B .rf pulse the dipOlar and Zeeman res'ervoirs of the ~9 

system are saturated by applying several 45° A rf pulses to the sample. 
i 

I 

i 
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43 . 
These pulses do not affect theCa magnetization, but ensure that 

EA(O) = 0 for the second B rf pulse, and make the errors caused by small 

amounts of ;-9 Zeeman signal as small as possible. Since the ;-9 dipolar 

reservoir is now' hot, the remaining ca43 magnetization cools it, resulting 

in a small ;-9 dipolar signal proportional to ~(tR). This dipolar signal 

can be calculated from Eqs. (81) and (82), assuming that ~AB « ~; 

EA(O) = 0, and 

EB( 0) :;:: - (~i iQ. (tR) cose) HeB, 
, 

where -R.. (t
R

) gives the spin-lattice relaxation of the Ca 43 magnetization. 

The smaU dipolar signal is· then (using SA ex: EA) 

2 
= E cos e '1<, (t ) 

(1+E)2 . R • (103' ) 

Equation (103') show'S that this method of measuring T1B is useful only if 

the rare spin species is sufficiently abundant, since the signal propor-
, 2 

tional to ~(tR) is of order E, cos e times the maximum signal from the A 

spin species. In general, one cannot arbitrarily increase HeB, since then 

~AB becomes very long because the cross-relaxation quantum falls in the 

wings of the A dipolar spectrum.. The competition between requirements 

(102) and (103) above leads to an optimum. HeB-

In the CaF2 case, where ~AB ::: TlA so that assumption (102) does not 

hold, and ~ >1> ~ AB' we must use the exact solutions of the thermodynamic 

equations in Appendix E. Assuming EB(O) = 0 for the first B rf pulse, 

Eq. (E.10) yields EB(~)' so that 
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,~, = -cos e E (T)'= 
-~i H B B ' ,e 

[ 
, 'e ( ) J [ -"A. T " -R Q.(l+x)T J ' 

= -C~:B . l!e EA(O) e-\l+x)Q(l-e 0 . ) 

Equation (E.9) also, yields the value' of, E A (T) c,aused by the remaining 
4 ' , " 

Ca 3, 'magnetization after time tR f 

2 ' 
( ' , ) .()( ) € cos e (' ') 

EA T, tR = IT., t R. . 2 EA 0 
, (1+E) 

e --R~Q. l+x T . 

[

-"A. T '() ] 2 

Cl+x)Q. (l-e 

(104) 

The correction factor K( T) . is given exactly by the following parameters 

appearing in it, to the extent that the thermodynamic model is correct 

for e =45°. Approximate expressions (accurate to about 3'/0 for x ~ .2) ",/ 

are aiso given (€ ;; .25 here) t' 

R = (l+€) 
o 

"A. = 

1 
(l+x)Q. 

, . 2 
1-(4x/[(1+€)(1+x) ] 

R (l+x) (1-Q.)' ;; (--1...) (1 
o 2 TlA 

(
1 _ x(l-€) ) 

, l+€ 

,€X ) 
(l+€) 

, r' 
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For this experiment (:r = 1 sec, 'rAB ~ .5 sec, E = e25, x ~ ~2, TlA = 4.3 sec), 

~('r) ~ 65%. 

C. Experimental Procedure 

The ADRF wave form in Fig. 53a was the same one employed for all 

other double resonance measurements. The angle e was set by choosing 

6fB ~,feB/cos B, and adjusting the B rf amplitude to give an audio resonance 

cent'ered at 15 kHz. The values of e and feB are not critical as long as 

they are constant, since they determine the overall amplitude of the small 

dipolar signal, not its behavior asa function of t
R

- The relaxation time 

tR was varied in 30 sec steps from 30 sec to 210 sec for each run, and 

was timed with a watch. The crystal was :rotated by hand at the beginning 

and end of the time t R, requiring less than one second for each rotation. 

The second part of the process, Fig. 53b, was initiated by hand following 

the rotation back to the reference angle ([lllJ - direction). Six 45° 

. 19 
pulses spaced by -160 msee w'ere applied to saturate the F Zeeman and 

dipolar reservoirs before sampling the remaining ca43 magnetization. The 

small dipolar signals were amplified in a gain of 30 AC amplifier and 
, ' 40 

sampled with a gated integrator ,of the Reichert-Xb'wnsend type. The DC 

level from the integrator w'as displayed on a recorder, the output of which 

was shorted between sampling events to prevent excessive drift. The 

largest dipolar signals SA(tR - 15 sec) had a signal to noise of 3 or 4 

to 1, in rough agreement with the values expected from Eqe (104). 

At each value tR two zero-signal points were obtained by bringing 

the B spin system into th~rmal contact w'ith the relatively hot (room 

temperature) ~9 dipOl~; reservoir three times to destroy any remaining 

ca43 magnetization, and then using the signal obtained from the sampling 
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sequence .(Fig./3b) as the zero of signal •. Three, one-second B rf pulses 

separa ted by a time 5 sec - TlA (dip.) were applied, which reduc.ed 

( E) 6' 1 ~(remaining) by a factor < I+E cos e . = To .. 

The sequence of, operations in Fig" (53) was repeated five times for 

each value of tR and the results averaged to yield one point on a graph. 

of ~(tR) such as Fig. 54. The error bars in Fig. 54 are the rms error 

calculated from the deviations from the average of the five measurements. 

The error in tR caused by rotation of.the crystal and variations of the 

starting time of the sampling sequence (Fig~ 53b) was:!:2 sec. The average 

~(tR) values for each angle and temperature were fitted to an exponential. ." 

decay law' 
-t IT 

~(t ) = 1L(0) R' lB 
~13 R -13 e 

'. wi th an IBM 1620II computer J since the data did not show any repeatable 

deviations from a single exponential. Figure 55:'show's the temperature 

dependence, anisotropy, andrms error of the ca43 T1 derived from these 

least squares fits. 

The error of resetting the angle .n between the crystalline axes and 

H was ±1 0.. The [111J and [110J directions w'ere determined by measuring 
o 

the maxima and minima of T2(~9) to±l°, by looking at the ~9 Zeeman 

free induction decay with a constant integrator sampling pulse for' a range .' 

of.Q. One junction of a copper constantan thermocouple was cemented to 

the CaF2 single crystal and the thermocouple voltage betwe~n the ice 

point and the sample temperature w'as measured with a Moseley recorder. 

The sample temperature was regulated by heating a stream of inflowing air, 

the heating current being controlled by a resistance bridge connected to 

a thermistor on the sample. The temperature was accurate to ±2°C at 82°C, 
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43 . 
Co IN Ca F2 

H 0 II D II] 0' R E C T 10 N 
T = 27° C 
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= 202 + 19 SEC 

~ 3 
~ 
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....... -co 2 
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CA 43 RELAXATION TIME (SEC) 

XBL'676-4200 

Fig. 54 Typical spin~lattice relaxation of Ca43 magnetization 
in CaF2 ; Ho II [lllJ, TL = 300 oK, TlB (l.sq.) = 202±19 
sec; rIDS error of the average of five measurements is 
shown . 

/ 
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D. Experimental Results and Discussion 

As can be seen from Fig. 54, the poor signal to noise ratio may mask 

a small non-exponential behavior, especially since two nearly equal time 

,10 
constants would be very hard to detect. But as mentioned in Section 

II~B.3., for e \ 90° there exist small I~I = 1 transition probabilities 

2 
proportional to In:s (S + ~)(S- ~+l); which could lead to a non-Boltzmann 

initial population distribution for the ca43 spins (cqrresponding to ~i). 
This non-Boltzmann initial distribution would also lead to a non-exponential 

spin lattice relaxation, and wouid con:(use the interpretation of the 

relaxation data. But our e , 90° cross-relaxation measurements confirm 

that these higher order processes are unimportant. Within the experimental 

signal to noise, non-exponentiality from both these effects appears to be 

unobservable. 

It has been shown49 that the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation can be 

described by a single, isotropic time constant (that is, the Bloch 

equations apply), even for the case of the quadrupolar relaxation mechanism,. 

under the follow·ing set of assumptions 1 

(1) The ensemble of relaxing nuclei ca~ be considered to interact 

separately w'ith their molecular environment so the behaviC?r of the whole 

sample can be found by summing the contributions from the independent 

relaxing spins. 

(2) The Larmor frequency ~o of the nuclear spin in the laboratory 

* magnetic field, and the characteristic fluctuation time 11m·' of the per-

turbations on ,'the. isolated nuclear spin satisfy the relations: 



(3)' The high temperature approximation. holds, 

and (4) The molecular surroundings are isotropic' and have a characteristic 

* . 
. freCluency (l) »(l)Bo. 

The theory of reference 5. does not allow' us to calculate the effects' 

of both the Ca-F dipolar coupling and the quadrupolar spin-lattice.relaxation 

because the characteristic frequency (l)* of the ~9dipolarinteractions 
. * doe s not satisfy the criterion (l) »~o stated in assumption (4), and 

* -1 * 1 1 also may not satisfy (l) »T2B, since (l) ~ T;A ~ 4 T;B »1. But since 

we do not expect any interference to occur between the dipolar broadening 

and the 9.uadrupolar spin-lattice relaxation, we can use the Wangsness-Bloch 

theory to calculate the quadrupolar contribution to the T2 and Tl of the 

43 . Ca resonance, but use the Anderson-Weiss exchange narrow'ing theory of 

Section VI~B •. to' find the magnetic contribution to T2 of Ca 43 • The 
.. 49 . 1 1" . . 

Wangsness-Bloch theory results in (T)Q = (T)Q' but the quadrupole 
. . . 1 . ~ . 1 -1 2 1 

b.ne w2dth (T)Q "" (200) sec wtll be completely masked by the much 
2 

larger nuclear dipole-dipole broadening '. ' 

-1 '. 3-1 
(T ) ~ 2xlO sec 2B magnetic 

If w'e treat these two perturbations independently as above, the crucial 

assumption to obtain a single, isotropic Tl is that the molecular surround

ings be isotropic. Although this has not been proved, it, s.eems to be a 

reasonable assumption and could yield the isotropic single exponential:' Tl 

we seem to observe. 

Figure 55 show'S the temperature dependence and anisotropy of the Ca 43 

Tl,derived from the least squares fit for each angle and temperature~ The 

data do not show' any repeatable anisotropy of the Ca43 Tl's although again 

". , 

; .. 
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w'e cannot exclude a small anisotropy (10 to 20%), of the order of the 

experimental noise. The dotted lines represent the average. of all data 

points weighted equally. The expected anisotropy of the ca43 transition 

probabilities has not been calculated explicitly, although the calculations 

for the CsCl structure50 should apply to the CaF2 case since only the 

nearest neighbors of the relaxing ion appear in the Van Kranendonk calcu-

lation. 5:1 But it has been, ,shown that for positive ions in alkali halide 

crystals, an important contrj.bution to the quadrupolar spin-lattice relaxa-

tion comes from electric dipole moments induced on neighboring negative 

ions by long-w'avelength optical phonons" Calculation of this mechanism 

requires know'ledge of the optical phonon densities of states, the dipolar 

polarizibilities of the F19 ions, and require~ modification of the van 

Kranendonk theory to include non-equivalent ions. 50 No calculation of the 

anisotropy of Tl caused by the induced-dipole mechanism has been made, so 

even if the anisotropy of the simpler ionic displacement model of Van 

Kranendonk were known for this crystal structure, the theoretical anisotropy 

would still neglect the anisotropy of the important induced-dipole mechanism. 

For a rough estimate of the expected anisotropy of the Van Kranendonk 

ionic model we note that for the NaCl lattice Van Kranendonk47 found that 

the 6.m = ±l transition probability in the [Ill] direction w'as about 50% 

larger than in the [100], while the.6m =:1:2 transition prob8.bility was 10% 

smaller in the [Ill] than in the [100]. Mieher found for the zincblende 

lattice a smaller anisotropy: for.6m = ±l the transition probabilities 

were 15% smaller for [Ill] than for [100 J, while the .6m = :!2 trans it ion 

48 
probabilities were 4% smaller in [Ill] than in [lOOJ. 

Since we observe an exponential s~in-lattice relaxation of ~, and 

anisotropic Tl 
43 ' 

for Ca within experimental error, it is reasonable to 
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calculate the, temperature dependence of the average Tlof C'a 43 us:Lng the 
'" "', ,,' '48 

,single-exponential, isotropic value for Tl calculated by Mieher. " There 

is a small difference betw'een the temperature dependence calculated for 

'the Van Kranendbnk model, and that for the optical mode relaxation mechanism, 
, 

which we neglect. The temperature dependence of Tl is given by the function 

"*2 * * I/Tl = T E(T)" where T ;:: (TieD)'; and e D is the Debye temperature. For 

calcium fluoride e D = 510o K, so the calculated ratio of Tl is given by 

The experimental value, of this ratio, based on the average ' Tl r s of Fig." 55 

is in agreement within ,the ,experimental error: " 

Tl (355°K) 
Tl (300ciK) = .72 ±.13 .. 

. , 4 
The contribution to Tl of the Ca 3 fiom magnetic spin-lattice 

relaxation through paramagnetic impurities should be very small because, 
, , 43 

of the small magnetic moment and the low' abundance of the Ca spins. 

The low abundance prevents spin diffusion from carrying the spin energy 

from the ca43 spin to the parama~etic impurity. The same paramagnetic 

impurities will relax both the F19 and the 

tion of the ratios of Tl's of c~43 and ~9 

43 ' 
Ca spins, so a rough calcula-

due to the same paramagnetic 

impurity is given by (assuming the spin-diffusion-limit case, and assuming 
4 ," 

the diffusion concept is valid for the widely-separated Ca 3 spins52 (: 
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USing~(Ca) ~ 500 sec. 

Since the observed :ratio 

this would imply: 

2F T ] 3/
4 

·-2 
== 1~8XlO 

Thus it is impossible to find an electronic relaxation time'! which w·il1 

give agreement between the ca43 and y9 relaxation times, if we assume 

both species of spin are relaxed to the lattice by the same kind of 

paramagnetic impurity with a Lorentzian spectrum. 
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VIII. RARE SPIN DOUBLE RESONANCE IN GYPSUM 

A. Introduction 

A search for rare spin double resonances was made in gypsum 

(Ca804 • 2~0), using the protons in the waters of hydration as the 

abundant A spins, and using the ADRF double resonance inethod~ Gypsum has 
. . 

a monoclinic lattice of symmetry C~h,53 so el~ctric field gradients at the 

nuclear spin sites will not in general vanish. Thus we may expect quadru-. 

pole splitting of the Larmor re sonance line s of· spin specie s wt th spin 

8 > 1/2. A search was made for possible quadrupolar-split double resonance 

lines from the follow'ing rare spins: deuterium (D), 017, ca43 , and 83\ .... 

17 . 
In gypsum, lengthy searches for the resonances of 0 and D in waters 

of hydraUon are not necessary, sinCe the waters of.hydrat:ion are not 

greatly distorted on going into the gypsum lattice. We can thus infer the 

approximate D and 
17 . o quadrupole splittings from previous measurements on 

deuterated w·aters 
. 4 

of hydration or free water molecules. 5 ,55 A study of 

the q,uadrupole splittings of naturally-occur~ing deuterium and 017 would 

be of interest for four reasons: (1) It would demonstrate the ability 

of the double. re.sonance technique to detect the resonances 'Of spin species 

about an order of magnitude less abundant than ca43
% D (.0156% abundant) 

17 . 
and 0 (.037%). (2) It would check the influence of quadrupole splittings 

on d'Ouble resonance intensities, A-B cross-relaxation, and audio .resonance 

frequencies. (3) It would allow us to check the validity 'Of the thermal 

reservoii' model of the double res'Onance proc~ss for the case of A spins 

grouped into strongly interacting pairs. It is possible that spin diffusi'On 

rates and A-B cross relaxation might be modified by this strong interaction. 

(4) It would investipate the ability of audio saturation double resonance 

,. 

" ,/r 
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to identify resonance lines observed, and to separate overlapping resonance 

lines with widely differing effective gyromagnetic ratios 'Yeff in the 

rotating frame • 

B. Experimental Procedure 

The arrangement of A ri' and B rf-receiver -coils in Fig. J2 w'as wound 

on a machined Teflon form and placed in the tip of a glass dew:ar, unsilvered 

near the tip.. The dewar walls oriented the coils approximately w'ith respect 

to the magnet polei'aces. The audio saturation coil (approximately a 

Helmholtz pair) was slipped over the outside of the dewar tail, betw'een 

the dewar wall and the magnet pole i'aces .. 

The gypsum sample was a cylindrical single crystal from Ward's of 

California which w'as ground to i'it snugly inside the B rf -receiver coil. 

The cylinder axis} measured b;y cleavage planes of the crystal,53 was 

parallel to the (010) plane (Wooster's axes), making an angle of about 

99° w'ith Wooster's [lOOJ axis, and about 52.5° with Wooster's [OOlJ axis.' 

A rod was attached to the sample so it could be rotated about its axis 

in the vertical B "rf-receiver coil, perpendicular to H. The sample, o 

B rf--receiver coils, and A rf coil were immersed in liquid nitrogen. 
, 60 

The gypsum crystal w'as irradiated with 'Y-rays in a Co bomb to reduce 

the proton Zeeman Tl to (59 ± 6) seconds at 77°~ The proton dipolar Tl 

was (8 ± 1) seconds at 77°K} probably determined by hindered rotation of 

the waters of hydration. 56 Rotation about the cylinder axis varies the 

splitting between the two components of the proton line in gypsum, which 

is split by the close nuclear dipole-dipole coupling between protons on 

the same water molecule. 57 Figure 56 shows a proton dipolar free induction 

decay for the orientation which produces maximum splitting of the proton 

line. The beats on the signal decrease the signal to noise at the gated 
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Fig. 56a Proton Zeeman signal at detector; horizontal: 

20~sec/div.; vertical: 1 vOlt/div.; 

H approximately II (010) in gypsum 
o 

x.BB 677-3644 

Proton dipolar signal at detector; horizontal: 

20~sec/div.; vertical: 1 volt/div~; 

H approximately II (010) in gypsum 
o 
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integratdr output, because it is necessary to use a small sampling capacitor 

(1)Jhich increases boxcar drift) and a short· sampling time (which decreases 

the signal size). 

Several audio resonance studies were made to determine the effective 

gyromagnetic ratio in the rotating frame, ~eff'~eff is defined by 

where f~Ud is the center of the audio resonance, .and IS.B is the rotating 

component of rf field calculated from the peak B rf amplitude VB' the 

inductance of the B rf coil LB, and the gauss per ampere of the.B rf coil 

There is·at least 10% uncertainty in l1.B' and the audio resonances are 

broadened by the large audio fields necessary to observe an appreciable 

double resonance effect.. Without detailed knowledge of the B spin states 

between which the transition is taking place, there is no w'ay to calculate 

~eff and thus check the value of l1.B4 (In practice it might be useful to 

have a test sample of CaF2 to calibrate the gauss per B rf volt of the B 
4 .. 

rf coil, using the Ca 3 double resonance.) Much of the scatter in the 

~eff reported here may be caused by not being able to set fB during each 
.,. 

audio resonance exactly at the center of the B resonance line because of 

the broad resonance lines. Thus 

fO -...!.. V 2 IE + ""I' aud - 2 Tr ~eff lB ---B (105) 

whereLY0B is unknown, or Eq. (105) has to be averaged over an inhomogeneous 

distribution, yielding an as;ymmetric audio resonance line with a meaningless 
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center fre<luency~, In the case of an inhomogeneou.slY broadened B resonance, 

it is probably best to keep 'YBIS.B large comparedt6 the inhomogeneous 

line width when measuring 'Yeff' if possible. 

The audio saturation double resonance techniClue may be useful if the, 

phase-shifted double resonance method yields two overlapping lines. If 

the 'Yeff of the two lines are 'sufficiently different and the audio resonances 

sufficiently narrow', it may be possible to satisfy the condition (106) 

for optimum double resonance intensity for species (1), 

but have for species (2)l 

or 

.; ~ \ .', 

Then the double resonance intensity for spin .species 2 .should be decreased, 

e:speciallyif condition (107) holds, since the audio resonance condition is 

never satisfied for species 2 at any ~(2)4 

C4 Results and Discussion 

Figure 57' show's the rotation spectra obtained in gypsum at TIoK, in 

the region 500 kHz to 2.2 MHz. The B rf amplitude was adjusted to be 

proportional to fB so rs.:s ; 22 gaus.s for all fB' and the, B rf w'as shifted 

in phase, by 180 0 every millisecond. These spectra are not simple Cluadrupole 

splittings of Zeeman ~esonance lines, and''YHo- 27TVQ.' so calculation of 

the resonance frequencies must be done exactly. The linewidths 'vary from 

5kHz to about 50 kHz, and the double resonance time constants from 

,TAB ; 9 sec. to TAB; 80 sec. Some of the resonances seem to be inhomogeneously 

I 
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Fig. 57 Orientation dependence of ADRF double resonance 
spectra in gyps~~ Larmpr frequencies of rare 
spin species D) ~7) Ca43, and 833 are shown 
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broadened because they have relatively narrow aU,dio resonance lines, but 

broad resonances as a function of fB are obtained if a sweep is made, 

satisfying the audio 'resonance condition at. the line cent~r: 

( ). (0 ) f . = f 
aud sw'eep aud f. = f 
, b Bo 

• 

The most striking feature of the data is the weak resonance line at 

about 1692 kHz; approximately equal to the Larmor frequency of deuterium' 

(fL (D) == 1688.5 kHz). The signal to noise of this line is about four to 

one .. and at some. angles a small pplitting (~ 'I - 3 kHz) of this line into 

two components is observed .. This line is interpreted as a double quantum 

transition betw'een the In:B =. ±l levels of naturally-occurring deuterium 

( .. 0156% abundant).. The quadrupole splitting parameters for deuterium in 
, 2 

DaCI0
3 

. D
2

0 at ,+,+0K, baye been measured to be (e q Q.!h) 247.17+.,05 kHi' 

~nd T] '= .103±" 006,5
8 

so that v Q. ;;; 371 kHz •. Since the D20 deuterium quadru;" 

pole interaction should be close to the HDO deuterium quadrupole interaction' 

, (2)2' " 
in gypsum .. we see that the second order freque:ncy~~shift vm ~ VQ./12 fL(D) = . 

47 kHz is negligible., and first order perturbation theory should give the 

deut~ri~~ quadr~pole splittings accurately. Then the ~ = ±l .levels of D 

are displaced equally by the quadrupole interactio:n, and to first order the . 

energy diff~rence (E_
l 

- E+
l

) = 2hf
L
(b). Thus in a double quantum transi

tion the two quanta absorbed w'ill have frequency v c: fL(D) to first order. 

The ,signal corresponding to tqe double quantum transition is large because 

all four inequivalent deute.rium sites in the gypsum unit cell may contribute 

to it equally in spite of variations in quadrupole splitting from site to 

site. An exact diagonalization of the deuterium Hamiltonian show's a small 

~pward shift of the (E_l ... E+l ) energy difference for reasonable 'vQ.' and 

the observed splitting is probably caused by magnetic int~raction with the 

I 
1 

I 
,I 
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neighbol'ing protons on the DHO molecule, 'which causes a splitting varying 

w'i th orientation betw'een 0 and 8.74 kHZ. The D2 transition could not be 

observed when the proton line splittingw'as largest, probably because of 

poor signal to noise • 

. The intensity of this kind of double ~uantum tl'ansition has been· 

calculated by Hughes and Grabnel'.59 They find that the intensity of the 

double ~uantum tl'ansition is as large as the ordinary fil'st order 

transitions (6ffi) = ±l) if 

(107' ) 

where 

Since the obsel'ved transitions are always near ill == 27TfL(D), then condition 

(107 1
) becomes (assuming ~ = OJ HIB = 26 gauss, and ~(D)/2rr = .654 kHz/g). 

2 
= v Q (3J..l -1) .... ~:Q 

(6f) s 2 2 2rr 
.... 

12 kHz, 

-
where I-l is the cosine of the angle between H and the z principal axis of o 

the field gl'adient tensor.. The double quantum transition intensities are 

also larger because they are half as w'ide as the first order transitions. 

The first-order quadrupole satellites corresponding to this double-

~uantum transition have not been observed, pl'obably'because of poor experi-

mental signal to noise. There are four physically ine~uivalent deuterium 

sites in the gypsum unit cell, and all the deuterium sites may contribute 

to the double ~uantum transitioru Then if each of the first-order transitions 

has a different frequency and is at least tW'ice as broad as the double-

quantum transition, it is reasonable to divide the signal to noise of the 
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first order transitions. This factor would reduce the experimental signal 

to noise to 1/2 to ·1, making these lines unobservable. Thefirst-order 
. . 

satellites might also be much broader because of the crystalline im-

perfections, which do not affect the double-~uantum transitions. 

Other prominent features of the spectra in Fig. 57 are the sets of 

narrow' lines (H" W.ILM.. ~5 to 10 kHz) symmetrically located around 

fB ; 1715 kHz and fB ; 858 kHz •. An attempt was made to attribute the upper 

set of lines to deuterium or 017 in water molecules of gypsum, but the 

. large "second order shift" of these lines from fL(D) or f
L

(017) re~uir~d 

us to assume v
Q 

w:as were several times as large a.s previously measured 

values .. 5h,55,58 An exact diagonalization (using an IBM 7094 computer) of 

the S = land S = 5/2 Hanultonians for arbitrary ~uadrupole frequency and 

principal axes as measured earlier y~e 

w·ith these lines... The four ine~uivalent deuterium sites and the two 

inequivalent 017 sites also yielded many more theoretical lines than the 

experimental ones to be explained. 

The lines centered at fB ; 1715 kHz are broader than the lines centered 

at fB ; 858kHz, and are at almost tw·ice the frequency. It is possible: 

that the upper lines are first order transitions betw:een two B spin eigen-

states and the low'er lines correspond to two-quantum transitions betw·een 

the same eigenstates" The 'Yeff measured for the.upper pair of lines va~ied 

from .05 kHz/gauss to ~133kHz!gauss, while 'Yeff for the lower lines w·as 

about .19 kHz/ gau.ss. It is likely that the se are Ca 43 lines because of· 

their low' 'Y
eff

, high intensity, and narrow' width. 

'The remaining lines in Fig. 57 are much broader and have 'Yeff in the 

range from .5 kHz/gauss to 2 kHz/gauss. The breadth of these lines may 

introduce appreciable error into the measured 'Y
eff

, although it is difficult ,:. 
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te say whether this is H}B breadening 'Or inhemegeneeus breadening. These 

are prebably 833 lines, since the sulphate tetrahedra are knewn te be 

60 ' 
disterted in gypsum, and the lines are intense • 

.An attempt was made at n = 59° te use audie saturatien te separate 

two bread , 'Overlapping resenances lecated at 2063 and ,2080 kHz. The 

resenance with lewer )leff at 2063 kHz was. narrewed frem 12 kHz te 5 kHz 

by using audie saturatien rather than phase shifting the B rf~ The back

greund caused by the 2080 kHz resenance w'as still unimpertant. But when 

the audie resenance cenditien was satisfied :fer the 2080 kHz resenance, 

the line was still bread and seme backgreund frem the 2063 kHz w'as visible. 

In cenclusien, we have seen resenances in gypsum frem naturally-eccurring 

deuterium, and prebably frem naturally-eccurring Ca 43 and 833.. Fer initial 

searches it seems best te use phase-shifted B rf fer simplicity and because 

the resenance lines are breader. But the audie saturatien technique can 

be used te help distinguish 'Overlapping resenances, te. narrow. deuble 

resonance lines fer mere accurate measurements, and te measure the gyre-

magnetic ratie in the retating frame, '"Yeffe Net eneugh is knewn abeut the 

,B spin eigenstate s in gypS1.lJIl' either to calculate the expected '"Yeff 'Or 

deuble resenance sensitivity, se ne cenclusiens can be drawn abeut the 

importance 'Of spin diffus:i.en ameng clesely ceupled preten pairse 
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DG ,CONCLUDllJG REMARKS 

A. Suggestions for Further Work 

The Clough-method evaluation of the. cross-relaxation correlation 

function should be investigated in a case where the distortion of the 

cross-relaxation spectrum from the exponential form is larger for larger 

feB than in CaF2.. ,This would require larger A-B dipolar interaction and 

longer, ; both these criteria would be, satisfied for the case of larger '" 
c' , ',_ 

)'B and smaller )'A· 

,If )'A is smaller and )'B is larger, the first-order perturbation theory 

would not be as good, and :second order effects might become detectable. 

Therefore, it would be interesting to repeat the experiments of Lurie 

and Slichter; but use the palsed method of €lVlil.lnat;1ng the cross-relaxation 

parameters E and 'AB for several values of 8. They reported evidence of 

a second exponential in the cross-relaxation process, but perhaps. their 

data ~wuldbe completely explained by the assumption of an exponential 

cross-relaxation spectrum. 

Dr. Russell Walstedt· has sugge sted the study of isotropic exchange 

couplings in CaF2 type crystals, by measuring, the cross-relaxation'rates 

of positive ions heavier than Ca++. For Ho parallel to the [100] direc':7' 

, 2 
tion, (6mAB )BA drops to about 3% pfits value, in the [lllJ direction, so 

-1 
contributions to 'AB from exchange couplings 'may be detectable., 

Work should be done 'on the measurement of cross-relaxation parameters 

and Tl of a rare B spin species, when TIB ''S '['AB. Presumably no double 

resonance heating would be ,')leces'sary for TIB '« 'r AB' and if TIB 'S 'rAB , 
'"r -: ,.' )~ I 

~ ;.~ ..... ~':.;:;..... 
perhaps applying larger an~,larger audio fields during double resonance 

could help to separate the TIB and 'rAB contributions. 
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It would be interesting to study ADRF double resonance in a sample 

with several A spin species, such as KDP (~P04). It might be possible 

to study cross relaxation between the A and A' d'ipolar reservoirs, by 

doing ADRF on the A species and immediately remagnetizing on the A' species. 

It would be interesting to see what change in the double resonance sensi

tivity for a rare B spin occurs, if there are two A spin species. 

For the case of a quadrupolar-split B spin transition (as in gypsum), 

the thermodynamic reservoir model of the A-B cross-relaxation process and ' 

the influence of the B spin states on ~eff should be checked. It would also 

be interesting to measure the T2 of aquadrupolar-split transition using 

pulsed double resonance. 

B. Conclusions 

A detailed study of audio saturation double resonance and pulsed 

double resonance following adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame 

has shown that these two methods of doing double resonance complement each 

other nicely. If inhomogeneous broaden,ing of the rare spin resonance line 

is smaller than the B rf field, audio saturation can be used to locate the 

B spin resonance line center accurately, to separate dipolar broadening from 

other broadening mechanisms of the B resonance line, to measure HeB and e 

in the rotating frame, to identify quadrupolar-split double resonance lines, 

and to measure the maximum double resonance rate €/~AB. The pulsed double 

resonance method h$s been used to study the oscillations associated with 

the approach to equilibrium of the ~9 dipolar system, to~udy the validity 

of a thermal reservoir model of the A-B cross-relaxation process, to make 

the most accurate and independent measurements of the cross-relaxation 

parameters € and ~ AB' and to measure, the free induction decay of a rare 
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spin species indirectly. If the B spin heat capacity is large enough, 

and the B spin-lattice relaxation time TIB is long compared to 'tAB' the 

pulsed method can be used to measure 1'lB'", 

The thermal reservoir model of the double resonance process, using 

first-order time dependent perturbation theory, is accurate for ca43 in 

CaF2 to about 5%, even for e ~ 90°. The cross-relaxation spectrum of 

the ~9 dipolar reservoir is accurately exponential in the wings, and 

the major broadening mechanism of the Ca 43 resonance line in CaF2 is 

motionally narrowed dipolar broadening by F19 neighbors. The Ca 43quad._ 

rupolar spin-lattice relaxation mechanism is not greatly affected by the 

lack of a ca43 spin temperature during relaxation, within the experimental 

error. No conclusive evidence 

. resonance sensitivity could be 

for spin diffusion w'eakening of double 

I, :3 

In gypsum (cas04 .2~O), a weak double' quantum transition of 

naturally-occurring deuterium ( .. 0156% abundant) was observed. Other double 

resonance lines were observed which were tentatively identified as ca43 

and S33 lines, on the basis of audio saturation measurements of'Yeff• 

In conclusion, a digital computer can be a great aid in analyzing 

the dynamic of nuclear double resonance. Most of the work in this thesis 

would have been impo'ssih'ly':: laborious without a computer. 

\ , 
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APPENDIX A 

. SPIN DIFFUSION AMONG A SPINS 

Duringthe'double resonance process, disorder is 'put into the lattice 
, . 

of ordered A spins at ·randoml,Y located B spin sites. But the dipole-dipole 

interaction between nuclear spins isa shor~-range inte,Taction (Hdip - -j-); 
, r 

so that each B spin affects only its closest A neighbors directly. In ~act, 

the transition probability between A dipolar energy levels will be proportional 

to the sCluare of the A-B dipolar perturbation, 52 so the $trength of the 

direct double resonance coupling will be proportional to (1:"3 cos
2
eik)2 /r~k 

(here r ik is the distance between the B spin k and the particular A neigh-

. , 'bor i it is perturbing).' Because of the short range of this direct inter-

action we must rely on spin diffusion between abundant A neighbors to 

carry the disorder from the closest A spins out to the rest of the A spins 

far from the B spin. 

To get some feeling ,for the orders of magnitude involved, we may 
- . , 4 ' 

consider the case of Ca 3 (.13% abundant) in CaF2• The average number of 

r9 spins per ca43 spin is about 1540, which occupy a sphere of CaF2 with, 

radius r = 7.2a (a = r9_r9 distance in the cubic lattice of fluorine 

nuclei in CaF2 ). As Ho i,s';rotated with respect to the crystalline axe,s . 

. in CaF2, the strongest A-B dipolar coupling occurs for the laboratory 

magnetic field (H ) parallel to the [111] direction. In this direction 
o ' 

. , 2 26· 
about 95% of the A-B coupling (- ~ (1-3 cos e ik) /rik ) is contributed b~ 

the eight flu~rine nearest neighb~rS of the Ca 43' at a distance (~3) , 

a ;'.866a (See Fig. 2).61 If we include the, additional 24 second neighbor 

, r.:-: 43 ' 
fluorines at a distance ('" 11/2) a ;;;; 1.66 a, w'e see that each Ca inter-

acts directly with only about 32 fluorine neighbors, or (32/1540) ~ 2% 

" : 

, 

,.:,.' 
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.. 4 
of the average number per Ca 3 spin. Cleariy the spin diffusion process 

betw·een A spins will be involved if we see double resonance signals corre- . 

sponding to more than a few percent decrease in the A dipolar signal during 

the A spin-lattice relaxation time (T
lA 

- 4sec in. CaF
2

) J because each Ca 43 

must destroy an appreciable amount of the order at all 1540 of the A spins 

associated with it on the average. 

An approximation often used to describe this spin diffusion prob~: 

2 62-64 lem J . is to neglect any anisotropy of diffusion and to use a diffusion 

equation to describe the change of a spatially-varying spin polarization 

(or spin temperature): 

(A-l) 

where 

J. 

where b is approximately equal to the distance from a B spin to its 

nearest A neighbor, n range s over the B spin site s J . and f3 A :: ( 1 ). 
TACr) 

Lowe and Gade have shown that D is quite isotropic for a simple cubic 

lattice. 15 The description of the A spins by a spin temperature necessarily 

means that the spin temperature must not vary too rapidly in space, because 

w·e must be able to divide the crystal up into small regions, each of which 

contains a "macroscopic" number of A spins at nearly the same temperature. 

Because of the anisotropy of the A-B interaction, and because at most only 

about 30 (and perhaps as few as 8) A spins interact with each B spin 

directly in CaF2 it does not seem likely that a spin temperature can be 

used to describe the double resonance process close to the B spin. Although 



the spin temperature approximation may be a useful one for diStances far· 

from the B spin,the question of how· best to describe the double re sonance 

process close to the B spin remains open. 

It might be thought that the sy:mm.~try of CaF
2 

would allow us to 

select ortly certain r9 neighbors of the ca43 and do an exact quantum-

me.chanical calculation of their eigenstates to treat this· problem. Then 

one could perhaps find the initial absorption of energy from A-B coupling 

by this subsystem. But for H. parallel to [lllJ, even though the Ca-F 
. . 0 

coupling is so anisotropic that 2 of the~9 neighbors interact 9 times 

as strongly with the Ca 43 spin as do the other 6 ~9 neighbors, each of 

these 2 ~9 neighbors is coupledstrongly to at least 12 other F19 neigh

bors •.. On the other hand, ·for H parallel to [lllJ,· not only is each F19 
o 

19 .. . . 
. spln coupled· to many a thel F ~pins ( 7 to 8) bl:1t the es -F coup] i ng 

is very isotropic so we must consider the direct in~eraction of many 

19 . 43 
"F . sub systems " with the Ca spin. 

It may be that in a monoclinic system or one involving relatively 

isolated water molecules, such as gypsum (caS04·2~O), one could choose 

. . ~,~ 
such a subsystem of A spins to treat quantum ... mechan~cally .. 

SPIN .DIFFUSIONAND MAXIMUM DOUBLE RESONANCE RATES 

To obtain a very crude physic!3-1 feeling for the possible effect of 

spin diffusion on the double resonance process we can u·se the solution of 

67 
the diffusion equation for a delta-function of heat input at the origin: 

:where 

and 

~A(r,t) a[(.[7T pr3 exp(_R
2/p2

)]' 

pet) = .J4D t, 

222 
R = x +y +z • 

I •• 

, 
.1 
I 

i 
. 1 .. , 

I 
1 

·i 

·1 
·1 
! 
j 
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To make this very crude estimate we use only the Gaussian spatial dependence 

of the solution, and require that p('r SD ) = r" where r is the radius enclosing 

the average number of spins per B spin: 

*. 

Then in a time 'rSD all the A spins will be appreciably 'influenced by the 

B spin at the origin. This yields 

2 
r 

-15· - 4 -12· For Ho parallel to the [lllJ direction in Ca12 ' D = 3. xlO ,so 

'fSD ;; 3.3 msec. Thus for 'rAB '$ T SD' spin diffusion might lower the 

observed cross-relaxation rates. 
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APPENDIX B 

SIMPLIFIED DERIVATION OF THE MASTER EQUATION 

The simplified derivation of the master' equation given in this 

appendix assumes that we are only interested in the change of expectation 

values .of the zero-order parts of the Hamiltonian. If· 01 and 02 are two 

commuting parts of the zero-order Hamiltonian which are coupled by the per-' 

turbation, and w'e work in a representation in which 01 and 02 are diagonal, 

we see: 

and 

Tr{pO.} =L: 
. ~ 

n 

n . 

,The spin temperature assumption for the density matrix leads to such a 

diagonal density matrix. 

EquatioIl (18) can be formally solved by iteration: 

*, *' 1 t+6, * *,' P (t+.6) = P (t) - i t d t t [J{ (t f ), P (t) J 

of', 

+ 12 f ~-:;f j~n~(t,),[l{"<tn), p*(tn)J]. (B.2)· 

t . t 

The observable quantities of interest are ~ss) and (Sz)' where both of 
. . ' '* 

these operators commute with p (t) and J{o. But if Eq. (B.2) is used to 

calculate either pf these expectation values, the term linear in J{* doe~ 

not contribute: using (,16),' (17) and the fact that [J{o' PRJ = ° gives 

0'; , 

" 

. ~' 



But because 

d 
dt 
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.. d .' .. 

::;j}! ,1; * + .i Mot )", .} 
{ ( 

0 dp 
= Tr 0 -i[MoJ PRJ + e ~ e 

* 
= Tr {o ~~ }. 

Tr (BA} = Tr (AB} J 

the term linear in}!* in (B.l) vanishes! 

Then if we neglect the linear te~ in (B.l) and let D,. « TAB' wp.ere 

TAB is the cross relaxation time constant, w'e can write an approximate 

* expression for the derivative of P 

'* * p (t+D,. ) - p (t) 
D,. 

t~ t' . . 

= (;.d f dt'f dt" [JI*(t», [~(t7), p*(t"») I 
t t. (B.,) 

It D,. is sufficiently short compared to T 'Yre only need to calculate the 
* AB 

lowest 6rdercontribution of ~~ ; but til lies betw'een t and t~, so w'e 

* * can use equation (B.2) to relate p (til) to P (t) z 



" 
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. ·'f 

" .', 

".l 

. . : 

p*(-tll ); p*(t) + items prop6:rt1o~~1'toM*, Ot)2 

* Since w'e are interested in the low'est order change in p( t) (since t « 

'rAE and ,we are calculating tl].e derivative) then for our purposes 

* '* p (t!!) = pet). Thus Eq.(B.3) reduces to 

We w'ill only be intere sted in the equations for expectation .value s 
, ' " d 

of operators O,that commute with Mo' so let us calculate dt (0) because 

an important simplification occurs in (B.4) if we can use the properties 

, * of the Tr ( }, and the random variation of;U (t)..Using Tr {BA} = Tr{AB}, 

[M , 0] = 0 and [p*, 0] = 0, we have 
o 

,'. , 
{ -. 

',' / 

, ft+6 t
l 

= - +' dt l (dtuTr {[o,-3t(O)] fJtCt"-t'), p*(t)j} ,~ 
t , .It' 

(B.5) 

or 



" 

if 

" . , 

I , 

1 

* dP<·' -
dt = 
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t+l:l. t', - ~ f dt' jdt
tl 

Tr 
t t 

1 0 [Jt'(O) 1 [Jt'(t"-t· )'P*(t)lj i 
(B .. 6) . 

The trace in (B. 5) is the 'correlation function of the random local 

field at ~ B spin site, at times tt and til" This local field must have 

a correlation time of the order of T2A since mutual spin flips betw'een 

neighboring flourin.e nuclei change it.. What we have shown in Eq. (B.6) 

is that this correlation function depends only on the difference of the 

two times t' and ttl. If we d,efine 

t' =t"+i, 

Eq. (B .. 6) can be rewritten, .after a change of variable t 

d _ 1 f t~ (, t I -t ~ [* '1.r* 
dt (0) = - T t dt 10M Tr) 0 J{ (0)" [<» (--r), 

But if 6 » (t'-t) »-r , the integral over -r in (B.7) approaches a 
c 

constant independent of t; and the f1rstintegraJ.::.can be" eva:)..uated L; ';,. ,:; 

(B.8) 

This is the result obtained by Provotorov and Abragam. 23,25 
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APPENDJJCC· 
, ... : 

EVALUATION OF CROSS-RELAXATION CORRELATION. FtlNCTIONS 

Using the formal expansion 68 for 'J{lx( T) a~d (29 h (30) we have. ~ " : 

. . 

~(-<); ~r {lidJib<-h [ Ji~s' Jib< I, 

. + i:;2 [Jiss' [JiBs' Jib<l])} 

= Tr {Jiix } -iT Tr {Jiss I Jib<" Jib<]} +~~Tr {[ Jiss~ "'b< I \ ' 

Thus 

g(O) '>: Tr {Uiz} 

1 1 Tr{[Mssj }{lxlJ... 
'[ 2 . = - 2' 

Tr {J{~~} , c .. , 

! 

,. :-.;:. Using expre s sions (7). and, . .(9) , and .. eXplic,:1,tly ;evalUat~ng·;trace8 'over:the 

A and B spin systems gives the 'following values of' g(O): 

g( O) = aI(I+l)S(S+l) L: (AAB)2 
. 9 NB i . ik 

= N ex . B 
S(S+l) 

3 
a =.Tr (I} '. 

where the summation index i ranges over the A neighbors of a B spin," 
2 ',' . . .. 

and (.6roB)~A-is the Van Vleck second moment of the B spin absorption line 

caused by A-B dipolar coupling. Evaluation of the iattice sums yields 

. the following approximate expression for (~)BA ~or Ca 43 in CaF2 z 

... 

-t: 



j 
l 
i 
\ 1 . 
; 
l ' 

~. . . 

'. 
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(C.l) , 

Here a is the flourine-flourine distance, and ex, [3, and'Y are the direc-

tion cosines of the laboratory magnetic field Ho with respect to the cubic 

crystalline axes of CaF2 • The lattice sunis leading to {B.4) were done 

on a computer for Hoparallel to. the [Ill] and [llOJ d~rections, for all 

A neighbors at r ik < .J 51/4 a. An integral correction for all farther 

neighbors was added to the computer results, and the resulting [lllJ 

and [llOJ points were fit to the angul~r functional form derived for 

2 
(bmB)BA' Equation (C.l) is accurate to less than 1/210 error. 

Inserting ~ss and ~~ from (15) and (11), and noting which TrB [ } . 

vanish, we find for 'T (8) c 

1 
- - 2" 

(C.2 ) 

The numerical values of'T c calculated from (C.2) in CaF
2 

show that 'T c is 

fro~ 50 to 10010 larger thanT2 (F-F). The first term in (C.2) is the 

value of the correlation time when 8 =90°, and the additional term pro-
, 2 " . 

portional to cos 8 shortens 'T by about 2510 when .' 8 = 45 0. It is possible 
, c 

that this shortening of 'T is related to the broadening of the B spin c . . 

'resonance line in the rotating frame, when 8 '\ 90° •. At 8 = 90° the B 

spin line is a delta function, except for lifetime broadening. 

Putting :U!(s), ~lx' and &\,~" from (6), . (12), and (11) into (C.2),using 

the commutation relations between A and B spin operators, and evaluating the 

traces "'hieh appear in (C.2) ,we find: 



.. ' 

where 

and 
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., 
, " 

',1"c(8 )2= L, + L:...' 
,1' ~ 

, .' ~.', 

" 
, . .': . . ~ 

, .,,; 

, , 

The summation index i ranges over theA neighbors of a rare B spin, and 

the A.t:Bk , B~. are given by (8) .and (9) .. ForH. parallel to [lll} in 
l ' lJ , 0 ' 

, " " "~4 

CaF2 (using only a rough approximation to t (~ik) )we find for 1"
c

(8 ), 

including the off-resonance correction term ~: 

, I ' ' I -2 - " , 0 -2 ' , . 2 . 
'r (8)='r (90) . 1+ cos e (.78) 

c . ·c 

Thus at e ::: 45 0 
J'r c ;_ 61Jls, but at 8 := 900 ,. 'rc is 80.5 JlS. 

'r (90 0
) was evaluated by computer to about 1% accuracy for H parallel 

c . '. 0 

" to ~lllJ and [110] in CaF2,and these values are quoted in connection with 

experimental results •. 

. , 

.' 

.. ~ 
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EFFECT OF SMALL RANDOM QUADRUPOLE SPLITTINGS' 
ON TEE CROSS-RELAXATION EQUATIONS 

1. Effects on E 

We consider here the.quadrupole splittings caused at some B spin sites 

in a cubic crystal by random lattice defects and impurities. We shall 

make the approximation that the' distance between quadrupole satellites of 
! 

a particular B spin k i~ vQk « flB and specialize to the case of e = 90° 

for simplicity. If (VQk)'» flB the double resonance line will be reduced 

in intens~ty by ~ flB/(vQk ) « 1, and may not be observable. If vQk ~ flB 

thesJtuation cannot be handled by an "effe'ctive spin 1/2" formalism69 since 

'all the quadrupolar split B spin levels will interact strongly with l1.B' 

so the effect of the quadrupole splittings would have to be taken account 

of exactly. 

If vQk « f lB, then only the secular part of the total quadrupole 

Hamilt,onian J!Qk need be added to the B-spin rotating frame Hamiltonian: 

, B" A ... ,AB B 
J!RQ = l!z + l!Brf + J:i d ( s) + .ud- ( s) + J!Qk 

,where 
2 

, J!B fi /2IT V~(3~ -1) ! 
lS;k 

S(S+l) 

1 Qk = 2" 3 

= 
flroQk 
-2- [S;k - S(~+l) 1 • 

Bec;ause we know nothing about the particular value of v Qk at any B spin 

site, we shall assume that vQk is given by a Gaussian random distribution 

of width vQ' normalized to the number NB of B spins per unit volume: 

(D.l) 
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. . 

p{ v Q.k )d 'v Q.k then g1 ves the numberofH sP1~s;n th v Q. f~:·-l} . 
region vQ.k' vQ.k + dvQk •. ··· 

in the 

.' . ' .' ,,J& • 

The restriction to f lB
i » vQk orvQ 'is not liecessarily very serious, 

bed.usea "minimum" value of flB has already entered into the. theory: 

the double resonance rates fall to zero with decreasing f
lB

, and.for the.··.' 

thermal reservoir model to hold we must req,liirethat H1B be » ~ so 

that the A-B interaction is a small perturbation on both the A and B 

systems .. 

I 8ince liQ,k commutes with .li!( s) is it natural to include it in the 

zero-order B Hamiltonian: 

The parameter €'is the ratio of the A and B spin energies or heat capacities 
',0 

at the same spin temperature, so the only modification to €.consists of 

adding' a new term to the B spin energy: 

.. 

Therefore 

.- !~ . 

But 

. 2 
(),)lB (28+1)S(S+1) 

= ~~--~--------
3 

. . 
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averaging over the Gaussian diStribution of quadrupole splittings yields! 
. 2 

EQ ~ E [1 + J (4i ~S-3 )] . 
IB 

2 

= € [1 + J ] (for S = 7/2 ) 
. lB 

(D.2) 

Thus any quadrupole splitting effects on € would noticeable only near 

f lB ::; v Q' where the perturbation tre.atment is probably no longer valid • 

-1 
Effects on l' AB 

If}/.Qk is lumped with -illlBSxk to f~~ a new B ·spin Hamiltonian }/.Bk' 

then the density matrix derivation for dtA remains unchanged down to the 

point t 

. since }/.Bk still commutes with the density matrix and with }/.!; and the 

correlation function still vanishes for long times. 

Here 

with 

so that we can write the time-dependent B factor as a function of only 

. the kth B spin operator t 
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, .~. , . 

. == ~ ~ ( t) SZk( t) == ~ J\ ( t ) , 
k. ' ... k 

f\(t) 

and • 

By the properties of the Tr
B 

( ), terms in (D.~)which are of the 

following form vanish, 
.. :: 

..... 

o . " 

if k t k', because then Szk' (-1') and Szk(O) commute with ever~hing;: 
, . 

can be taken outside the commutator J and have vanishing trace over the. , , 

,Bspins. Then Eq. (D.3) becomes a sum of separate contributions from. " '. .' ; . ,; ';, .:'. "> ~ --, :.. .. ~ -, j 

.. each B spin in the sample: 

dE . 
A -

dt == 
( dEA) 
d~ k 

. ' 

= ~: (~ - T~ h.( d< Tr{ M!!M;;(~);M;;(-<),~I}. 

. As before} by the properties of .the trace 

,', .' 

" 

..' 
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Since S k(-~) contains only B spin operators it can be brought outside z . 

the CO!ilmutator: 

Then the previous relation between a time derivative and a commutator 

can be applied to yield: 

The major difference between the case with quadrupole splittings and 

without quadrupole splittings is that the B spin correlation function 

is simply proportional to cos((J)lB~) in the latter case. The small 

quadrupole splitting case then reduces to the evaluation 

TrB { SzkSzk( -~) }. 

It is at this point that,the perturbation approximation VQk«flB 

becomes necessary, because we shall evaluate TrB { SZkSzk( -~)} to second 

order in the small quantity. vQk' using the approximate operator identitYl70 

where 

and 

A+A.B - A . 
e = e [1 + AS

I 
+ AS2 ] 

S 
1 

1 -Ax Ax =fdx.e Be 
o 
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. .' . -

82 = 111 
o 0 

, -Ax"Ax(l-X') ,',Axx~ , 
xdxdx Ie· ' 'Be Be" , 

We intend to evaluate 

.... exp l ii' ( c"'uSxk + A O)~S~)]" e±1~Bk .' 

by (D.5), and then set;" =1, so 

where 

A =±i<t>Sxk' and B = ±i s S;k 

¢ =(l) 'f 
lB 

The term QC S(S+l)in J:!Bk commute~w'ith everything so it can be neglected 

in the exponential. 

Some of the integrals in TrB {SZkSZk(,-t~ srirpllfy if qaantities , 

'such as 'e -Ax Be-Ax are first evaluated and TrB{ } is brought under the 

integrals, since many of the Tr13{ } vanish,and parts of the integrands:' 
, , ,~~' 

cancel whe~ the sign of 'fis changed. Expansion of e' using (D.5) 

yields: 

~.' . 
(D.6) 

where' M(±) = l + ;" Ml(±) + ;,,2 M2(±) 

3 '9 
;::: 1 + ;" ~ Ii (+) ° i + ;" 

2 ~,F i (±) Pi' 
, i~, i~, . 

and for, example 
, '1 . 

II (+) ;::: 1 dx (-is) cos
2

(<t>x) I 01 ;::: S;k 
o ' 

, I' 
1

2
(+) = fa dX(-is)(-sin ¢x 'c9s <t>x), 02 = (SZkSyk + SYkSZk) 

,. 
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" 11 . 2 2n- (I + sin 2¢x ) 
Fl (+) = 0 xdx (-is) cos 'I;'~ 2" 4¢x 

etc .. The I i (.-) and Fi (-) are obtained from I i (+) and Fi (+) respectively 

by changing the sign of ~; that is of both ¢ and Se Changing this sign 

in the explicit expressions yields for the integrals the symmetry proper-

ties: 

(D,,7) 

. . 2 
Expansion of the B spin correlation function to second order in f.. 

using (D.,5), (]).6), (D.7), and vanishing of some of the TrB( } yields, 

after a lengthy calculation: 

where Trl = TrB {S~k ~k} , Tr2 = TrB t ~k Syk '~k Syk r , 

t',. ',' , F
l

(¢) = ¢2 cos ¢-¢ sin ¢ 

and F2 ( ¢) = -F
l 
(¢) 

But according to Eqs" (D.4), .(D.I),. and (24) 
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so that if we let " = It 

(n.B) 

-, 
and if w'e a.ssume 

the'same form for gA(~") as in Section Ii.C~2111 Eq. (56)" 
, .. : 
. ' 

The 'correction term in (D.8) has been evaluated numerically for 

,both Lorentz:1,an and Gaussian gA ( .. ) for Ho parallel to the [Ill} direction" .. 

(TC = 80.6 sec/(.6m~~A~ '= 31163x107 ). The value of ("~)Q is given'by ; < 

, , . " 

if w'e use Eq.. (n.2) for €Q~ 

, ~(flB) is given by (for TC = 80.6 sec; ·(.6m~)BA = ,3.63Xl07): 

, 

" ' 
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Table VI: HlB dependence of quadrupolar·correction terms 

1.0 2.0 3 .. 0 4.0 5 .. 0 6,,0 7·~0 8.0 9.0 10.0 

11.0 12.0. 13.0 14.0 

-74.0 -97.4 -123~ -152. 

The change of sign of ~(flB) occurs also for the Gaussian gA(-~)' 

but at a smaller value of flBa This behavior could be qualitatively 

understood by noting that at low flB the changes in matrix elements of 
. ~l 

theA-B dipolar perturbation might lead t9 a smaller TAB' while at high 

. flB the higher-lying quadrupole satellites allow· a greater energy exchange 

between A·and B spin systems. But perhaps the most disturbing feature 

of this calculation is that as flB ~oo, the quadrupole effects. do not 

... become negligible, since £. (flB) increases faster than I
lB

- This probably 

is the result of expanding a function for small T and then using this 

expansion in anj[ oodT, which.is obvi?usly dangerous unless the function 
o 

gB (T) really obeYB the approximate ·form out to where gA ( -T) cuts off the 

integrand. Because the perturbation is obviously becoming relatively 

~ important for large flB' it would be dangerous to draw' any conclusions 

based on this calculation. 

-1 
Instead of using the density matrix method of calculating TAB' one 

can calculate the individual cross-relaxation transition probabilities, 
. II ~ 

and use the expression of Lurie and Slichter . for TABt 
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./ 

'r~ ~'~~~ ~ (~S)(ro~s)2(~18xklr)(rI8xkl~) • 
k '.'. ~": 

Here I r) and Iii:) are the BZeeman states perturbed by the quadrupole 

inte~action~ tlro~s = Er"; ~S' and the in'd~X k ranges over the Bspins in 

the cr.yStal, each having a different value of (j)Q.k. By first order per"" 

turbation theory" 

and 

where 

k 

But'this term vanishesi~6m and6m+l are written out, because 

Trl 82 8 } = 0 :::; Tr {s~: J .. x z . x 

" 

",.! • 

• 

. , 

. 
" 

.' 

, ' , 
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APPENDIX E 

EXACT SOLUTION OF'THE CROSS-RELAXATION EQUATIONS 

Equations (79) and (80) of Sec:tion II.E.l may be. rewritten as 

o 

EB = Ci3E A - Ci2EB ' 

. 1 
Cil = E/'rAB + TiA ' 

-1 
~ = TAB J 

(E.l) 

Equations (E.l) and (E.2) are equivalent to two uncoupled, second-order 

differential equations for EA, EBJ in the solutions, the. exponential time 

. constants A.:1, A.:l are the same for both E A and ~ x 

-A. t -A. t 
EA(t) = EA+ e + + EA_ e 

(E.4) 

EA± and EB± are constants to be determined from the initial conditions 

EAo,EBo ' and A.± are given by 

where 
( )-1 ( 2)-1 Y co x 1+ E l+x , 

and 

The constants EA±, EB± are found from EA~O) and EB(O) using equations 

(E.i) and (E.2), and the definitions EA(O) co EAo ' EB(O) co EBot 
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E Ao (p. -~1) +CX2EBo 

(t-:_ -:P.t ) 
.... ' 

.. ~ , 

". " ( 

(E.7) .. ' 

Using (E,,3), (E.4) and (E .. 5) through (E.8) w'e can f'inallywriteout 

(E.9) 

. (E"lO) 

whel'e 

and 

" 

EquatIons (E,,9) and (E"lO) only describe what happens to the energies during 

the B rf' pulse. .During the time 1'0 betw'een B rf pulses EA( 1') .relaxes accord

ing . to its "exponential law', and the, compone~t of' ~ perpendicular to Ho 

decays in a time of' orde.r T2B % 

('!<t<-r+-r ) 
- - 0 

o 
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and 

If 1: » 
o 
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J3 = -x 

E
B

( 1:) 
sin e f(t) (1: <t< 1:. ~1:) ~. 

- - . 0 

T2B, ~ -? 0, so we can write (for e == 90° case) 

- l' /T . 
EA(1:+1:o ) == EA(n) == zle 0 LA EAo 

- 1: /TJA = zle 0 EA(n-l) 

Therefore the normalized A signal change for one B rf pulse (for the 

e = 90° case) is given byt 

Assuming x is small and expanding Eq~ (E. II) to first order in x gives the 

equation (84) for the first order effect of TJA on the normalized A signal. 

The exact computer program fits the normalized signals to' Eq" (E. II ) ... 

Ml 

To analyze the e = 30° data we find the eigenvalues A.± of the matrix 

lice' _C,)2 + 4c'c' 2,14' 23 

Then a, ~ are give~ by: 

a == 

A. A.N _ A. A.N 
+ - - + 

(A.+ .. A. J 

(A.N _ A.N) 
+ -!3 ;:::-----

(A.+ - A. J 

ThenEA(N) is given by: 

, 
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" , : ' ((3C2 )(EB(O)\ The parameter ' , , ~ J' 'which measures the relative dependence 

, " 

, . 

. ,. ,a:+(3C1 , EA ( 0) I 

~i ~A (N) ,on' ~(O), varies betw'een 0 for 'r = 0, and "','€ cole for 'r » 'r AB· 

Here EB(O)'::;EEA(O) since theiargest val~e of ~ is l'ikel~ to come 
, ' 

, from contact w'ith the cold A spin reservoir during the preceding B rf 

pulse .. 

; (.; - , 
." 

" 

. ,~ 

" 

;-;: ,.: 

, t' , 

, 
,.' 

.' \ . 

, " ~ 

'. 

'-.J." 

:' . . ' . 
.... : . ,", -!; ~ )' .. 

~ . '" ".' , ., 
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